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CHAPTER ONE
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
PROPOSAL
Ij.t- "Outstandiiig Tea.cher" award is an attempt to give recognition
fo’- tcn.ching e>:cellenco
. Although the techniq-aes used to identif'^'
the faculty member and tlie nature of the rewa^-d vary from campus to
campuo, tne a¥a.rd recipronts share a common experience; through u.
mecns approved by the instituta.on
,
they have been piiblicly Identified
as a model of teaching eminence. This study v/ishes to examine this
unique group of college teachers.
The existence oi the award 3& an intei’ea ting phenomena, in that
the aca.den'ii.c commanity tradxticna.lly has not boon receptive to the
evaluatio.n of teaching effectiveness. Self-interest may be the source
of t/iis lack of receptivity to evaluation, but many object to it be-
ca.use of t.he nature of this "mysterious profession" (l) "They tend to
dislike uhe imago of -f-hernselves as pedagogues; they tend to think of
teaciiing ras an artistic endeavor that does not lend itself to analytic
evaluation." (2) Thus, the practice of giving the award is, in at
least some small way, in conflict with those who believe effective-
teaching cannot be idexitified. The av;ard not only classifies one
teacher as an "Outstanding Teacher," bur it also uses ins tituticnal
sanctification and resources to legitimatize the decision. The sanc-
tification is the convocati.on where assorted members of the acaderni.c
commuioity give public praise to the teacher. The amount of resources
expended varies, hut the K. E. Earbison award presently consists of a
pi-ize of ten thousand dollars. The presentation ceremony, as well as
the financial reward, tends to make the practice highly visible.
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At) a r0 sii]_t. Oi "this visibility, jf toachci's who do tioL liave the
rospoct of their colleagues are being given the award, it is a Serious
chastisement of the profession that no book, c?iapter in a book or even
a 'naganirie article has appeared that criticizes the practice of for-
nally designating a teacher as "Outstanding." As wili be pointed out
in Chapter Two, the references to the award j.n the literature of higher
education are casual, not substantial. The American Association of
University Professors has made no public policy on the matter (3).
No college chapter of the A.A.II.P. where the award is administered
has made a public stand on the practice (^l). Morris Freedman, author
of CHA.OS. IN THFJ COLLEGES, observes; "I thirl: i.hat thei-e are very few
campuses where everyone does not knov/ who are the best and worst
teachers." (3) Perhaps the award recipients belong to this highly
visil)le group of teachers and thus the av/ard has not caused controversy.
Another explanation for the community's silence might be explained by
the utterance of a faculty senate chairman who commented on the av/ard:
"If I can get a SlOOO for a colleague I'll not vote 'No,'" (6) One
v/ould hope that if an incompetent or merely competent teaclier received
the award, the faculty chairman would say "No." One of the signifi-
cant hy\'jcthe 3es studied in this report will be that: recipients of
the award are respected by their colleagues and/or their students
for their teaching effectiveness.
The study of the award and its recipients will focus on one
geographi.c area; Nev/ England. It wi-11 describe the selection t^ch-
niciiss used in the different awarding institutions in order to ansvier
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questions such as: "What techniques are used to identify the teachers?'
"Who is the key decision maker: the students, the ad.uinisti'ation, the
ftH.culty, ':.he alumni or a combination of these grouns?" "Are the groups
in gonex ai. consensus as to the validity of the selection?" "V/hat re-
v;ard.s are given to the recipients?" "Does the recipient heJ.ieve the
av/ard has helped him professionally?" Correspondence with New England
institutions of higher learning indicated that many of them are inter-
ested in learning about the procedures employed in sister institutions
to identify the "Outstanding Teacher." (7)
Shoul.d the analysis of the selection process employed by the in-
dividual colleges indicate the techniques are defensible, i.e., if there
is evidence of strong support from the students or faculty that the
des'ignation such as "Distinguished Teacher" oi- "Best Prof" are appro-
pria.te to the recipient, then these i.ndividuals should be analysed in
depth. "If the lack of adequate studies of the college professor is
apparent, the need for them is equally evident." (8) This study assumes
that there is a need to know the attitudes tov/ard college teaching of
individua^ls who are given recognition for their teaching ability. The
proposal also assumes there is a need to discover if these individuals
have had common expeidences or possess common accomplishments.
The first area to be studied, the attitudes of "Outstsmding College
Teachers," is concerned with identifying those factors tliat brought
these teachers into teaching, the factors that keep them in teaching
a.nd those factors that discourage them abou.t college teachi.ng, Cencei'n
about tlio absence of a description of these factors v;as expressed at
sponsored by the American Council onthe Conference on College Teaching
Mucation in 1956 . This group listed a r.uinber of questions relevant
10 thi5j topic: "What are the discouraging factors that keep more young
peep]- from entering college teaching?
. . . What factors cause people
to leave college teaching? At what point in their lives do most in-
dividuals make the decision to enter or not to enter college teaching? (9)
A participant at chat conference, Dr, Ruth Dckert, a Professor o:^
higher Education at the University of Minresota, joined with Dr. John
Stccklein and attempted to ansv/ei’ these questions. They c?.'’eatsd a
questionnaire and polled the faculty members teaching :in institutions
of higher learning in Minnesota. Parts of ttieir instrument will he used
in this study. The responses of recipients of teaching awai-ds might
^ E'-'— J^'Ce the policies of a.dministrators in attracting and keepi.ng in—
d .1.V j.duals in ilieir institution who have the pottnitial for being di.s-
ti;'igul shed tea,c?ic-i-s
.
Tne second area to Vje studied, the biographiccil data of the re-
cipients, T,;ill examine the recipient's education, teaching experience,
scholarly activities, teaching assignment, institutional mobility and
other personal data to determine if any of these factors or a combina-
tion of these factors make one mor'e likely to be a recipient. This
study v;ill use a questionnaire designed to quantify this data on
teaching facul. ties in four-year colleges that was prepared and admin-
istered by the United States Office of Education in 1963 - "i^he data
cn 158,002 subjects has been classifiea by the nature of institutional
control and size. This would make it possible to compare the award
recipients v;ith their universe. A. J. Rrumbaugh in RESEARCH DESIGNED
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TO improve: INSTITUTIONS CF HIGHF.R LEMNING spoke of the possible use
of surh data as V70uld be collected:
Nearly every faculty roster contaj_ns data on the age^
preparatjon, exRierierice
>
narital status, dependents
Epeclal interests, contribution to scholars]'. ip, and*
3 i-.ngch Oj. service of its members as vrell as honors or
other pu1;.j.ic recc^nition accorded them.. These data
cai'i oe analyxed and synthesized in many v/ays to pive
a genera./, picture oi t'ae faculty^ They may also be
studied to discover v:hat relationships exist bctv;cen
t’nosc characteristics and success in teaching * . . (lO)
The study v/ill use the 75
beginning in 196d~64 received
individual
.s who in the five-year period
an outstanding teacher avjard from a New
Knglind institution of higher learning. T]ie list v?as created from a
survey made in the summer cf 196S. Fourteen of the 101 accredited
tour-year institutions of higher education in Nev; lingland make v-ie
a\7ard. Only the University of Rhode Island of the six land grant
ut>ivcrsities falls to give the av;ard. Catholic institutions are
leprescnted by: Boston College, Frirfield, end Saint Michael's, Ivy
Leagvie insti.tuti ons participating in a dis tinguished teacher award
include Dartmouth and Amherst. V'orccstcr Polytechnical Institute
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are involved in teaching
av7ard programs.
Some of the schools mentioned above have only recently initiated
an "Outstanding Teacher" award, Braudeis began a program in 1964.
Students introduced the program at Dartmouth in 1967 and at Fairfield,
in 1968. The study will report on the chronology of teaching av7ards,
i,e., is it a contemporary phenomenon?
6™LMn,QN^J^g_^’_UDYING RECIPIENTS OF "OUTSTANDING TEACHER” AWARDS
If the individuals selected as "Outstanding Teachers" are respected
by the faculty for their teaching ability, and if the nature of the
prize is such that it might encourage others to emulate the behaviors
of the recipient, then the practice should expand. Given the financial
and status rewards of other professional activities of the professors,
it is important that we reward the conscientious college teacher for
the energies he expands on noteworthy teaching.
Professors find teaching is competing w-ith consulting, writing
and research for their time and energy. As such, professors are deter-
mining priorities. Some of the critics of higher education suggest
that teaching is not faring wel] on the professor's priority list.
"IS THERE A TEACHER ON THE FACULTY'' was the title of a recent editorial
in HARPERS in which John Fisher noted that:
The harsh truth is that nearly all of our colleges and
universities are capable right now of providing for better
instruction than they actually put out... They don't do it
simply because our whole academic system is now rigged
against good teaching. No faculty member (with rare excep-
tions) is rewarded if he teaches well or is punished if he
doesn't. (11)
Paul Woodring echoes the same concern: "They (Graduate students)
quickly discover that the status symbols of academia are rigged against
good undergraduate teaching and that the way to get ahead in the aca-
demic world is to move to a university where one can spend most of his
time in research." (12)
The establishment of an "Outstanding Teacher" award is evidence
that a segment of the academic community wishes to reward teachers for
7teaching. It is an attempt to restore status to teaching. The Presi-
dent of Cornell noted the rewards Inherent in research and observed:
Special inducements for teaching may well be necessary, and they may
help reduce the problem. But the means are artificial.” (13) The re-
ward may be extrinsic, but the situation is so serious that unsophis-
ticated techniques may have to be employed to make teaching important
.
Jacques Barzun: "Teaching is not a lost art, but the regard for it
is a 2.ost tradition. (14) Paul Woodring: "The undergraduate is
becoming the forgotten man of American higher education." (15) John
Gardner: "We must restore the status of teaching." (16) Clark Kerr:
'If the faculty looks upon itself as a guild, the under-
graduate students are coming to look upon themselves more as
a 'class;' some may even feel like a 'lumpen proletariat;'
lack of faculty concern for teaching, endless rules and re-
quirements and impersonality are the inciting causes. (17)
James Perkins, the President of Cornell, Nevitt Sanford, author
of THE AilERICAK COLLEGE, as well as Christopher Jencks and David
Riesman, co-emthors of THE ACADEMIC REVOLUTION, have all pointed out
that "the greatest scholars" (18)
,
the "distinguished faculty members"
(19) and "most eminent academicians" (20) prefer to teach graduate
students. "How to escape the cruel paradox that a superior faculty
results in an inferior concern for undergraduate teaching is one of
our more pressing problems." (21) If the individuals who have prom-
inence on a faculty have such a value, it is not presumptuous to as-
sume that others may adopt this attitude. The existence of this at-
titude towards the teaching of undergraduates; combined with an a-
wareness of the consequences of relegating teaching to those non-
8schoJarly, nondistinguished
,
non-eminent would suggest the rationale
of rewarding those who gain prominence as teacher of undergraduates.
Already the tendency at American universities is for
the professors to concentrate their ''ime and attention on
graduate students. Of the 4,000 professors recently surveyed
by the American Council on Education, more than half indicated
that they spend more time with graduate students than with
undergraduates. (This sample included junior faculty as well
as senior m.en.) Indeed in only a third of the academic fields
was undergraduate instruction given the highest priority. (22)
The priority given to graduate students over undergraduates is
one aspect of an ongoing development in higher education that Jencks
and Riesman have termed TEE ACADEMIC REVOLUTION. The nature of the
change has resulted in a less of status for teaching. An explanation
of the effect of the change on individuals who are college teachers,
or are in preparation to be college teachers, will dramatize the need
to learn more about individuals who are "Outstanding Teachers" in a
community that sets more value on other academic functions.
The introduction of the university into America in the latter
part of the nineteenth century began the revolution. Prior to the
establishment of John Hopkins University in 1871, American institu-
tions of higher learning were primarily undergraduate colleges. Tra-
ditionally the cap stone of a teacher's academic preparation was a
course in moral theology taught by the college president. Graduate
students were few in number, for there were few occupations that re-
quired the doctorate. College teaching was not one of them. (23)
Parallel with the growth of the need to possess a doctorate
came a change in tlie college teacher's perception of the role of a
professor. Whether this change came about as a result of external
9or internal pressures is not a major issue of this study, but what is
important is that the change affected the teacher’s perception of the
place of teaching. Havinghurst contrasts the preuniversity teacher
with today's professor and considers the former "As a being rather than
a doing type of person. ' (24) His social background permitted him to
be satisfied with ascribed status, rather than encouraging him to
strive for an achievement status. In other words, he had no social
motive to produce, to acquire, to strive. He was a teacher; that was
enough. Riesman and Jencks also have noted this change and observed:
Today there are many institutions in which almost the whole faculty
consists of first generation collegians—young men in a hurry for so-
cial security and professional respectability." (25)
For a young man in a hurry for social security and professional
respectability, it is not recommended that he devote his energies to
teaching. This advice seems to be the major thesis of the well-re-
ceived work: THE ACADEMIC M/YFRETPLACE
.
(26) The authors suggest
that tlie way to success is to place a high priority on researcli, not
on teaching. Universities seem to follow the same strategy. "The
mark of a university on the 'make' is a mad scramble for football
stars and professional luminaries. The former do little studying and
the latter little teaching, and so they form a neat combination of
muscles and intellect." (27) Kerr's quip on the value system of
higher education loses some of its impact because it merely acknowl-
edges what a university should be. (Football excepted, of course.)
At German universities, which America sought to imitate, the prime
responsibility of the professor was to generate knowledge rather than
10
to transmit it.
With the growth of institutions modeled in the German fashion,
the mission and environment of higher education was no longer restricted
to teaching at small four-year liberal arts colleges. The universities
provided not only a different environment but a different mission:
teaching and research. As the universities are the incubators for
most college teachers, the dual responsibility has had no little effect
on the teaching of undergraduates.
For some observers of American higher education, the dual respon-
sibility is interrelated. Algo Henderson (28), and Francis Rosencrance
(29) share. W. H. Cowley's position that "One cannot be a good teacher
unless he does research." (30) Perhaps. But this paper will avoid
the issue of whether this view is more likely to produce a Socrates
or a schizophrenic, and suggests that this belief has a different ef-
fect on the college teacher, i. e. he does not strive to be a teacher.
This phenomena will be explained by a discussion of the reward system,
the status symbols, and the experiences of those who are learning to
be college teachers.
Although observers may debate whether or not research makes one
a better teacher, there are few observers X\7ho deny that research makes
one a better candidate for a promotion. That research is the major
criteria for promotion and rewards on college campuses has been noted
by Tyler, 1958 (31), Eble, 1963 (32), Freedman, 1963 (33), Browne and
Mayhew, 1965 (3A)
,
Caplow and McGee, 1965 (35), Jencks and Riesman,
1968 (36), and Woodring, 1968 (37).
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As academicians V7e are also part of an institution
which, theoretically pays us to teach but which promotes
and rexvards as we publish. In the recent Somit-Tannenhaus
survey, several hundred political scientists indicated
their belief that volume of publication was the number one
attribute leading to career success in the profession...
Quality of publication was ranked sixth. Teaching ability,
of course, was ranked tenth. (38)
IVo surveys seem to dispute the observations of the political
scientists. Both surveys were done during the time of the "Publish or
Perish controversy. At first glance, they seem to indicate that the
superior teacher is rewarded. "Interestingly, studies have shown out-
standing teacning to be a powerful factor among promotion criteria.
Byrnes & Jamrich found it to be such in 51.9% of the institutions they
surveyed." (39) "Logan Wilson cites a survey of 71 members institxi-
tions of the Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges,
two thirds of x-jhlch approve the promotion of superior teachers who may
or may not be productive researchers." (40)
A second examination of this data seems to indicate that superior
teaching is not rewarded. The institutions X\rere able to distinguish
between the teaching function and the research function. Although they
may be interrelated, the administrators were ready to distinguish the
functions for promotion evaluations. At 49.1 percent of the institu-
tions Byrnes and Jamrich surveyed, the respondent acknowledged that out-
standing teaching was NOT a poxvzerful factor among promotion criteria.
One-third of the members of the Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges did not hesitate to acknox^ledge that they do NOT
approve of promoting superior teachers unless they are productive re-
searchers .
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Con^Kier how this data affects the graduate student’s perception
of teaching. He Is an apprentice. His values and future behaviors
are being formed. He learns that the basis for advancement in higher
education, indeed the basis for retention at an institution, is cer-
tainly not teaching. "Although no university president would claim
that teaching is unimportant, actual practice relegates teaching to
a secondary role." (41)
Not only does the graduate student learn that teaching is not the
criterion for promotion, he discovers the ultimate irony, that the apex
of a status for a college teacher is to become what Clark Kerr calls
the "Non-Teacher-—the higher a man's standing, the less he has to do
with students." (42) Logan Wilson observed the same phenomena and
was concerned about the ripple effect: "If the faculty regards RELIEF
FROM TEACHING as the chief reward for accomplishment or as the highest
.-tatus cjanbou-, and relegates undergraduate teaching to inexperienced
graduate assistants, we may be sure that the students perceive this
situation too." (43)
For the doctoral candidate, not only does he perceive it, he ex-
periences it. A graduate student learns that there is even a distinc-
tion in status between those who have received a teaching fellowship
and those v;ho possess a research fellowship. Given the environment
of the university, the research fellowship understandably has a greater
status. Ann Heiss, James R. Hudson, and Martin Trow have each commented
on this particular indoctrination into the status of teaching in college.
The teaching assistant is the "drone" whereas the research assistant
13
functions under "the aura of scholarship." (44) The research assist-
ants are assumed to be the more talented students, the teaching assist-
ants are frequently drawn from "the less able graduate students." (45)
Perhaps the most appropriate distinction between the two types of
fellowships is Trow's observation that the research assistantship
"pays more." (46)
Even the reaction of the faculty to the responsibilities of the
teaching assistant reminds the graduate student of how unimportant his
duties are considered. Most departments engage in little, if any,
supervision of the teaching assistant. They receive about as much
guidance as an Instructor, i. e. minimal. "Graduate students there-
fore conclude that the department is not really interested in their
teaching but only in their ability to write papers and examinations.
Students who draw such conclusions are, moreover, usually right." (47)
The culmination of the graduate student's indoctrination into
the low status of teaching is his experience as he looks for a position
Possession of the doctorate seems to be a far more powerful factor in
obtaining a position as a college teacher than evidence that one can
teach college. A teacher gets a position on a college faculty not
because he can teach, but by demonstrating that he has been taught."
(48) This lesson is not lost on the graduate student.
Given the status quo of the universities, that the basis for pro-
motion is publication, that superior teaching does not insure promotion
that professors are not hired for their teaching ability, it is impor-
tant to study those individuals who behave as if superior teaching is
rewarded
.
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^suT-rmoNs of the study
An essential aspect of the problem of encouraging effective
teaching on college campuses is the question of semantics. What is
effective teaching? Who is an effective teacher? Much experimental
research has been done on those questions. A number of studies have
attempted to evaluate tivo different teaching processes by measuring
the success of the two groups on a product, usually a test. For ex-
ample, one group would be taught by the discussion method, the other
group would be taught by the lecture method, the scores of the groups
on an achievement test would be compared and a qualified judgment
would be made about the more effective method of instruction. In
the studies employing two processes and a product as a criteria, the
product was not restricted to an achievement test, nor was the proc-
ess restricted to teaching methods. Characteristics of the teacher,
the organizational structure, promotion policies and other contrasts
were employed in the process section of the design. Attitudes, be-
haviors and other outcomes, besides achievement were measured as a
product
.
The results of these experiments have given little assistance
In defining effective teaching. W. J. McKeachie, writing about re-
search on college and university teaching in THE HANDBOOK ON RESEARCH
ON TEACHING agrees with Biddle and Ellena who introduced their bookj
CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE TEACHING, with the observation: "Few if
any factors are now deemed established about teacher effectiveness
and many 'findings' have been repudiated." (49)
-13-
This study has been structured on tv;o realities; first, that
co.L.].ege teaching, for the most part, is not outstanding, a position
echoed by a nurriber of observers quoted previously in the paper; £ind
t\eo, that v^e have not yet scientifically determined vihcit constitutes
effective or outstanding teaching, which is the position of McKeachie,
Biddle and Ellena, and others.
Fev/ observers of higher education would quarrel with both these
propositions. Howrever, if you put these two realities together, you
produce an internal contradiction: How can we say good teaching is
not occurring if we do not know v;hat good teaching is? In other words,
if we cannot objectively define outstanding teaching, it is impossible
to observe whether or not it is occurring.
The resolution of this dilem.ma lies in one's perception of the
nature of teaching. Is teaching an art or science? If it is an art,
then v;e can apply the criteria of success used in the arts; common
agreement by people whose judgment is respected. Thus, v;e can make
judgments about the state of the art and the artists. If teaching is
a science, v/ith a set of lav;s and principles, we can observe that our
knov.’ledge about these laws and principles is at the primitive state;
so primitive in fact, that we have yet to agree on what it is we are
studying. Specifically we must define a successful student before we
define effective teaching.
For the purpose of this paper it is not necessary to define the
nature of teaching, but it is crucial that the existence of the de-
bate be recogni^.ed, for the study demands the reader accept the intel-
lectual viability, but not necessarily the validity of Gilbert Highet's
16
bock title: THE ART OF TEACHING. This is Important, for the study
lsclate.s those individuals who have been identified by a criteria not
unlike that applied to painters, musicians and architects. It argues
that by assuming the validity of this criteria, one may learn more
about the characteristics of great teachers.
Admittedly, it would be necessary to examine the strategy used
by the institution to identify the teacher to discover if there is a
rationale to the method of selection. If it can be justified in the
sense that it reflects the judgment of the recipient's colleagues or
students, then the individual so chosen should be compared with other
individuals so identified to determine if this group of "Outstanding
Teachers" siiare common values, such as their views about college
teaching, that their other colleagues do not share. It would bo im-
portant to Jearn if this group of "Outstanding Teachers" share common
characteristics, such as education, experience, scholarly activity or
teaching assignment that is different from their colleagues. For if
there is significant difference between the t^^7o groups, we might learn
something about Outstanding Teachers" as defined by the criteria of
the artist
.
In sunmiary
,
there exists a group of men on a variety of campuses
throughout New England who have taught in such a way as to be recog-
nized for their teaching ability. This group should be analyzed.
What is it about these men that enables them to rise above the uni-
versity milieu to become outstanding teachers?
Tag study will describe t:bo selection processes employed by
av^ard programs* The subjects vrill be divided into t\70 groups; those
ioc-.ntifieo by students and those selected by otlier grovips* The groups
v;: 11 be compared in terms of job motivations and satisfactions as
well as their personal and professional background. If ttie two groups
are alike j they vi^ill be contrasted as a v;hole with other college
teachers to explore the. possibility that recDipients are more likely
than other college teachers to have a certain class of a characteris-
tic* For example, are recipients more likely than other college tea-
chers to be under forty? This study \'7ill attempt to discover the
uniqueness, if any, of avrard recipients.
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_REVIEV7 OF RELATED LITERATURE
OVERVXEVJ
This study appears to be a pilot study. Although surveys
have been conducted on "Outstanding Teacher Awards," the efforts
of this researcher to locate a study on the recipients of the
av/ard have failed. The traditional sources of infomation about
college teachers do not describe a study of this group of "Out-
standing Teachers." THE REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, THE
IIANDBOOR ON RESEARCH ON TEACHING, THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH, DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS, THE EDUCATION INDEX, THE READERS’
GUIDE J.0 PERIODICAL RESEARCH, and the Southern Regional Education
Board’s annotated bibiliography
,
COLLEGE TEACHERS AIn^D COLLEGE
TEACHING, were examined. Additional measures, as will be dis-
cussed below, v;ere equally ineffective,
THE REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH has had two articles
relevant to this field. A letter sent to one of the co-authors
of "Teacher Personnal Research in Higher Education" in the October
1963 issue of TEACHER PERSOITNEL did not result in identifying any
other sttuly in this area. In October, 1965, Ruth Eckert and
Daniel C, Neals prepared the review "Teachers and Teaching" in
the HIGHER EDUCATION issue. Dr. Eckert responded to my inquiry
about parallel studies as follovrs: "Those of us at Minnesota
who have been v;orking on studies of college faculties will be
keenly interested in v;hat you discover about faculty members v;bo
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have received 'Outstanding Teacher' awards. I do not know oi
any study of this group.” (l)
Although the Southern Regional Education Board’s annotated
bibliography, COLLEGE TEACHERS AND COLLEGE TEACHING, SECOND and
THIRD SUPPLEMENTS, contains a category "Special Recognition for
Superior Teaching,” no article was summarized on the recipients of
the teaching av/ards. The Information Officer of the Board informed
me that he was "unav/are of any additional research regarding
Tcacher-of-the-Year,” (2)
Correspondence with The Fund for the Advancement of Education
of the Ford Foundation disclosed: "The Fund has been involved in
no research, past or present, along the lines of your inquiry.” (5)
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching "has not
sponsored any research on the ’Outstanding Teacher,’” (A) The
Association of American Colleges and the American Association of
University Professors v;cre equally unable to provide me with infor-
mation. Although the two organizations are preparing a proposal
to "restore appropriate emphasis to the teaching function,” the
proposal does not make mention of a teaching award. (5)
As v;ill be po5.nted out later, the National Education Association
,
the American Association for Higher Education, and the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education have conducted surveys
about the award, but they have not examined the recipients. The
status of their research on the award v/ill be discussed later in
this section.
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As it was impossible to locate an annotated bibliography about
the award, this chapter will initiate a record of the potpourri of
cornments that have been made about the av:ard or the recipients.
Since there is a dearth of material, terse and relative cor.mients
made within paragraphs about college teaching as well as observations
made in personal correspondence will be Included. As a summary would
be no briefer than the comment, the entire quotation has been in-
cluded in some cases.
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ENCOURAGING OlTrSTANDING TEACHING
Critics of hisher education have observed that the award is
hardly the panacea for teaching's lack of status. Robert Knapp
mentions the av;ard as an illustration of the rev;ards of teaching
versus the rev;ards for teaching:
There are to be sure, a few isolated examples of
recognition for teaching effectiveness, such as the
Orstcad Medal in Physics, and it is also true that
particular institutions may occasionally offer local
ewaras for particularly effective teaching practices.
But these are very small crumbs indeed compared to
the overwhelming recognition given to publishing, re-
search, and even admiinistrative performance. (6)
William Arrov/smith, Chairman of the Classics Department of
the University of Texas, and a consultant to the Danforth
Foundation's Distinguished Teaching Av/ard Program, echoes Knapp's
belief about the impotency of the award:
But we will not transform the university milieu
or create teachers by the meretricious device of offer-
ing prizes or bribes or 'teaching sabbaticals' or build-
ing a favorable 'image,' At present the universities are
as uncongenial to teaching as the Mojave Desert is to a
clutch of Druid priests. If you want to restore a Druid
priesthood, you cannot do it by offering prizes for
Di~uid-cf-the-Year
.
If you v;ant Druids, you must grow
forests. There is no other v;ay of setting about it. (7)
Caplow and McGee, authors of THE ACADEMIC MARKETPLACE also
confine their remarks to the place of the award in the university
mil iou:
Despite innumerable committees on teaching, annual
rewards to the best instructor, and an intemperate eager-
ness ip the colleges of education to develop courses in
methods of college teaching, the alienation of the univer-
sity faculty from undergraduate education proceeds apace. (8)
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Hans A. Schmitt who has been awarded a prize for outstanding
teaching as well as a prize for his scholarship by the American
Historical Association has written a uniquely candid paper about
the effect of teaching av/ards. In a lead article in the JOURI'IAL
OF HIGHER EDUCATION entitled "Teaching and Research, Companions
oi Adversaries," Dr* Schmitt argues that awards or increased
rewards will not improve teaching, for teaching, like milk,
deteriorates v/ith age, Schmitt refers to the problem as "the
professor’s sagging teaching morale," (9) He explains that mature
professors become involved in research, not because of institutional
pressure, but because it presents new and stimulating experiences,
in contrast to the familiar act of teaching where students become
predictablej asking the same questions, bringing the same insights
into the same problems.
Perhaps Professor Schmitt could vary his curriculum to bring
new excitement into his classroom. Yet the Schmitt thesis cannot
be dismissed that readily. Many educators have observed that
,
younger teachers tend to be more enthusiastic and have a closer
rapport with their students than more experienced teachers. As
such, the Schmitt thesis v/ill be examined in the study of this
proposal by testing tv;o hypotheses: that there is no significant
difference in the mean age of the recipients of "Outstanding Teacher"
av^ards and the raean age of faculty members in four-year institutions
of higher learning in the United States^ and that there is no signi-
ficant difference in the mean years of teaching experience of
—25—
recipients of ’'Outstanding Teacher" av/ards and the mean years of
teaching experience of faculty members in four-year institutions
of higher education In the United States. The source of the data
on the universe group will be explained later in this chapter.
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OnSERVATTONS ABOUT THE SELKCTIOH PROOK.9
S
One of the purposes of the av^ard is to cricourage professors
to spend more energy on their teaching activities. These observers
have expressed the concern that the effect of the av;ard has been to
encourage some professors to expend energy on political activities:
"It is not unknovm to have a professor carry on his ovm campaign among
his students to v;in the accolade of 'Great Teacher'," (lO) "While
it may not be accurate to say that some professors 'electioneer'
for such distinctions, it is not inaccurate to say that they do
not discourage them," (11) "Traces of caripaigning for favorites
are beginning to show." (12)
Although it vrauld be difficult to substantiate the existence
of this type of political activity, the design of this proposal
includes interviews with individuals on the recipient's campus
In an attempt to fathom the existence of any mitigating circum-
stances operating in the selection process.
An example of a situation in which an inappropriate factor did
influence the selection of the candidate has been recorded. At an
unnamed large state university, the av/ard committee concluded that
supporting letters, not teaching skills, determined their decision.
The recipients tended to be individuals who had created a new
teaching strategy or a new course, "Thus, awards v;ere being made
not for 'excellent teaching'
,
jbut for persuasive accounts of
educational innovations," (13)
/- 27
FOR distinguished teaching
The purposes and the first recipients of the Danforth Foundation's
Dist^nsuished Teacher Program were announced in the SATURDAY Ri:viEW
on harch 23, 1963. The purpose of the award was to "call attention
to the need for emphasizing personal elements in education and to
honor outstanding teachers." (lA)
Ihc biographies of the first five winners of a paid sabbatical
suggest that a characteristic, in addition to "outstanding teaching,"
may have been considered in the selection process. Of the five
v/inners, three v;ere professors of religion and a fourth winner,
Doati bcrthold, possessed a Bachelor of Divinity and listed his
major publications as: "Fear of God" and’T.ogical Empiricism and
Philosophical i neology." Historically, the Danforth Foundation
has bad an interest in the relationship betv?een higher education
and leligion. Information provided by the Foundation notes that
the sabbatical v/ill allov? the recipients to devote time ".
. .to
Inquiries into the relationship of faith to their subject.
.
." (15)
As three of the subjects in this study are recipients of Danforth
av/ards, an examination of their education, publications and
experience will attempt to disclose if the recipients are more
likely to have a religious orientation.
A speech made by the President of Princeton at the time v^hen
the Danforth award v;as renamed the H. E. Harbison Distinguished
Teaching Award acknowledged the loss of status of teaching and
congratulated the Danforth Foundation for recognizing the problem.
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Jhe c-uthor, Robert Gohcen, explained the rationale employed in
identifying one or more teachers as outstanding. He began by
defining a good teacher:
-^ne who seems to have engendered in
his students a pleasure, a joy, a raised awareness in Intellectual
activity.” (16) The author believed a scientific definition of
teaching is impossible for although successful teaching practices
can be identified, some teachers ignore those practices and are
acclaimed by their students and colleagues as successful teachers.
Since the principles of successful teaching lack the consistency
expected in a scientific evaluation, it is appropriate that an
intuitive approach be used to recognize outstanding teaching,
Coheen illustrated this view by noting that H, E, Harbison
deserved to have the distinguished teaching av?ard named in his
honor because of the "testimony of hundreds of students and
colleagues.” (17) The author emphatically rejected that concept
that ” 'hearsay' is something not admissible or legitimate in
judging teaching.” (18) As such, techniques employed in the selection
of "Outstanding Teacher” are intellectually defensible. This position,
although debatable, is one of the premises upon v?hich this proposal's
study rests, i.e. outstanding teachers can be identified.
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OUTSTANDING TEACHING AWARDS
Professor Frederick Redefer of the Department of Higher
Education ct New York University has prepared the most extensive
paper on outstanding teacher awards. The unpublished manuscript
makes reference to three studies particularly relevant to teaching
awards. He states that in one institution nominating letters of
alumni v/cre examined and it was discovered that "personality out-
ranked teaching effectiveness." (19) In a second study, also
restricted to one institution, the recipients v;ere asked if the
award "really rewarded the great teacher in the v/ay he v/culd like
to be rewarded," (20) Redefer notes that one teacher would have
preferred to receive a raise, and that others were embarrassed by
that award—they felt it reflected popularity, not teaching effec-
tiveness, A third study included in the manuscript mentions that
eighty per cent of the members of the American Association of
University Professors at one institution were opposed to the
practice of giving awards. Unfortunately, no bibliographic ref-
erence is given for these av/ards, and the description of the re-
search design is not included in the article.
The paper is highly critical of selection processes that
rely on students, past or present, to identify the great teachers.
Redefer refutes the position of Goheen by noting that students and
department chairmen disagree about the classroom performance of
teachers; that alumni nominating letters generally fail to note
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"he made me think" (21); that "too fcv; students recognize great
teaching when they experience it." (22) Redefer also believes
that the lack of departmental observation of teachers
^
also pre-
cludes chairmen from identifying great teachers.
The differences bctv;een Dr, Gohcen and Dr, Redefer might be
lesolvcd by determining if the selection process employed in lo-
cating great teachers incorporated perceptions of both faculty
membeis ano students in such a v?ay as to find consensus among the
community. As such, the proposal's study v/ill describe the in-
volvement of the different groups in the selection process of
individual institutions.
The most serious indictment that Redefer makes about the award
is that it may actually discourage great teaching. He suggests
that the idea of the avrard originates v/ith administrators and has
about it the "touch of Madison Avenue," (23) The award is made
with as much publicity as the university can muster. Is the in-
tent, or the effect of the award to assure the public that the
university does rev/ard great teaching and that it is as concerned
about teaching as it is about research? Although the question
raised about the effect of the av;ard is not easily answered, some
data exists, and more v/ill be collected in this study^ about the
intent of the originators. As was mentioned earlier in the paper,
two colleges, Dartmouth and Fairfield, volunteered the information
that the award was initiated by the students. The Danforth’s
Haibison av/ard originated and functions independent of local
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ti&iinlstratlon. By describing the selection procedures and the
history of the award, the proposal's design will try to cast some-
light on whether the award originated as a result of student
discontent or administrative intrigue.
The Ajiierican Council of Education sponsored a survey in the
spring of 1966 of all schools listed in the United States Office
of Education Directory of Institutions of Higher Education. The
intent of the study v/as to determine the evaluation and training
of college teachers. Questionnaires were sent to college adminis-
trators and the deans of colleges in universities. The question-
naire inquired about the importance of teaching relative to other
professional duties. As a result, nearly AOO of the respondents
Indicated that their institution gave an "Outstanding Teaching"
av;ard. The figure may be inflated, as letters were sent to deans
of schools within universities. Thus, if there v/as one university-
wide award, each dean of a school v/ould indicate that his insti-
tution gave an award.
However, the authors, Astin and Lee, present the data by
school in percentage form, which discourages one from overcounting,
PERCENT OF SCHOOLS HAVING OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARDS
Liberal Arts Colleges 29.8
University Colleges:
Arts 6t Sciences 62.3
Education 52.1
Engineering 55.1
Business 61.9
Agriculture 72.7
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AlthouRh the report did not analyze the prizes, it did note
that the range of cash prizes began at |100 and extended to S^i,000.
It noted that the awards included a year's paid sabbatical—this award
corresponds with the early Danforth prize, which might indicate the
correspondent equated participation in the Danforth program as a
local award.
Ihe authors have classified the different selection techniques
into thirty-eight descriptions and have grouped the descriptions
among five categories:
I. Selection procedures primanily involving student.
II. Selection by special student-faculty-administration
committee
.
III. Procedures primarily involving faculty.
IV. Procedures primarily involving administrators.
V. Selection procedures primarily involving alumni. (23)
The study did not quantify the relative popularity of the dif-
ferent techniques, but it did note that most of the respondents in-
dicated that students were involved in the process; selection by
faculty ranked next, then selection by administration and finally
selection by alumni.
The proposal's study v;ill employ the taxonomy created by Astin
and Lee in identifying the techniques used in New England schools.
An essential part of the design will be to contrast the recipients
chosen by the technique described in Category I with those chosen
by the remaining technique.
An earlier survey that also made conclusions about the "Out-
standing Teacher Award" v/as conducted by Byrnes and Jamrich among
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the representatives of the American Association of Colleges of
Teacher Education. A seventeen item questionnaire sought infer-
mation about the rewards, utilization and stimulation of outstand-
ing teachers.
In a section entitled "Recognition and Revrard," the authors
state: "Av/ards and prizes are more characteristic of larger
institutions, while a\;ards, prizes and other incentives are more
typical of private as compared with church-related institutions." (26)
Unfortunately, "larger" is not defined (and one of the co-authors
inforr.is me tuc data v;as not retained), but using a criteria of a
faculty over 200, a criteria that was used in a U. S. 0. E. study
that \7ill bo discussed later, one could draw the same conclusions
about the sample of this proposal's study.
In another section of the report, the authors record the
procedures the subjects suggested for the encouragement of improved
college instruction. It is not known if a teaching av/ard v/as
mentioned by the respondents j if it was, it was not mentioned by a
large enougli percentage of the respondents for the authors to feel
necessary to record it.
The most recent study of outstanding teacher av/ards has been
conducted by the American Association for Higher Education, " (it)
undertook a national survey of teaching awards given by colleges,
universities and national professional organizations with the help
cf a grant from the Danforth Foundation," (27) The survey, when
published, V7ill become a basic reference for individuals interested
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in teaching awards. Unfortunately, permission to read the manu-
script was not granted. It is assumed that further refinements
v^ere needed before the Association would allow the material to be
examined. The Executive Secretary has promised to forv;ard a copy
of the report as soon as it is published.
The A. A, H. E. survey, v;hen received, will be used to insure
that the list of colleges prepared by the proposal's author
includes all New England colleges that give the av;ard.
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or? ' 'OUTSTANDING TEACHERS '
'
Although there appears to be no study of the "Outstanding
Teacher," as defined as a recipient of an "Outstanding Teacher"
award, two studies have been conducted of the characteristics of
toacliers vrho have been identified by a process not unlike that
used in deteraining avrard recipients.
Earl J*. McGrath asked administrators in fifteen colleges to
list five teachers on their faculty v;hose colleagues and students
considered outstanding teachers. From the characteristics of the
seventy-five teachers, McGrath created a composite picture v;hich
slKwed a man in his middle forties, who has spent 12 years teaching,
has earned the Ph.D., holds the rank of full professor and has had
some professional boo!;s or articles published. Contrasting the means
of the data gathered by McGrath vrith the means of characteristics
of faculties on liberal arts colleges gathered by the U. S, 0, g,
presents some interesting contrasts;
McG!h\TII'S OUTSTANDING FACULTIES OF 4-YEAR COLLEGES
TEACHERS (28) AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS
(U. S. 0. E. (29)
Mean Age: 45.5 Median Age Group; 40-49
Possessed a Doctorate; 847o Possessed a Doctorate: 427,
Mean teaching experience: 12 years Mean teaching experience
group; 10-19
Published at least one Published at least one
article in last 5 years; 667. article in last 4 years;
Published at least one
427,
article in entire career; 587,
Department Head; 26.67, Detcrtinent Head; 247,
Discipline Distribution: evenly divided
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The study also explored the attitudes of outstanding
teachers. Did they believe they had been adequately prepared
to teach undergraduates? Did they believe that it is essential
for a faculty member to be continuously engaged in original
research to remain a good teacher? Three out of four teachers
responded that they had been adequately prepared. Six
out of ten stated that it v;as not essential for a teacher
to be continuQisly involved in original research. The author
notes that the majority v?ould have been greater than sixty
percent if the question had not inclxided such strong words
as ’'essential" and "continuously".
McGrath v/as surprised to discover that three out of
four of the outstanding teachers vrei’e not dissatisfied with
thair training as undergraduate teachers; if a smiliar large
majority of the recipients of "Outstanding Teacher" Avzards
were satisfied, then perhaps the interest in teaching degrees
and teacher training is v:astcd. In other v.’ords, perhaps the
reason college teachers do not teach in a manner that is
outstanding is because of a lack of corrumittment
,
not a lack
of skills.
Another study of the characteristics of outstanding college
teachers v;as conducted by Robert Bills in 1565. His sample consisted
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of participants in a \;eok-long conference on liDproving college
inctructlon tponsored by the American Association of Colleges of
Teacher Education. Administrators of member colleges of one region
of the A. A, C. T, E, were asked to send one ''outstanding teaclier."
"Nearly every campus has some acclaimed great teachers, A visitor on
a campus only briefly will qviickly hear students describe one or
more faculty members as outstanding instructors.
. .Thus, those
individuals v/ho object to the evaluation of teaching as being sub-
jective still cannot eliminate the fact that some teachers are
better than others and are so acclaimed," (30)
The participants v;ere asked to perform a Q-Sort entitled:
"College Teacher’s Problem Q-Sort." The instrument attempts to
measure one’s openness to experience by asking the subjects to
place on a continuum problems, arranging them from most-pressing
to least-pressing. If a person found those problems most pressing
that are phrased in such a way as to blame others for the problem,
then one is closed to experience or self-centered,
A composite Q-Sort was created fror.i the responses of the
conference participants. It v?as compared v;ith a composite score
of volunteers from a school of education. Bills ’ examination of
the item sequence indicated that the participants, the outstanding
teachers, v;anted a more dominant role in directing students to
teacher-detennined goals, whereas the college of education volunteers
were more cc>ncerned vrlth self-directed learning. The investigator
v/as disappointed with the results:
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a he best that is knovm about human relations and teachinr
would not tend to support such a conclusion that outstondinrteachers are more self-centered) and a more valid conclusion
may be that the method of selection of the A, A. C, T, E,
participants was not successful in bringing together a group
of outstanding teachers. (31)
There is some evidence to support Bills hunch. Attending a
week-long seminar in Louisville may have screened out some candi-
dates. The high visibility given to a faculty member from a small
teaclier's college may have brought some different pressures on
the administrator, i.e. did he pick someone v7ho had been given some
earlier institutional recognition, such as a yearbook dedication,
V7hich usually reflects service rather than teaching. Another
possioility is that the "Outstanding teachers" were pitted against
' *^^^'''‘‘Leers from a university’s school of education. These volunteer;
may have been sensitive to the value orientation of the Q-Sort.
Unfortunately, the Q-Sort has not been used in any subsequent
research.
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Two large“scale studies of college teachers have been published*
Both provide a universe to which award recipients can be contrasted,
to determine if the recipients have any unique characteristics*
Ruth E* Eckert and John B, Stecklein prepared a baseline study
of a problem that is vital to American higher education; recruiting
and retaining faculty members. The study, which was entitled "Job
Motivations and Satisfactions of College Teachers," surveyed, in
the Fall of 1959, a twenty-five percent random sample of the teachers
in thirty-two institutions of higher education in Minnesota,
Their analysis of the completed questionnaire indicated that
many college teachers wander into the profession and that college
teachers believe their chief revrards include: v;orking with young
people, the intellectual stimulation, and the involvement in work
that has social relevance. The chief disappointment faculty members
find arise chiefly from circumstances, not the nature of their
employment, that is teachers v/ant salary raises.
Personal interest factors
5
clearly outv/eigh situational factors
in deciding on a career. A2,57<, indicated that they becsxne "so
interested in the subject, I v;anted to continue its study," vdiereas
only 27o noted "Armed forces training led mo into the field," (32)
Faculty members tend to think, at the time they receive their
baccalaureate, tliat college teaching is more desirable as an occu-
pation for otlier people than for themselves.
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VJheu asked v;hat should be done to encourage other people to
enter college teaching, responses varied, but at least one out of
five noted the follovring three strategies; Higher Salaries—59. 7%;
More Scholarship Aid— 207oj and Broader Publicity Concerning Academic
Life*”“2l/., (33) When asked the parallel question; V7hat measures
would you rccoiTuaend to retain good faculty members, the responses
were scattered with the exception of one item, 70.5% of the sample
noted; "Higher Salaries." (34)
As it vrould be important to learn if "Outstanding Teachers"
and faculty members share the same job motivations and satisfactions,
sections of the questionnaii*e used in the Minnesota study v/ill be
incorporated into the proposal's instrument, including "CHOICE OF
CAREER" and "APPRAISAL OF COLLEGE TEACHING AS A CAREER."
The United States Office of Education conducted in 1963, an exten
sive survey of faculty members in accredited four year institutions of
higher education. The study obtained information about the background
position, assignment, summer activities and occupational plans from a
ten per cent sample of college faculty members. Theology schools,
schools of art and miscellaneous professional schools v;ore ommitted.
Participants had to be employed full time, teach at least one course
and hold the rank of instructor or above.
The categories "Universities" and "Colleges and Technological
Institutions" are used to classify the data. Within these classifica-
tions, the data is subdivided by type of control; public or private.
The material is also analyized by size of faculty. Universities are
“ Al‘
-
dichoi-cmlzed into those above and below seven hundred fifty faculty
rnerabers* Colleges are divided into those above tv;o hundred faculty
members and those V7ith less than tvro hundred raernl;ers. The information
regarding suiTiiner activites and the sequence of decision to teach,
to specialize and to teach college is reported only for the total
sample, thus the classif i.cations described above are not employed for
these characteristics.
The characteristics have been regrouped into four areas that
might relate to being the recipient of an "Outstanding Teacher"
av;ard: Personal Data, Institutional Status, Institutional Identification
and Involvement With Teaching. The characteristics included in each
area v;ill explain the area title, and they are discussed below. Appendix
"A" reports in table form the data classified by type of institution,
size and control. This abstract V7ill only report the profile of the
college teacher independent of his institution.
The personal data on the subjects indicates that college teachers
tend to bo male- 827. ( 35) and married - 767, (36), Their spouse
has completed college - 637, (37), About half have a doctorate - 507,
(38), The majority come from homes v/hore parents were relatively
unfamiliar v;ith college. Fifty-eight per cent of the fathers (39)
sixty-six per cent of the mothers (40) had never attended college.
An examination of the subjects institutional status shows that more
than half - 517,, have a rank of associate professor or above (41), and
have a primary teaching responsibility of Juniors - Seni ors or Graduate
Students - 587, (42). They spend a median of eight hours on preparation
and eleven hours on teaching (43), One third - 347, have enrollments
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of 50-99 students, and one third ~ 327o have enrollments of 100-199 (44),
Within the institutions are tv?o subgroups of similar size but different
institutional status; twenty percent are chairmen of their department
(45) and nineteen percent are v^orking on a degree—usually the doctorate,
867o (46),
Activities that cannot be identified with the teacher’s institution
take thirteen percent of a college teacher’s time (47). A number of
teachers have a dual identification with their institution: they are
both teacher and student at the institution. Sixteen percent of those
v7orking on a degree are enrolled vrherc they teach (48). One out of four
have previously been a student at the institution where they now teachj
ten percent received only their Bachelor’s degree from their teaching
institution, eight percent received only a higher degree and seven
percent received both degrees from their teaching institution (49),
Of the tenure teachers, two out of three *• 667. intend to remain at their
present institution until they retire; but only one out of four - 257.
of the nontenure teachers had this expectation (50)« There exists
equally large groups of tenure and nontenure teachers who are actively
looking for a position in another institution: thirty-tv/o percent of
the tenure staff and thirty-four percent of the non-tenure staff (51),
College teachers appear to enjoy their involvement in teaching.
Ninety-three percent arc satisfied with teaching (52), They spend
sixty-one percent of their time teaching and counseling (53), A majority
5l 7., have had prior experience in teaching as a graduate assistant,
although other teaching experiences were noted: elementary school - 127.,
Fifty-six percent
secondary school
- junior college
- 7^ (5^0.
have taught more than four years and less than twenty (55). Many,
cither chose to specialize before deciding to teach, or cannot
recall which came first, the decision to teach or the decision to
specialize (56).
As was indicated earlier, the survey data is also presented by
type of institution, type of control and size. Using that information,
eight composites can be created: a teacher in a public university, a
private university, a public college, a private college, a large uni-
versity, a small university, a large college, and a small college.
Ihese composites make it possible for the proposal's study to contrast
the award recipient v/ith the typical faculty member in the same type
of institution. For example, should the proposal's study indicate
that sixty per cent of the award recipients in public universities had
a doctorate, then that fact v;ould have more meaning if it were also
noted that fifty-eight per cent of all faculty members in public
universities also had a doctorate.
To summarize the literature on the recipients of "Outstanding
Teacher" av/ards, one might say that there is none. Observations about
the award are too few to allow one to make a generalization. Studies
have been conducted using "Outstanding Teachers" as a sample, but
none have employed recipients of "Outstanding Teacher" av;ards.
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OBJECTIVES
L9. tli^e J^HElojed in S el ectin p, Hecipients of "Out-
^tandinji Ieax:jjin^>' i^xds and ^ Describe tj{e Nature of the
211>.*x.Y Receive ^
One of the objectives of the study is to make available to intei-*
ested faculty and administrators the procedures used to identify ''Out-
standing Teachers" in the fourteen New England colleges that make local
teaching awards. The value of the award will also be described. As
vras noted previously, a number of schools have Indicated an interest
in this information. The procedures will be described in such a v;ay
that on interested college administrator could duplicate the structure
used by an av;arding college. Should intervi.cws v.’ith the individuals
administering the av7ard indicate the selection process of the coiicept
of making av;ards is under reviev? at the local institution, this will
be acknov/l edged.
The study will seek not only to describe individual programs but
it will also attempt to show the existence of any common attributes of
the programs. Specifically, to vrhat extent are students the sole de-
terminers of av;ard recipients? To vrhat extent are students excluded
from the selection process? llov; often, and at v/h.at stage in the selec-
tion process are Ad I'oc Coarnittees used? One of the chief objectives
of the study is to report common elements of selection strategies of
Nev7 England av/ard programs.
The existence of any ci rcumstarices that prejudice the selection of
candidates will be described if knovm. It is obvious that selection
factors not mentioned by the administrator of the a;;ard could easily I'cmain
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und.tccucd by a researcher. However, an attempt will be made to uncover
any Informal processes operating as mitigating factors. For example, It
could be a tradition to give It to men approacl.lng retirement or to young
men who are cam,paignlng for tenure. Strategies used to detect an Informal
selection process will be discussed In the chapter on Research Design.
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.?.2 of Av;ard Recipient
.g To The
Itutions'.
The Higher Education Studies Branch of The United States
Office of Education has measured a number of characteristics of
college and university teachers and has reported their results in
such a \^&y as to provide statistical data on these characteristics
by type of institution, i, e, college or university, type of control
and si7.s. (2) This makes it possible to use a chi square to deternjine
if there is a difference in characteristics of "Outstanding Teachers"
and faculty members teaching in similar institutions.
This study v/ishes to probe the relationship betvrccn the receipt
of the av7ard and characteristics that might be relevant to teaching:
personal background, institutional status, institutional involvement
and involvement with teaching. By contrasting the characteristics
expected v;ith those observed, i, e, obtained from the analysis of
the questionnaires, one might be able to make judgements about
receipt of the av;ard and factors such as education of one’s spouse,
credit hours of preparations, intention to remain at the institution
or prior experience teaching high school.
In •order to probe these relationships, the characteristics
used in the U.S.O.E. survey have been used to create the null
hypothesis:
There is no difference betvreen the av/ard recipients and teachers
in like institutions in the following characteristics:
1, Mean Age Group (Ten year spans are used by the U.S.O.E.)
2, Sex
3, Marital Status Profile (Single, Married, Divorced)
4, Educational Level of Father '
5, Educational Level of Mother
6, Educational Level of Spouse
7, Possession of a Department Chairmanship
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8
.
9
.
10 ,
11 ,
12 ,
13
.
lA.
15
.
16
.
17
.
18
.
19
.
20
.
21
.
22
.
23
.
24
.
25
.
26
.
2V.
Field of Specialization
Tenure Status
Mean Group Enrol lipent of Students Taught La-t TCredit Hours Taught Last Term
Primary Level Taught (o.g., Freshraen^-Sephomores
highest Degree
eviTi
j Juniors-Seniors)
V?ori;ing on a llighai Degree
Received a Bcichelor's Degree from tl.e Institution Whe-eReceived a Higher Degree from the Institution Where Tea
Has VJritten a Professional Article
Has Written a P)Ook
Intends to Remain, at the Institution
Has Received an Offer of a Joi) at Another Institution
Is Looking for Another Job
Is Interested in Another Job
Tcaching
ching
Has had Teaching Experience in Elementary School
Has had Teaching Experience in High School
Has liad Teaching Experience in Junior College
Has had. Teaching Experience as a Graduate Assistant
Kean Tears of Teaching Experience
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Satisfactions of "Outstanding
orHinnesota'Tcachei's' xn Flxur‘T^r'~C'oT T ^
and Universities
The Eckert and Stecklein study (3) abstracted in the priox* chapter
noted bov; Minnesota college and university teachers became involved in
college teaching and bov/ they perceived college teaching as a career,
ihe object of that study v/as related to obtaining and retaining college
teachers, The goal is notable. This study has a related goal. It v/ishes
to explore the idea that "Outstanding Teachers" and those who have not
necessarily been so recognized share the same job motivations and
satisfactions. If it is impox'tant to knov/ how to retain college
teachers, it is equally important to knov/ hov/ to retain "Outstanding
Teachers". Do both groups, in fact, have the same job motivations
and satisfactions? As in the prior objective, the purpose of the
objective is to contrast characteristics of recipients of av/ards
with a large sample of college teachers. The follov/ing null
hypothesis has been generated to accomplish this objective:
There is no difference betv/een the award recipients and the
Minnesota teachers in their opinion about:
1, The three chief factors influencing their career choice.
2, College teaching as a career for others at the time they
received bachelor’s degree,
3, College teaching as a career for themselves at the time they
received their bachelor’s degree.
4, Three chief satisfactions of college teaching.
5, Three chief dissatisfactions of college teaching.
6, Three chief recommendations for retaining college teachers,
7, Three chief recommendations for encouraging qualified people
to enter college teaching.
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Is it likely that students select "Outstandins Teachers" with a different
set of criteria than that used by other segments of the acaderaic co:.nunity7 If
a different set cf criteria is functioning formally or informally in the minds
of the students, will that criteria be suggested by a comparison of the profiles
of those selected by students with those not so selected? Much of the rationale
of this study is based on the assumption that "Everybody" knows who are the
best teachers on campus. Chapter One and Two of this proposal gathered
together the. statements of many people who agreed with, that assumption. This
objective wishes to challenge that acsuimption by profiling two groups of
"Outstanding Teachers" to see if the "Everybody" of the aforementioned
umbrella statement should be restricted to one segment of the academic
coriYiiunity. For instance, if differences are found in the mean age group,
publishing record, degree status, percent of time spent on counseling between
the tv/o groups of "Outstanding Teachers" greater than would be expected by
chance, thenperhaps different segments of the academic ccroraunity have different
operating definitions of "Outstanding Teaching". If it is found tla t
Outstanding Teachers" are significantly different from the general population
of college teachers in a number of characteristics, but are not different
from one another using the selection process as a dichotomy, tlen the concept
of "Outstanding Teacher" v;ould have greater meaning. This generalizability
might encourage more research about this group of teachers and might lead
to more information about effective teaching. The null hypothesis used to
accomplish this objective brings together the data gathered for the prior
two objectives.
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There Is no significant difference at the .05 level of significance
beuv/een t nose "Outstanding Teachers" selected primarily by students
and those selected by ether segment(s) of the academic coirununity in
the follovalng characteristics and attitudes:
Ic Kean Age Group
2, Sex
3, Marital Status Profile
4, Educational bevel of Father
5o Educational Level of Mother
6, Educational Level of Spouse
7, Possession of a Department Chairmanship
8, Field of Specialization
9c Tenure Status
10. Mean Group Enrollment of Students Taught Last Term
11. Credit Hours Taught Last Term
12. Credit Hours of Preparation Last Term
13. Primary Level Taught
14. Highest Degree
15. Working on a Higher Degree
16. Peceived a Bachelor's Degree from the Institution Where Teacliing
17. Keceived a Higher Degree from the Institution Where Teaching
18. Has Written a Professional Article
19. Has Written a Book
20. Intends to Remain at the Institution Where Teaching
2le Has Received an Offer of a Job at Another Institution
22. Is Looking for Another Job
23, Is Interested in Another Job
2.4. Has had Teaching Experience in Elementary School
25, Has had Teaching Experience in High School
26, Has had Teaching Experience in Junior College
27, Has had Teaching Experience as a Graduate Assistant
28, Mean Years of Teaching Experience
29, Satisfaction v;ith College Teaching
30, Spent the Summer Teaching
31, Three Chief Factors Influencing Career Choice
32, Opinion of College Teaching as a Career for Others at the Time they
Received their Bachelor's Degree
33, Opinion of College Teaching as a Career for Themselves at the Tijtie
they Received their Bachelor's Degree
34, Tirrce Chief Satisfactions of College Teaching
35, Three Chief Dissatisfactions of College Teaching
36, Three Chief Recommendations for Retaining College Teachers
37, Three Chief Recommendations for Encouraging Qualified People to
Enter College Teaching
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PROCKDIJRES
pV£RyiE\/
This is an area study of ,a descriptive nature. The research v;ill
focus on the seventy-five college and university teachers who have
received a local or national "Outstanding Teacher" Av7arc,.v7hile teachin
in New England colleges or universities during the five-year period
beginning with the academic year 1963-64. The purpose of the study
is tv70 fold: One, to describe hov7 the candidate is chosen and Tv70
,
to create a composite profile of the characteristics of the recipients
that can be contrasted with characteristics of other college and
university teachers.
Printed materials and interviews V7iil be einployed to investigate
the selection process, A questionnaire employing items used in tv;o
large scalij studies of college and university teachers will be used
to measure teacher characteristics, A chi square will be used to
compare college teachers and "Outstanding Teachers" in order that
any differences between av7ard recipients and other teachers may
be discovered.
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POPULATION
Lo Cfil Av?ard PcciplGnts
New England institutions of higher education that offered a
four-year undergraduate program v;cre surveyed in the summer of 1968
to determine if they offered a local "Outstanding Teacher" Av/ard,
The mailing list consisted of the names of those institutions listed
in the EDUCATION DIRECTORY, 1963-64, PART III, HIGHER EDUCATION
prepared by che United States Department of Health, Education and
Welfare* (1) The schools v/ere asked if they had an award program
and ir so, to supply a list of the award recipients for the five
year period beginning v;ith the academic year 1963-64. Appendix
"D" contains the letter sent to the institutions.
Returns were received from ninety-nine of the one hundred
institutions. Although three letters have been sent and two telephone-
calls have been made, an ansv/er has not yet been received from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Assurances have been given
by personnel in their Provost’s Office that the matter is being
investigated. A personal visit to the campus is planned.
Fourteen of the New England Schools do provide an "Outstanding
Teacher" Avrard. AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES published by the
American Council on Education provides data on the type of program
offered, the size of the faculty and the type of control v/hich
enables cr>c to analyize these institutions by the classifications
used in the survey conducted by the United States Office of Education,
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TF.ACHiNG FACULTY IN UNIVERSITIES AND 4-YEAR COLLEGES, SPRING 1963 (2),
TABLE 4-1
Analysis of Institutions in New England Having a Local
"Outstanding Teacher" Award
Institutions
Universities 9
Colleges 5
lA
Control
:
Universities - Public 5
- Private 4
Colleges - Public 0
- Private
_5
14
Size:
University - Faculty over 750 0
- Faculty under 750 9
Colleges - Faculty over 200 0
- Faculty under 200
14
Subjects
52
16
68
~
35
17
0
U
68
0
52
0
16
68
Appendix "E" gives the name of the av7arding institution, the
size of its faculty, the number of award recipients for the five
year period being studied and the type of academic program offered.
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TGachin^ Av?ards
The H. E. Harbieon Di.stinsuiahcdTeaching Award Is a national
program tor rewarding teaching. Examination of material published
by the Danforth Foundation, which sponsors the award, and an Interview
With Dr. Victor Butterfield, the director of the award program, indicated
that seven recipients of the Harbison Award met the same criteria
used to doscriminate ^„ong subjects who had received a local teaching
award! they received the a!,ard during the five-year period beginning
with the academic year 1963-6d and they received the award vdiile
teaching at a New England institution listed in the EDUCATION DIRECTORY
PART III, HIGHER EDUCATION.
Of the seven recipients of Harbison Awards, four were from
Dartmouth, and there vrere one each from /imherst. Brown and the Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology. Appendix "E" gives information
regarding the size of the faculty, type of control and the type
of academic program offered. The inclusion of the recipients of
national teaching awards into this study's sample increases the
number of institutions to seventeen, and the number of subjects to
seventy-five. The inclusion of the four institutions that have
Danforth prize winners does not add four institutions to the total
as Dartmouth v;as included in tlie previous table as it also has a
local av7ard.
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TABLE 4 - 2
Analysis of Institutions Having A Local "Outstanding
Teacher" Award Or A Recipient Of A National Teaching Av/ard
Institutions Subject
Universities 11 58
17
Colleges 6
17 75
Control ;
Universities - Public 5 35
•• Private 6 23
Colleges - Public 0 0
- Private 6 17
17 75
Si ze;
Universities - Faculty over 750 1 1
- Faculty under 750 10 57
Colleges - Faculty over 200 0 0
- Faculty under 200 6 17
17 75
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VALIDATJ-ON OF THE POPULATION
There is not available a list of all institutions that give
"Outstanding Teacher" Awards. It is hoped that the survey of
teaching avrards presently being prepared for publication by The
American Assoication For Higher Education mentioned earlier in
this paper, will provide a list of awarding institutions. If
it is available in the near fviture, it vrill be used to verify
that the survey of institutions done this summer by this author
identified all awarding institutions in New England,
If such a list i.s not available, a letter v/ill be sent to those
institutions v/ho had previously indicated that they did not have an
av^ard. The letter v;ill explain that it is a verification of an
earlier survey and that material is being prepared for publication
that Mill list institutions that give the award and the amount
of the award. In the survey done in the summer of 1968, correspondence
was addressed to the Presideiit of small institutions and to the
Provost of large institutions. The verification letter V7ill be
addressed to the President of the. Senior Class of small institutions
and to the Director of Public Relations of large institutions.
Certain schools have more than one "Outstanding Teacher" Award.
For example, the University of Connecticut has a "Student Av7ard" and
an "Alurani Association Av;ard". Both are designed to rev/ard outstanding
teaching hut their selection processes are totally different. An
attempt will be made to identify any teaching av?ards not mentioned
in the correspondence from the schools that indicated they did have
an av/ard, "Arc there any other avzards or prizes for outstanding
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tepchins slven on your campus?" vill be asked of the administrator of
those award programs known to the investigator. In addition, if the
knovm award is administered by students, a faculty raember or administra-
tor not previously contacted will be asked about the presence of
other awards. The title of the faculty member or administrator
will vary as institutions use different titles, but the following
titles will be used to locate an individual \7ho might know of
other awards: "Academic Vice President", "Academic Dean", "President
Of The Faculty Senate", If the av;ard is administered by a faculty
member or administrator, a student leader will be interviewed.
An attempt will be made to locate the Editor of the College Paper,
the President of The Senior Class, or the President of the Student
Body,
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JliYKSTiGATON W
_THE SELECa'IO?^ PROCESS
One
others a
of the objectives of this study is to make
description of the teaching award programs
available to
existing in
other institutions* To provide uniformity the descriptions vfill
be presented in the follov;ing report format:
NAME OF THE INSTITUTION
GROUP PR1M.IRILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION
NAME OF THE AWARD
POSITION OF PERSON ADMINISTERING THE AWARl)
AMOUNT OF THE AVJARD
SOURCE OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MaRE NOMINATIONS
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED OF CANDIDATES
MEANS EMPLOYED TO PUBLICIZE NOMINATION PROCESS
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED, OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING BEST
NOMINEE
PROCEDURES OR CRITERIA USED TO SELECT THE BEST NOMINEE
Although most of the items in tlie report are public information
and V7ill easily be obtained by correspondence vrith a school official
or by an interview v;itli the person directing the program, it will
also be necessary to record, if possible, the existence of any
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circumstances that prejudice a teacher being selected or that
have created a cynical attitude about the av/ard program. Thus,
in order to describe any umfritten qualifications or any disagreement
about the validity of the selection process, interviev/s v;ill be held
to gather some qualitative data about the av/ard. By asking questions
of the person v;ho is responsible for directing the av;ard program and
a campus leader vdio is not involved in the selection process, it is
hoped that some information v/ill be generated about the status of
the av^ard. If the administrator of the av/ard is on the faculty,
then a student leader v/ho is not involved in the selection process
v?ill also be intervievred. If the selection process primarily involves’
students, then an administrator or faculty member v;ill also be intervie\ 7ed.
The administrator of the avrard V7ill be asked:
1. What are the particular strengths or advantages in your
selection process that other schools might incorporate into
their programs?
2. What problems are encountered in administering an av^ards
program?
3. Are there any plans to modify the program, that is, is there
a movement to expand or contract it?
4* Are there any generalizations you could make about the type
of person selected, for example, do they tend to be mature
scholarly types, active in student affairs, faculty radicals?
5. Is there any group or individual v;ho is conducting a
campaign against the selection process or the idea of making
avrards?
A campus leader from a different segment of the academic community
and v7ho is not connected v;ith the award v;ill be asked:
1. Are many of the people you arc associated with„ av/arc that
your institution gives an "Outstanding Teacher" AwaiM?
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2. Have they ever commented on the selection process?
-« .re there any generalizations you could make about thetype or person v/ho is selected?
4. Do you feel that the procedures they use to select
'Outstandins Teachers" are likely to Identify outstanding
teacTiers? ^
5. Is there any group or individual who is or has conducted
a campaign against the present selection process, or the idea
of making awards?
Should the interviews with either the award adrainistrator, or a
campus leader surface an individual or group oppossed to the award,
they will be interviewed and their views will be recorded on the
av;ard report.
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Tiy,; OUESTION^^m^
As has been suggested in prior chapters, this study wishes
to use existing data on characteristics of college and university
teachers as a base for exploring relationships between "Outstanding
Teaching-and factors that can be measured on a questionnaire. The
factors, the variables measured in this study, are those characteristics
previously measured in large-scale studies of college faculties. The
study uses these variables because they have been measured for a
universe of teachers and not on the basis of a "hunch" or a theory
about teaching excellence. The variables certainly relate to observa-
tions about teaching effectiveness quoted earlier in this paper. For
example, Havinghurst and Riesman both have suggested a relationship
exists between one’s perception of the role of a college teacher and
one’s social background. But to justify a variable measured in this
study because of a theoretical oriex^tation would not only be dishonest,
it would bo an internal contradictionj for the study is exploratory
not expository.
The data gathered in the questionnaire will ansv;er the follov;ing
questions;
1. Vrnat is the distribution of teaching awards amcnig tlie sexes?
2. Ivfhat is the mean age group in ten year spans of recipients of
teaching awards?
3.
What vnas the mean highest educational level of the recipient’s
spouse, mother, and father? A seven-level continuum will be used:
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uw not cor.„loto 8th grade, Coa.plotcd 8th grade. Did not complete
high school, Completed high school, Did not complete college,
Completed 4 years of college, Completed more than 5 years of college,
4. What percent of the recipients hold department chaii-mansl.ips?
5. What is the profile or field of spocialication of the recipients' ?
Eighteen categories will be used to Include all academic areas.
6. What percent of the recipients have tenure?
7. What was the mean and median student enrollments of the recipients?
8. What was the mean and median credit hours taught by the recipients
last term?
9. What was the mean and median credit hours of preparation of the
recipients last term?
10. What was the primary level taught by the recipients last term?
11. What IS composite profile of the highest degree held by av/ard
recipients, i, e. v/nat percent have bachelor’s degrees etc?
12. What percent of the recipients received a bachelor's degree
from the institution where they are new teaching?
13. What percent of the recipients received a higher degree from the
institution where they are now teaching?
14. What percent of the recipients have had an article published?
15. V/hat percent of the recipients have written a book?
16. What percent of the recipients intend to remain at their present
institution?
17,
V/liat percent of the recipients have received an offer of a job
at another institution? Are looking for another job? Are interested
in another job?
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18. What per cent of the recipients had had teaching experience
prior to joining a college faculty? What per cent had taught
elementary school? What per cent had taught high school? What
per rent had tauglit as a graduate assistant?
19. What is the mean teaching experience of recipients?
20. What p(?.r cent of the recipients are satisfied vrith college
te.achi ng?
21. Did the recipients spend the summer teaching?
22. What are the three chief factors that influences the career
choice of award recipients?
23. What are the three chief satisfactions of college teaching
for recipients of teaching av;ards?
24. V7hat are the three chief dissatisfactions of college teaching
in the minds of the recipients of teaching av/ards?
25. V/hat are the three chief recommendations of award recipients
for retaining college teachers?
26. What are the three chief recom.mendations of award recipients
for encouraging qualified people to enter college teaching?
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INSTRUMENTAT’ ION
The Inscruaents used to collect the data consist of a lour
page questionnaire and a cover letter. See Appendix "B" for the
sequence and phraseology of items in the questionnaire. Items
one to twenty-five were originally used in the United States
Office of Education survey of coUoge and university faculties.
Items tvienty-slx to thirty-one were previously used in the Eckert
and Steckleln study of faculty members in Minnesota institutions
of higher education which was abstracted earlier in this paper.
All items in the questionnaire are close ended.
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ANALYSIS
ihe* clota collected from the questionnaire will initially be
divided into those items that can be compared to the profiles created
from the U..S.O„E. survey (Items 1-25) and those that can be compared
to the results of the survey of Minnesota college teachers (Items 26-31).
The Chi-Square formula (0-E) V7ill be used on each item.
where E equals the number expected to be in the category based on the
percentages obtained in the large-scale study from which the item w'as
taken. The .05 level of significance will be used for the test value.
To illustrate the method of analysis, the first item in the ques-
tionnaire refers to sex. In the U.S.O.E. survey, 827, of all college
and university teachers were male, 187, v;erc female. Therefore, it
would be expected that of the seventy-five teachers in this study,
827, of the 75 teachers, or 69 would be male and 187,, or 6 would be
female. If the survey of New England av;ard recipients discovered
that 73 V7ere ma] e and 2 v;erc female, then the follovzing computation
would be made:
0 E 0:^E (0-E)^ ^ = (O-E)^
£
hale 73 69 4 16 .22
FEMALE 2 6 -4 16 2.6 6
2.88
With one degree of freedom a Chi-Square of 2,88 would not be significant
at the ,05 level of significance.
Using the statistical tool of the Chi-Square to test whether
or not the proportion of recipients have the characteristics that
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v;ould be expected, enables one to rr.ake observations about the unique-
ness of the recipients. For example, if the data generated from the
survey did show, as was illustrated, that only two recipients were
female then from the use of the Chi-Square formul.a we can say that
the proportion of females receiving a teaching award is not signifi-
cant .
Obviously, the nature of the institution could influence the
characteristic make-up of the faculty. Therefore the contrasts
or analysis will be restricted to faculty members in like institutions
for those characteristics previously measured in the U.S.O.E. survey.
The variable of institutional type will thus be controlled. To il-
lustra.te this point, college with faculties under 200 members have a
male population of 75^ w^hereas a private university has a male popula-
tion of ZT/o. Institutional type influences the make-up of a faculty.
The schematic diagram that follows shows seven contrasts that
vjill be made controlling the variable of institutional type. Within
each of the seven contrasts, twenty-six Chi-Squares will be computed.
The characteristics analyzed by the Chi-Square will be reported
under the followdng topic headings: Personal Background
,
Institutional
Status
,
Inst j tut] onal Involvement
,
and Involvemient with Teaching .
Personal Background refers to those characteristics that are bio-
graphical in nature: sex, age, marital status, field of specialization,
degree, family educational background. Institutional Status is used
in the sense of institutional decisions and not in terms of self-
perception. Data will be gathered regarding possession of a department
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chairmanship, tenure, enrollments, hours tausht, and level taught.
Institutional Involvement means past associations or future
committments to the school v/here the teacher is teaching. We are
concerned with whether he received a bachelor’s degree or a higher
degree from the institution v/here is a faculty member. Is he
looking for another position? Is he interested in teaching at
another institution? Does he intend to remain at the institution
until retirement? How many years has he taught at this institution?
Involvement with teaching refers to the time spend on teaching and
previous experience teaching at other levels, e. g. elementary school.
It also refers to the amount of time the teacher spends on teaching.
In edition to contrasts dealing with background, status and
career plans, the survey v.'ill also provide data about the recipients*
job motivations and satisfactions. Items 26-31 measure what factors
the recipients believe led them into college teaching, hov/ they
perceived college teaching, tlieir satisfactions, their dissatisfaction
and their recommendations for improving college teaching. The data
will be contrasted with the results of the Eckert-Stecklein study,
as v;as mentioned previously. Unfortunately, as their data is not
presented by institutional type, the contrasts will be restricted
to the total sample.
The final set of analysis assumes that accomplishment of
Objective 1—the description of the selection process~v7ill result
in two groups that are sufficiently large to merit comparisons.
One group vrill consist of those recipients primarily chosen by
students and the second group v/ill consist of those chosen by
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oilier rneaufi. The Astin and Lee taxonomy mentioned previously v/ill
be used to determine group designatione To control the variable
of institutional type, contrasts will be restricted to recipients
from like institutions. As the selection process, Objective 1^
has i^ot yet been accomplished, the contrasts that will be made
are tenative.
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TABLE 4-3
CONTRASTS
TIONAL
Oi< THE PERSONAL BACKGROUND, INSTITUTIONAL STATUS, INSTITU-
INVOLVEMENT AND INVOLVEMENT WITH TEACHING OF RECIPIENTS
AND OTHER COLLEGE TEACHERS
(items 1-25 in the Questionnaire)
All
Rccipi ents
Total
Recipients
Contrasted
v;ith
U.S.O.E, Survey of
Teachers in Universities
Total
Recipients
from
Universities:
Recipients
from
Public
Universities
Contrasted
v^ith
U.S.O.E. Survey of
Teachers in Public
Universities
Recipients
from
Private
Universities
Contrasted
with
U.S.O.E, Survey of
Teachers in Private
Universities
Recipients
in a faculty
of under 70
members
Contrasted
with
U.S.O.E. Survey of
Teachers in a faculty
of under 750 members
Total
Rocipi_ent:^
from
Colleges:
Recipients
from
Private
Colleges
Contrasted
with
U.S.O.E. Survey of
Teachers in Private
Colleges
Note: A contrast is not intended for recipients from universities
vjith a faculty of over 750 members as only one recipient is in that
category* No contrasts will be made for recipients from public col-
leges or for recipients from colleges with a faculty of over 2C0
members as no recipients are in those categories.
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TARLE 4-4
CONTRAST OF THE JOB MOTIVATIONS AND SATISFACTIONS
OF RECIPIENTS AND OTHER TEACHERS
(items 26-31 in the Questionnaire)
Total
Recipients Contrasted v/ith
Minnesota Teachers
in 4-Year Colleges
and Universities
CONTRAST OF THE PERSONAL BACKGROUND, INSTITUTIONAL STATUS,
INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT, INVOLVEMENT WITH TEACHING,
JOB MOTIVATIONS AND SATISFACTIONS OF RECIPIENTS
SELECTED PRIMARILY BY STUDENTS AND THOSE
RECIPIENTS SELECTED BY OTHER MEANS
(items 1-31 in the Questionnaire)
Recipients Selected
by Other Groups of
Combinations of
Groups
Recipients Selected
Primarily by
Students
Contrasted V7ith
75
( 1 )
( 2 )
DTRFPTOr?
Education and Welfare, EDUCATIONI EC RY, 1963-64, HIGHER EDUCATION, PART III, (Washington*
U. b. Government Printing Office; 1964)
Patricia S. Wright, Marjorie 0. Chandler,lEACKiEG lACULIf IN UNT/ERSITIES AND FOUR-YEAR COLLFGFS
o”fTc=’ i%6) Covor^“i P"!’u„s
CHAPTER 5
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWAIfflS
PRESENUTED ^ ENGLAND INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
CHAPTER 5
PREVALENCE OF OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARDS
The practice of making Outstanding Teacher Awards is a common one at
Now England universities. It is equally uncommon to give teaching awards
at Now Eng].and colleges.
^
TABLE 5-1
ANALYSIS OF NEW ENGMND INSTITUTIONS THAT HAVE
A LOCAL OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD PROGRAM-^-
Private Public Total Total Grand
Large Small Large Small Large Small Private Public Total
UNIVERSITIES
;
Do 1 4 0 5 1 9 5 5 10
Do Not
__2
__6 _0 _1 _2
_Z _8 9
Total 5 10 0 6 3 16 13 6 19
COLLEGES
:
Do 0 5 0 0 0 5 5 0 5
Do Not
_0 iii _q 27 _0 27 2§.
Total 0 54 0 27 0 8l 54 27 8l
UNIVERSITIES
&
COLLEGES
Do 1 9 0 5 1 l4 10 5 15
Do Not
_2 55
__q 28 _2 83 5Z 28
Total 3 64 0 33 3 97 67 33 100
The definition of large used in this table is the same as v;as used
by the United States Office of Education in their survey of teaching
faculties described earlier. A large university is one in which there
are over 750 full-time faculty members. A large college is one in which
there are over POO faculty members. A university is defined as one con-
ferring the terminal degree in higher education.
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As tl.e above table shows, ten of the nineteen institutions in New
England that offer a graduate program leading to a doctorate have local
awards for teaching. If the prior statement were modified so as to in-
clude institutions who do not have a local award program but who do
have a faculty member who won a national award for distinguished teach-
ing, the number of universities that have some involvement with out-
si^anding teaching awards would rise to fourteen. Yale, Brown, Harvcird
and Wesleyan do not have local awards, but each of them have one or
more faculty members who have received national recognition for their
teaching. Both Harvard and Wesleyan have a faculty member who has won
the Oerstead Medal for distinguished college teaching of physics. The
American Association of Physics Teachers, which sponsors the Oerstead
Medal, also makes Distinguished Service Citations for "Exceptional
Contributions to the Teaching of Physics." These citations have been
made to faculty members at the follov/ing non-].ocal-award-giving schools;
Harvaid, Bates, Middlebury
,
Brov/n and Williams. Schools not giving local
awards have also been affected by the activities of the Danforth Founda-
tion's E. Harris Harbison Award, The Western Electric Award for Excel-
lence in Instruction of Engineering Students, and The Manufacturing
Chemists Association's College Chemistry Teacher Award. Brown and
Amherst have faculty members who have won the Harbison Award. Yale and
Brown have had recipients of the Western Electric Fund Award and Harvard
has a w'inner of the College Chemistry Teacher Award on its faculty.
In this discussion of the prevalence of teaching awards at New
England institutions, it is unfortunate that comparisons of the data
gathered in two published studies of this question cannot easily be made.
In the study conducted by the American Association of Colleges of
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Teacher Education, discussed in Chapter Two, it is noted that "Awards
and prizes are also more characteristic of larger institutions, while
awards, prizes and other incentives are also more typical of private as
compared with public or church related institutions." (l) An examina-
tion of unpublished sections of the manuscript indicates that the study
defined "large" in terms of categories of student enrollment rather than
using faculty size as my study did. Thus, they report percentages of
schools giving awards as follows: 7,000-9,999 students: 11 . 1%; 10,000-
1^,999. 11.8%; and over 25,000: lk.7%. Assuming that universities in
New England generally have over seven thousand students, and that col-
leges generally have less, this study substantiates the Byrnes-Jamrich
observation that awards are more characteristic of larger institutions.
In fact, the factor of size seems to prevail as a determiner more than
any other institutional characteristic. For example, although Brynes
and Jamrich feel capable of generalizing that one is more likely to
find tne award in a non-church related private institution than in other
institutions, the data in my study suggests that the differences between
the existence of the award program in colleges and universities is so
overwhelming that distinctions between institutions grouped by control
is relatively insignificant. Specifically, in New England, no state
college gi'ves an award, but five out of the six state universities do.
In fact, the University of New Hampshire and the University of Connecticut
give two awards. Although it is true that no Bible College or Catholic
girl s school gives an award ( those religious schools that tend to be
smal.i.), the larger Catholic institutions in the region did give awards:
Boston College, Providence College and Fairfield University. In summary,
in New England if a generalization was to be made about the prevalence of
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the award, it would have to be restricted to the variable of size: large
Catholic schools do give awards, small ones do not; private universities
are much more likely to give an award than private colleges; state uni-
versities give awards, state colleges do not.
It IS difficult to contrast the data gathered on New England schools
with the results of the Astin and Lee study which was reviewed earlier
in this paper. In the New England study the chief administrator of the
inst-jtution was asked if his institution gave an award. In the Astin and
Lee study, the questionnaires were sent to each dean in the separate col-
leges of a university. Their data was tallied by type of university-
college. Thus, they reported: 62.3°/ of the deans of Arts and Sciences
in university-colleges reported that they had an award. (2) In my study,
institutions as a whole are recorded, for in New England it is far more
common for the award to come from the university rather than from the
uni vAersity-coIlege
. Only at the University of Vermont, where there is
an award in the College of Medicine, and at the University of New Hampshire,
w^here there is an award for each of the four undergraduate colleges, does
the winner represent a university-college. With those two exceptions, in
New England all awards come from the university as a whole. Perhaps the
practice is unique to New England, but there is no published evidence to
support this supposition.
Assuming that the dean of a university-college would respond "Yes,
they did have a teaching award" even if the award was a university-wide
av/ard, one can compare my data with the Astin and Lee material. In New
England there are ten deans of engineering university-colleges. Of those
ton, five are at institutions with a university or university-college
award. Astin and Lee reported: "55*l/ of engineering colleges have an
Outstanding Teacher Award." (3) Regrouping of my data, using the
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aforementioned assumption, would probably show similar relationships in
university colleges in arts and sciences (62.3^), education (52.1%), busi-
ness (61.9%), and agriculture (72.7%).
The gulf between the prevalence of the award in liberal arts colleges,
not university colleges, reported by Astin and Lee and the data generated
in this study IS difficult to understand. Astin and Lee reported that
29.8% of the respondees of liberal arts colleges indicated that they had
an Outstanding Teacher Award, and 26.3% of the deans of teachers’ colleges
said they had an award. In New England the statistics are: 6% and QP/o.
Possible explanations for this variation could stem from the Astin and
Lee respondees equating dedication of a yearbook with giving an Outstand-
ing Teacher Award. This confusion occurred in two New England schools^
and the error was corrected when the author attempted to collect data
about the selection process. A second possible explanation, again stemming
from my experience in collecting data about the selection process, would
be that the school equates participation in a national teaching awards
program with having a local program.
It became clear early in this study that Outstanding Teacher Awards
cannot really be quantified precisely without an examination of the
selection process. Thus, although this study was narrow in terms of
focusing on one region, the use of descriptions of the selection process
gives it special credence in making generalizations about the prevalence
of teaching awards.
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ClffiONOLOGY OF_ TEACHING AWARDS
As the charts on the following two pages indicate, the practice of
giving prizes for teaching is not an ancient tradition in higher educa-
tion. The Oerstead Medal, the earliest national award for distinguished
teaching, v;as established in 1936
,
v;hich suggests that the practice is a
relatively contemporary event. See Chart 5-1 "Chronclogical Order of
National Teaching Awards." Seventeen years passed before a New England
college or university established a local award- and the majority of pro-
grams have been established since I963. See Chart 5-2 "Chronological
Order of Local Teaching Awards." The year I963 is not a watershed date
in the history of American higher education. The intervals of time be-
tween institutions establishing award programs does not really suggest
a watershed causation, but rather an evolutionary process.
The lack of a dramatic event in I963 that would prompt institutions
to establish awards does not mean that there is an absence of historical
evi.dence to explain the sudden proliferation of awards. The "Teaching vs.
Research" and the "Research improves teaching" partisans were obtaining
national audiences early in this decade. A scanning of the titles selected
for publication in THE JOURNAL OF HIGHER EDUCATION during the mid-sixties
indicated that the issue was a popular topic for articles. The responses
to John Fischers* "Is There a Teacher On The Faculty" in HARPERS prompted
the publishers to devote more space to the letters it provoked than was
given to the article itself. Clark Kerr's THE USES OF TEE UNIVERSITY and
Caplow and McGee's ACADEMIC MARKETPLACE, both published in the mid-sixties,
addressed themselves to this issue. They both suggested undergraduate
teaching did not seem to have a high priority in the minds of college
administrators
.
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chart 5-1
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF NATIONAL TEACHING AWARDS
Year Award Administering Organization Annual Recipients
1968
^ ~
X
X
X
1965: Citation American Association of Physics Teachers l(Robert A. Millikan Award)
$ 500 American Society for Engineering Education 2(Western Electric Award) (in New England)
1963: S10,000 Danforth Foundation (E. Harris Harbison 10
Av/ard)
1962
1961
i960 •
1959
1958
1957: S 1,000 Manufacturing Chemists Association 3(College Chemistry Teacher Award)
1956
1955
D 95^
1953: Citation American Association of Physics Teachers 2-7
(Distinguished Service Citation)
X
X
1936: Medal American Association of Physics Teachers 1
(Oerstead Medal)
CHART 5-2
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF LOCAL TEACHING AWARDS
Year Amount Administration Institution
1968: s 25 Student Administered
Plaque Student Administered
Honor Student Administered
1967: Si, 000 Facul.ty Administered
1966 : Plaque Student Administered
Honor Student Administered
1965: Si, 000 Faculty Administered
196^^: Si, 500 Student Administered
Plaque Student Administered
S 125 Student Administered
1963: Si, 000 Faculty Administered
1962: S 250 Student Administered
1961
I96O: Plaque Student Administered
s 500 Faculty Administered
1959 : Plaque Student Administered
1958
1957
1 956 : Plaque Student Administered
1955 : S 100 Faculty Administered
Fairfield University
University of New Hampshire*
Dartmouth College
Brandeis
****Boston College discontinues award
Saint Michael's
University of New Hampshire*
University of Connecticut*
University of Maine
Providence College
University of Connecticut*
University of Massachusetts
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Boston College
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
University of Vermont
Quinnipiac
University of Bridgeport
*This institution has two award programs.
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The Eanforth Foundation indicated their involvement in the contro-
versy when they chose the following language to announce their Distin-
guished Teaching Award: "At a time when scholarly research and publica-
tions are a surer path to success
.
. (4) Many of the student admin-
istrators of New England award programs introduced the topic when they
were asked: "Can you generalize about the type of person selected?"
Pernaps the most amusing substantiation of the fact that the teaching-
research controversy was parallel in time with the establishment of teach-
ing awards was the establishment of an award by the Alumni Association of
the University of Connecticut of a $1,000 prize "In recognition of class-
room excellence" simultaneously a $1,000 prize was established "In
recognition of a significant research project or creative work." (5)
Just as it is rather difficult to discuss occurrences in higher edu-
cation in terms of historical causation without noting the impact of the
teaching-research controversy, it is becoming equally important to men-
tion the influence and growth of student power. As this study might be
a source for a historian of higher education in the sixties, the following
observations are made. In the two institutions whore students have been
given greater power, enthusiasm for the award suffered. In other insti-
tutions, where the award selection committee was originally restricted
to faculty, students have recently been invited to participate.
Boston College eliminated its student-administered Outstanding Tea-
cher Award because of what the Dean of the College calls: "A radically
altered kind of student government." (6) Boston College students now sit
on faculty committees. Dartmouth's student-administered program is also
in jeopardy as the student government has voted itself out of existence.
At Hanover, parallel, segregated academic legislative bodies are passe.
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As wxll be pointed out in the section on selection processes, stu-
dents are involved in most award progra^is. It is conceivable that the
award progr.om may be in jeopardy if student governments become absorbed
into university decision making bodies. The students seem to use the
awai’d program to communicate their values. If it should no longer be
necessary to use such strategies to communicate, then the award system
could indeed become extinct.
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ANALYSIS OF EXISTING PROGRAMS
Natiire of Av/ards
There is not a uniform money prize associated with Outstanding Teacher
Awards. (See Chart 5-1 and Chanf 'd o t-p •dio j a on rt j - Z.) If any generalization could
be made about the prizes associated with awards, it would be that there
tends to be no money prize; and if there is a money prize, it will be
under one thousand dollars. A quick glance at the aforementioned charts
should indicate the uniqueness of the size of the Danforth Foundation
Award. The award whose size is nearest to the Danforth prize is the
fifteen hundred dollars given at the University of Maine. Of the re-
maining twenty awards, four are for a thousand dollars, two are for five
hundred dollars, and there is one each for two hundred fifty, one hundred
twenty-five, one hundred, and twenty-five dollars. In contrast to the
twelve money prizes, there are awards whose prize is a plaque, citation
or merely distinction. With the exception of the programs directed by
the American Association of Physics Teachers, all the non-monetary awards
are student administered programs. Interestingly enough, the fifteen
hundred dollar prize at the University of Maine is student administered.
The funds come from non-student sources.
Selection Processes in Local Award Programs
Table 5-2, "Analysis of Selection Procedures," was created from
the data contained in the reports on pages 108 2 ”136'. The use of a 5 by
5 matrix, wdth a super-imposed quadrant, was employed for two reasons.
One, it provides a schematic device for illustrating the relative fre-
quency of programs that employ participatory democratic processes. A
diagonal continuum exists in the table, beginning with the top left cell
and ending in the bottom right cell. In the top left cell, recipients
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are choser by a simple vote of the student body-a strategy political
scientists would label pure democracy. At the other end of the con-
tinuum, recipients are chosen by a small group of self-selected repre-
sentatives of the academic community. The second reason this table was
constructed in this fashion is that it highlights certain common factors
that the analysis of the selection process disclosed. Specifically,
most, fourteen out of seventeen local award programs, have student nomi-
nators; most, twelve out of seventeen, have students as sole determiners
ol who IS to get the award; and most, nine out of seventeen, employ an
ad hoc committee to select the award winners from the nominees.
Nominations by students vary in type. At the University of New
Hampshire, for the Student Senate Award, students write in the name of
the teacher they wish to honor in a school-wide ballot. A similar pro-
cedure IS used for the Outstanding Teacher Award at the University of
Connecticut and at the University of Vermont Medical School. At Brandeis
and the University of Massachusetts nominators are expected to initiate
a lettv^r of recommendation which functions as a nomination.
An examination of the top left quadrant of the chart shows that
although students share nomination and/or selection power at Brandeis
and the University of Connecticut, the more general practice is for stu-
dents to control the nomination and selection power independent of any
other group in the academic community. The top left hand quadrant isolates
those pi’ograms that are total student controlled. In that quadrant are
three cells whose contents are almost symmetrical. V/ithin the cell, the
selection processes vary in orientation.
The three state universities in the top left cell employ a selection
pi-ocess that attempts to directly measure the view of each and every
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Giudont. The procedures are not complex. At the University of New
Hampshire the voting is done by university college. The teachers re-
ceiving the highest plurality of votes are the winners of their college's
award. At the University of Vermont, where the program is restricted
to the College of Medicine, a series of disqualifying ballots are con-
ducted to insure that the winner was chosen by the majority of students.
At the University of Connecticut, where the award is university wide, the
program is structured to give the award to the teacher who has the highest
percentage of students who think he is an outstanding teacher. After the
initial nominating ballot, the teachers receiving the thirteen highest
number of votes are then voted on in an election where the voters are
restricted to students in the classes of the thirteen teachers identified
in the first ballot. The votes are analyzed to determine the two tea-
chers who have the highest ratio of student endorsement. This is computed
by dividing the number of students enrolled in his class into the number
of positive votes he received from his students.
The use of student representatives is employed by four institutions:
University of New Hampshire (Senior Key Award), Providence College,
Boston College and Quinnipiac College. In those institutions an existing
stuaent organization, the student government or an honorary fraternity,
polls its members and after an open discussion this group selects the
award recipients.
St. Michael's, Dartmouth, the University of Maine and M.I.T. combine
elements fi'om the above selection processes. They obtain nominations
from the entire student body and then use an Ad Hoc Committee, appointed
by a student government official, to deliberate on the quality of the
nominees. Traditionally, they consider the size of the man's nomination
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votes and qualitative data in their deliberations. None mentioned
classroom visitations.
An examination of the last three category columns in Table 5-2,
shows the popularity of the Ad Hoc Committee as a procedure for selecting
the final award winner. Nine of the seventeen schools use it. In each
of the five prograjns not directed by students, the Ad Hoc Committee is
used. As one of the points that this thesis wishes to make is that in
Nev; Engj.and students are involved in selecting award winners, it should
be noted that of the five Ad Hoc Committees that have been classified
as non-student administered, student representation is included in two
of the comiTiittees and will be added to two more committees for t?ie
selection of the I969 av;ard winner.
The Select! on Processes in National Award Programs
The unique and obvious problem of identifying the recipient of a
national teaching award dictates the selection process. As there are
obvious built-in biases operating against teachers of small classes in
local award programs that employ popular votes to select award winners,
it is rather clear that such quantifiable data would be even more diffi-
cult to use in a national awards program. Even if a sophisticated ballot
and analysis such as that at the University of Connecticut for its Out-
standing Teacher Award (p.ll2) was used, there is a concern that the stu-
dent vote might be determined by collegiate chavuinism rather than by
a professor's classroom competence. As such, letters of recommendation,
supplemented by the type of data included in most vitaes, are usually
used as nominating instruments in national programs. The Ad Hoc Com-
mittee, usually composed of prominent and mature men in the field, is
the second predictable segm.ent of national selection processes.
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Three of the SIX national teaching awards were derived from the
energies of one organization; The American Association of Physics
Teachers. Its Executive Director informs me that it includes in its
membership about one out of every four college teachers of physics.
As part of its organizational structure it has a Committee on Awards
(Teaching). This committee, consisting of the major officers of the
organization, studies letters of recommendation from members or graduate
students in physics and selects the winner of the Oerstead Medal given
at the Winter Meeting, the winner of the Robert A. Millikan Lecture
Award--given- at the Summer Meeting, and the Distinguished Service Cita-
tions which are given to outstanding candidates for the Oerstead Medal.
The awards are well named. Millikan was an early recipient of the
Oerstead Medal and Oerstead made his greatest discovery in physics while
doing a demonstration during one of his lectures.
The College Chemistry Teacher Award, sponsored by the Manufacturing
Chemists Association, uses a similar procedure. Nominations originate
from the chairmen of college chemistry departments. An Ad Hoc Committee
of three judges uses the letters of recommendation and biographical data
recorded on a nomination form as a basis for selecting the award recipient.
The Western Electric Fund y^ward is administered by The American
Society for Engineering Education. Although it is different from the
prior two awards, in that it does not restrict nominees to a particular
discipline, the nomination and selection structure is such that the out-
standing teachers that are identified are m.ore likely to be teachers of
engineering. The source of nominations is the membership of the afore-
mentioned A.S.E.E. The selection of the award winners from the nominees
is done by regional groups of the A.S.E.E. The regions are about the
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si2,e of New England, which may encourage the selection of colleagues,
i.e., teachers of engineering whose competence is known to the members
of the committee. In other words, committee members, \,rho tend to be
mature teachers, probably know teachers of engineering on a variety of
campuses; they are much less likely to know the competence of teachers
on other campuses in disciplines other than their ov/n. Regardless of
the cause, in this study, all award winners were professors of engineering
The national awards program that is most likely to attract teachers
from a variety of disciplines is the Danforth Foundation's E. H. Harbison
Award program. Their selection process has gradually evolved since it
was instituted in I962. Invitations to make nominations are extended to
a variety of groups in American Higher Education. College professors,
administra.tors and graduate students who have been associated with the
th Foundation are .asked to make nominations. This relationship
might suggest a restrictive amount of nominations but as Danforth funds
annually support approximately one thousand graduate students and subsi-
dize the activities of almost two thousand college professors the source
of nominations is rather widespread. In addition, an invitation is
exte.nded to any individual in higher education who contacts the award
administrator
.
The selection of the award winner is based not only on letters of
recommendation but also on reports about the candidate prepared by in-
terviewers from D.anforth who make visits to the nominee's campus. These
interviewers are college teachers, many of v/hom are prior award winners.
An Ad Hoc Committee composed of prominent men in Higher Education makes
the final choice.
As was noted in the review of literature, initially the Danforth
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Foundatior. seemed to be more sensitive to the identification of outstand-
ing teachers in Philosophy or Humanities. This may relate to the gen-
eral interests of the foundation; however, recently the award winners
represent a variety of disciplines. In this stud, the Danforth recipients
can be divided into the following disciplines: two are in English, two
are in Religion, two are in Physics, and two are in Philosophy.
Status of the Award Programs
Interviews were conducted by telephone and/or by mail with those
individuals responsible for administering award programs. Two award pro-
grams are being revievred, one has since been abolished, and one is in
jeopardy of being discontinued as its administering agency, the student
government, has recently voted itself out of existence. The programs
being reviewed are: the University of Connecticut's Alumni Association
Award and the Danforth Foundation's E. H. Harbison Award. Neither of
them have experienced a cause celebre. The administrator of the Univer-
sity of Connecticut award informed me that the review was a normal ad-
ministrative process. The program had built into it a review, after five
years of operation, to determine if it met a need or needed modification.
The review is presently in process, and ci request has been made for the
data recorded in this chapter.
The Danforth program's review was also directed to questions of need
and structure. The author was employed by the foundation as a consultant
to evaluate data gathered about the award. It seems highly improba.ble
that the foundation will discontinue a program that has received as many
kudos as this av/ard did in a private survey conducted by Dr. Robert Birney,
Dean of Social Sciences at Hampshire College and myself. (7)
As was noted earlier in this paper, Boston ColJ.ege has discontinued
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the award due to a now organization of student government. Dartmouth-s
program may also be discontinued due to the abolishment of student gov-
ernment at Hanover. Yet of the remaining nineteen award programs operating
-n hew England, administrators used phrases such as: "On going," "To
be continued," and "Extended" to describe the status of the award.
As most of the programs are relatively young, as was pointed out in
the section on chronology, and their administrative body tends to reflect
the impermanency intrinsic to legislative groups rather than the perma-
nency built into bureaucratic structures, the selection processes may
change. For many of the programs, the description of their selection pro-
cess prepared as a report for this study (pp. 108-39 is the only written
description of the program. As such the institutional climate for change
IS favorable. When the administrators were asked if any modifications
were planned they responded, with the exception of Worcester Polytechnic
Institute and the University of Massachusetts, that no modifications were
scheduled. The two schools making changes are those who intended to
add students to the Ad Hoc Selection Committees.
When asked if they were experiencing any problems as administrators
of programs, they failed to mention any that they felt were serious enough
to require modification in the award selection strategy. The question
of repeat nominations was on the mind of one administrator--he was from
a small school and suspected that repeat winners would be necessary if
the award criteria was to be respected. Two administrators volunteered
the information that the selection group was frustrated in making one
final selection and that this has been resolved by increasing the number
of winners. It should be noted that in five of the local award pro-
grams the number of annual recipients has increased from the original
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nuir.bei
. At as is the practice of the American Association of
Physics Teachers when making Distinguished Service Citations, the num-
ber oi recipients increases or decreases depending on the caliber of
the nominees.
An attempt was made to surface any campus opposition to the prac-
tice of making awards. The supposition was that if a campus had a
strong opponent to the award system then the status of the award might
be effected. When the award administrators and campus leaders not in-
volved in the selection process were asked "Is there any group or in-
dividual who is conducting a campaign against the idea of making awards?"
the response was uniform: "No." The author does not proport that an
indepth examination of the controversiality of the award was conducted.
Hov;ever, much social science research merely re-enforces what is common
sense, i.e., other activities are distracting the energies of campus
critics. This point was made by both an administrator with long tenure
and a "leader" of the S.D.S. They used different phraseology.
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influencing the selection of winners
An ai.tempt was made to identify any blatant bias or factor that
was operating in the selection of award recipients. It was not the
thrust of this activity to uncover any skulduggery in the selection
process, I at rather it was an attempt to identify any common perceptions
about award recipients that were held by award administrators or campus
leaders not involved in the selection process. Both groups were asked:
"What generalizations could you make about the type of person who is
selected?” It was assumed that any blatant bias would make itself
known from an exajnination of the language chosen by the interviewee.
A sampling of the responses has been recorded:
^ S_t_udent Award Administrators to Describe Recipients
Very dynamic
. . . Outgoing
. . . Contact with students beyond
classroom
. . . Friendly, witty, involved in activities”; "An active
person who cares about presentations
—
prepares, personable in delivery”
j-i you have a. problem, he'll help you. . . . Open to seeing you . . .
Active faculty member
. . . speaks his mind on issues ... Is not try-
ing to 'bull' you”; "Student oriented, more involved in student inter-
ests ... Spokesman for the students”; '.'Active in school, interested
in teaching
. . . takes time to assist students
. . . usually good
standing faculty- wise . . . academically qualified”; "Fine reputation
as a teaclier.”
Language Iksed by Campus Loaders Not Involved in The Selection of Student
Award Winners
"Within a school, there are teachers students take to, last year
(they) picked different types of teachers . . . different departments”;
"Highly interested in students as individuals . . . Flamboyant . . .
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Personalities
. . Outgoing, burnerous—not necessarily related (to
instruction)
. .
.
Quietly competent is not a likely winner"; "Actually
the type of person can't even be generalized
. . . They are persons whom
the students enjoy attending their lectures"; "Well liked by most stu-
dents, usually easy going people and usually on a first name basis with
most students"; "Aside from displaying the necessary academic knowledge,
this faculty member must contribute both to student-faculty relations
and to i^he intellectual atmosphere of the university." "A few years
ago, kids got together to get him the award ; . . a nice old guy—lets
get him the award . . . kids Irke him (though) not an outstanding man
. . . I could nominate Joe Schmo but he may not get selected—this thing
lacko refinement on selection techniques ... Course critiques are
popularity contests. Tough grader can be vastly superior, often easy
grader is selected."
Non-Student Av;ard Administrators
"First, was recognition of long distinguished teaching, then (it
was) given to fairly young people . . . not on staff five years"; "Pri-
mary consideration was for teaching, students (some are on the committee)
felt encouraged ... he made himself available to students, students
felt he did an outstanding job"; "Tend to be people^ho have made a con-
tribution in m.ore than one way, people v/ho have proven themselves to be
stimulating in class, do some research, and have an interest in stu-
dents . . . cannot really categorize them." "Taught them best, care
for subject
,
two were rather 'guru' types, two were subject orientated
—
new teaching approach . . . lots of good teachers around . . . last time
both assistant professors coming up for tenure . . . students thought
they could use it (award) politically"; (Students are included in the
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elcv^tion committee.) So far, they have been mature members of the
staff"; "Not been easy
. . . hold up standards
. . . depth of knowledge
. . . dynamic, non-radicals."
C|^_us l£ad^ 1^ Involved Awards Administered by Non-Studentoelec t ion Procedures — —
"Relate and communicate"; "Outstanding character, an interest in
student activities, outside of classroom
. . . take part in extra-
curricular activities"; "Never been any objections
. . . very well
qualified, good record of classroom performance"; "No generalization
possible
. . . varies, sometimes ’prof is unusually outstanding, other
times he might spend more time on the campus community as a whole, not
the cj.assroom"; "No question but that choice was a good one"; "Not
really, first coupl.e of go-arounds more popularity contest in terms of
selection
. . . realm of popularity among good teachers, but since then
a really good teacher--devoted teacher and able (interviewee mentioned
subject area)
. . . element of popularity controlled"; "Truly outstanding
teachei’, technically excellent, available to students."
The variety of responses quoted suggests that some of the pre-
judicial factors mentioned in the review of literature are present in
the minds of some non-administrators: it is given to old men as a tri-
bute; there are campaigns for the award; the award is given for new
teaching strategies; and it is a popularity contest. Although some of
the language used by interviewees expresses concern, there seems to be
an absence of ideas that would suggest that the program was a fraud.
It would be rather unusual to find all members of the academic community
applauding the success of any administrative function, but it seems that
this program fails to arouse the passion that an unjust, or inappropriate
campus activity might. Different degrees of endorsement m.ay be noted
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about the value of the "studont-centerod" professor, but in general
interviewees seem to agree with the cajnpus leader who said, "There
are no surprises in the awards program."
Perhaps the reason there are no surprises is because, at least
as I scan the quotations, each recipient was popular. Of course one
hesitates to use a term that is rather hard to define behaviorally in
a scholarly work, but the fact is that popularity exists. Thus, one
reason for the non-controversiality of the award is that although
factors such as age, energy of his supporters, and non-class activity
may mitigate selection, these factors merely re-enforce the observation
that the recipients are popular. They are regarded with favor, or
approval or affection by people in general, Presently the behavior
that causes such popularity is a mystique. The analysis of the char-
acteristics of recipients may shed some light on the source of popu-
larity.
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REPEAT AWARD WINNERS
It was not one of the objectives of this study to validate the
selection process. The thrust of this paper is description. However,
during the investigation it became known that some award winners had
received recognition for their teaching from different sources. It
seemed important to make this information known. Of the one hundred
and four award winners included in this study, eight have twice re-
ceived recognition for their teaching. Of those eight, five have won
awards from both student and non-student administered programs. It is
freely admitted that having won one award might favorably prejudice
one's chances to win a second recognition. In fact, the College
Chemistry leacher Award requests the following data in its nomination
form: "Present academic or public recognition of the candidate's teach-
ing services." (8) Also, recipients of the student's Outstanding Tea-
cher Av;ard at the University of Connecticut are normally also considered
for the Alumni Association's teaching av/ard.
Although the conservative view of the prejudicial factor is quite
viable, one might also suggest that the duplication of recognition means
that the man's teaching skills are so pronounced that as a teacher he
is highly visible and acquires recognition from diverse groups.
The fact that only professional societies of engineers, chemists
and physicists are involved in national awards and that only two insti-
tutions have two local awards makes the existence of double award win-
ners even more interesting. Perhaps three teachers whom I have classi-
fied as double award winners are not truly deserving of this description.
Leonard Nash, recipient of the College Chemistry Teacher Award, and
Benjamin DeMott, a E. H. Harbison Award winner, both were given a second
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recognition by Escjuire magazine, ^squire polled selected college news-
paper editors tc determine "Super Profs." Super Profs Nash and PeMott
were included in this study for their earlier distinctions. It might
be noted that two other New England Super Profs were not included in
the sample. Their disciplines did not make them eligible for national
professional society awards and their institution did not have a local
award program. A third teacher whose double distinction might be chal-
lenged is Arnold Arons, a recipient of the 1964 American Association
of Physics Teachers Distinguished Service Citation. In a Time magazine
article Arons was described as a "Living Model of a Teacher." ( 9 ) The
article did a biographical sketch of a dozen college teachers who seemed
to "Profess with a passion."
The remaining five received awards from two programs described in
the report section at the end of this chapter. Although a case might
be made for counting their characteristics twice in the analysis of
characteristics of recipients, this was not done. John Dittfach won the
non-student administered award at the University of Massachusetts and
the Western Electric Fund Award. Robert Huston won both student awards
at the University of New Hampshire. Allan Broadhurst and Galvin G. Gall
won both the student and alumni av/ard at the University of Connecticut.
Amar Vodes won the Everett Moore Baker Award, a student award at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the Westei-n Electric Fund
Aw^ard
.
Of the five award winners who might have been counted twice in
the study, only Vodes and Gall required a decision regarding inclusion
in either student or non-student programs. Dittfach' s awards were both
given by non-student administered programs. Conversely, Huston's two
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awards came from student programs. Broadhurst's student award came
prior in time to this study's time parameter. The criteria of time
was used to determine the classification of Vodes and Gall. Vodes re
ceived his student award prior to the national award, Gall received
his student award prior to the non-student administered local award.
Both were classified as student award recipients.
_0I|_ T_^ INCLUSION OF ALL AV/ARD PROGRAMS APPROPRIATF FOR TRTqSTUDY *S PARAMETERS — ^ iM£
As was mentioned in the chapter on objectives, three sources were
to he contacted to validate the completeness of this study's survey of
the presence of award programs on New England campuses. The American
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education, The American Association
of Higher Education and The American Council of Education had reported
studies which suggested that they knew of the existence of award pro-
grams on college campuses,
Francis C. Byrnes, who was the principal investigator of the
A.A.C.T.E. study, was located in Cali, Columbia. His complete manu-
script was forwarded but he informed me that the names of institutions
giving awards was not permanently recorded.
Dr. Calvin B. T. I^ee, who co-directed the research sponsored by
the American Council of Education, informed me he did not have the
names of the individual institutions that participated in his survey.
He directed me to Miss Barbara Blanford who informed me that the data
had been inadvertently destroyed.
Although the A.A.H.E. material has not yet been published, the
Executive Secretary of the organization provided me, in a telephone
conversation, with the names of institutions his survey had identified
as Nev; England schools having award programs. A comparison of the
lists indicated some differences. As a report on the selection process
had already been prepared and verified by an administrative official
for my study, I assumed two schools missing from his list were institu-
tions that had not returned the A.A.H.E. questionnaire. M.T.T., which
had not responded to my inquiry in the summer of 1968—as was mentioned
in the proposal section, was now included in my study as a result of' the
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informatioii from The American Association for Higher Education. A
further investigation was done regarding Central Connecticut College
ao it was included in the A.A.H.E. list of awarding colleges. The Di-
rector of Research, The Academic Vice President and the Dean of Arts
and Sciences (who was a veteran of fifteen years on the campus) assured
me that they do not have an award. I suspect, and was re-enforced in
my suspicion by my discussions with the administrators, that the con-
fusion may have arose from a nomination made for the Danforth Award.
Bowdoin was included in the A.A.H.E. survey^ yet correspondence and
materials from that campus indicate that the award program on that
campus would not be appropriate for this study. The award is for out-
standing teaching, regardless of level or campus, done by a Bowdoin
alumnus. Thus these award winners were not included. These were the
only differences between the two lists, and the inclusiveness of this
study’s institutions v.'as assumed.
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RETURNS
Origir.ally 75 teachers had been identified as award winners.
There were originally 69 local award winners and 7 Danforth recipients.
The incliision of M.I.T. added eight more subjects. The Western Electric
Av/ard provided six more. The Manufacturing Chemists Award added 2 more,
The winners of recognition from the American Association of Physics Tea-
chers added 9 award recipients. The activities involved in preparing
the report of the award selection process resulted in uncovering one more
award winner at Providence College and four more at Saint Michael's Col-
lege.
One hundred and four questionnaires were sent. Duplicate question-
naires were not sent to the four teachers who had received awards from
two different programs. Treatment of these recipients was discussed in
the section "Repeat Winners." After a second mailing and, if necessary,
a telephone call inquiring of the recipient's department if we had the
correct address, 83 returns were received and analyzed. This represents
a return of 80^.
DESCRIPTION OF LOCAL TEACHING AVimDS
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NAML OF TliE INSTITUTION : BOSTON COLLEGE
NAME OF TH E AIJARD ; TEACHER OF THE YEAR
chairi‘Ia;j of the campus council
N^UJl^Fjm^ A plaque, given to the PJ-CIPIENT
year the award V/AS first GIVEN: 1959-60 *
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR THE AWARD : STUDENT GOVER.NT1ENT TREASURY
INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCESS : STUDENTS
OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS* MF?rp.rRQ
STUDENT GOVEPU-IMENT
~ OF THE
RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES* FUIT-TTMF
FACULTY MEMBERS ‘
PUBLICIiY ST RATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS: NOT APPLICABLE
Gj^UPS QUALIFIE D OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROIf THE.
NOMINEES : MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT GOVERIR'IENT
~~
USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOI 1 1 r-IEE S : GENERi\L
DISCUSSION OF THE NOMINEES WAS HELD BY THE CAMPUS COUnAiL~AND A GENERAL
CONSENSUS WAS REACHED
* THE A\JARD WAS DISCONTINUED AFTER 1966-67
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NAHL. OF THE INSTITUTION : BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
NAME OF THE AWARD: ANNUAL EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARD
ADMINISTR^.TOi> ; CHAIRMAN,
A FACULTY HH-IBER)
STUDENT-FACULW AD HOC COMMITTEE (TFDVDITIONALLY
,
AMOUNT OF THE AWARD : ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1966-67
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR THE AWARD : PRIVATE DONORS
GROUPS PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION : STUDENTS
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS : ANY STUDENT
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTION S ON CAIH)IDATES : NONE
^UB^ITY STRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NO: . .TIONS: A CIRCULAR IS SENT
TO EACtI STUDENT REQUESTING NOMINATIONS
. STATEMENTS OF ENDORSEMENT.
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM THE
NOMINEES : THE AD HOC COMlIITTEE. THE COI'MITTeIT'coNSI STS OF TOREE
FACULTY MEMBERS AND TEN STUDENTS. THE STUDENTS, ONE FROM EACH OF THE
UNIVERSITY’S DIVISIONS, ARE APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT
GOVERi\PIENT
.
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES : THE STUDENTS
ON TilE COI-PIITTEE READ THE LETTERS OF ENDORSEMENT AND NARROW THE
NOMINEES TO SIX TEACHERS. THEY PRi:PARE SL’>C-D\RIES OF INFORMATION AI\^D
^
ENDORSEMENT FOR EACH OF THE SIX REMAINING NOMINEES. THE TOTAL COIPIITTEE
MEETS’ AND AFTER GENEPu\L DISCUSSION A GENEPjYL CONSENSUS IS REACHED.
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: UNIVERSITY or BRIDGEPORT
NAME OF THE AWARD ; TEACHER OF THE YEAR
A^mSI^T^: CHAIPllAN OF THE COUNCIL OF DRAINS
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS; IN ADDITION A PHOTOGRAPHOF EACH RECIPIENT IS DISPLAYED IN THE LIB^RY.
I
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1955
^q^^__OF FUNDS FOR THE AWARD ; BOARD OF ASSOCIATION FUNDS
GI^UPS PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCESS : ADMINISTRATORS
INDIVIDUALS OR GPpUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS : DEPARTMI:NT CHAIRMEN
,^E1IICJ]1^^ ^ OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES: NONE, BUT PREFERENCEIS GIVEN TO TEACtlERS WITH FIVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE ON THE CA:IPUS.
PUBLICITY STRfMEGIF^S USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS: NOT APPLICABLE.
DEAI'-IS INFORMALLY REQUEST DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN FOR NOMINATIONS.
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM THE
THE COUNCIL OF DEANS. THE ACADEMIC VICE PRESIDENT IS THE
PRESIDING OFFICER. THE MEMBERSHIP CONSISTS OF THE ACADEMIC DEAII OF EACH
OF THE SIX COLLEGES, THE DEAN OF STUDENT PERSONNEL AND THE DEAN OF
ADMISSIONS.
Pl^CEDU^S
_USED TO SELECT THE AE'ARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES: A GENERAL
DISCUSSION OF THE CANDIDATES IS CONDUCTED UNTIL A GENERAL CONSENSUS IS
REACHED. THE COUNCIL IS NOT OBLIGATED TO SELECT A CANDIDATE EACH YEAR.
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INSTITUTIOI
'I ; UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
alumni association award for faculty excellence in
ADMINISTR/vTOR; DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI RELATIONS
MOUNT OF THE AWARD ; ONE THOUSAIJD DOLLARS
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1964-65
^^URCE 01 FUNDS FOR THE AWARD : ALUMNI AJiNUAL GIVING PROGRAM
GROUPS PRDIAR^^^DJV^ IN THE SELECTION PROCESS r ETimPMTc: r-AriiT^^Y
ANn AT IIMK^T — —
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOM INAT IONS:
THEFACULTY AND GROUPS REPRESENTING THE ALUMNI.
OUTSTAI'IDING TEACHER AWARD HAY ALSO BE CONSIDERED.
DEPARTMENT HEADS
,
RECIPIENT OF THE STUDENT'S
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CAi;DI DATF.S ; NONE
STRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINAT ION’S; A LETTER IS SENT TO
EACH DPEARTMENT HEAD INVITING HIM TO SUBMIT ONE NOMINATION. A COPY
OF TH]'. ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE AWARD IS SENT TO EACH FACULTY MEMBER. IT
NOTES THAT FACULTY MEMBERS MAY SUBMIT AT
—LARGE NOMINATIONS.
QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM THE
NOMINEES : AIs AD HOC COMMITTEE CONSISTING OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FACUIMY
STANDARDS COIDIITTEE
,
PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT SENATE, PRESIDENT OF THE
ALIL-INI ASSOCIATION, THE DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI RELATIONS AND A DEAN OF ONE
OF THE SCHOOLS WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY.
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES: THE
CREDENTIALS OF EACH NOMINEE ARE REVIEWED BY THE COI-E-IITTeT. AFTER A
GENERAL DISCUSSION, A CONSENSUS IS REACHED.
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KAME OF THE TI'iSTITUTION : UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
NME OF THE AWARD ; "OUTSTANDING TEACHERS AWARD"
ADMINISTRATOR: CHAIRMAN, SENATE ACADEMICS COMMITTEE
^lOUNT Oj' THE AWARD: ONE HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE DOLLARS EACH FOR TWO WINNERS.
CERTIFICATES FOR ALL FINALISTS.
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1964
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR THE AWARD : STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE
GROUP S PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCESS: STUDENTS
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO IL\KE NOMINATION S: AI'IY STUDENT
ENROLLED IN HIS NOMINEE ’'s CLASS FOR EITHER OF THeTaST TWO SEMESTERS.
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATE S: PREVIOUS .CASH
WINNERS WHO BECOME FINALISTS ARE DISQUALIFIED, BUT ARE GIVEN CERTIFICATES.
TIIIMR NAVIES DO NOT APPEAR ON THE FINAL BALLOT.
PUBLIC I TY STPJVTEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATION S: ANNOUNCEMENT AND
DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTION PROCESS IS MADE IN THE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER TO ATTRACT NOMINATIONS. AFTER THE INITIAI. BALLOTING, THE
NOMINEES ARE REDUCED TO THIRTEEN. A SECOND ARTICLE PROVIDES DETAILED
INFORMATION AND PICTURES OF THE THIRTEEN FINALISTS.
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENTS FROM THE
NOMINEES ; STUDENTS ENROLLED FOR EITHER OF THE PAST TWO SEMESTERS IN~
classes” TAUGHT BY THE THIRTEEN FINAJMSTS.
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES; AS A
RESULT OF THE NOMINATING ELECTION^ THE THIRTEEN TEACHERS RECEIVING THE
HIGHEST NUMBER OF VOTES ARE IDENTIFIED. THE TEACHERS RECEIVING THE
TWO HIGHEST RATIOS OF VOTES PJiCEIVED OVER STUDENTS ENROLLED IN HIS
CLASSES ARE GIVEN A CASH PRIZE. NOTE: AT THE ELECTION THE POLLSTERS
HAVE LISTS OF THE I. D. NLUBERS OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE FINALIST’S
COURSES. A VOTER MUST SHOW HIS I. D. CARD PRIOR TO OBTAINING A BALLOT.
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INSTITUTION : DARTMOUTH COLLEGE*
NAME OF THE AVJARD ; PROFESSOR UILSON AWARD
ADMINISTRAIT^: CHAIRIIAIM OF AN AD HOC COILMITTEE
NAfflRE OF THE AIL\RD : A CUP
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1968
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR THE AWARD: U?roERGRADUATE COUNCIL TREASURY
^ROUPS PRI i LVRILY IN'/OLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCESS: STUDENTS
^C^EIMC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES : NONE
RmUGITY STRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS : N /A
fflOUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS : UNDERGR<\DUATE
S
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT AWARD WINNERS FROM THE NOMINEES : GENERAL
DISCUSSION BY AN AD HOC COIRIITTEE SELECTED BY THE UMDE^G^DUATE COUNCIL
*A number of students at Dartmouth contr].buted this information. The
original administrator of the award could not be located.
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NAiME OF THE INSTITUTION: FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
rum_OF THE AWARD; PHI ICAPPA TilETA OUTSTANDING FACULTY STUDENT AWARD
^MINISTP^TOR: PRESIDENT OF PHI KAPPA THETA FP^ATERinTY
i^-IO^__C)^™ THE RECIPIENT HAS A CHOICE OF A CASH PRIZE OF
TV;ENTY-FIVL dollars or a donation of TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS WORTH OF BOOKSMADE TO THE LIBRARY IN HIS NAME
YEAR THE AWA.PvD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1967-68
SOm^^ ^OjM^N^DS FOR THE AWARD : MEMBERSHIP DUES
GROUPS PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION ; STUDENTS
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO ILVKE NOMINATION S: SENIORS
QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES : NONE
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM THE
NOMINEES: MEMBERSHIP OF TiiE PHI KAPPA THETA FRVIERNITY
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AVJAPJ) WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES
:
THE BALLOT_LETTERS OF THE SENIORS ARE TALLIED AND THlT'iJdMINEES ARE
REDUCED TO THOSE RECEIVING LARGE NUMBERS OF VOTES. INFOPEMA.TION ABOUT
THOSE NOMINEES IS OBTAINED FROM THE ACADEMIC DEAxN. THE MEMBERSHIP
DISCUSSES THIS DATA AI^D A SECPJiT BALLOT IS HELD AMONG THIS GROUP.
THE INDIVIDUAL RECEIVING THE PLURALITY OF VOTES RECEIVES THE AWAP.D.
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—
INSTITUTION
: ll'JIVERSITY OF MAINE
distinguished MAINE PROFESSOR
patOR ; PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT SENATE
_^MOUNT OF THE AU'ARD : FIFTEEN
A DISTINGUISHED FACULTY CREST
HUNDRED DOLI.ARS AND A BLUE BLAZER WITH
YEAR TilE AWARD \JAS FIRST GIVEN: 1963-64
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR THE AWARD: THE CASH PRIZE
THE BLUE BALZEPr - STUDENT SIeTaTE FUNDS
GENERAL ALUt-INI FU'NUS
,
GROUPS P
_RIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCESS : STUDENTS
£^.^7y_-PJJAI.S OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS-
THE ORONO CAiMPUS
~ ‘ ALL STUDENTS AT
AX^M I C QUALmCATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES: PRIOR RFr.TPlF^JTc;
ARE INELIGIBLE FOR A SECOND AWARD
PUBLICITY STRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS : THERE IS A SPACE FORSITING THE NaIie OF AN OUTSTANDING TEACHER ON^fHE BALLOT USED IN THE
SPRING STUDENT GOVERInDIENT ELECTIONS.
QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM THE
N^O^ IINEES : THE PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT SENATE SELECTS FOUR "STUDENT^
FROM EACH CLASS WHICH CONSTITUTES THE SELECTION COMMITTEE.
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWAPxD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES : THE
COMMITTEE IS INFORMED OF THE NLTIBER OF VOTES EACH NOMINEE RECEIVED AND
THE ENROLLMENT IK EACH NOMINEE'S CLASS. A GENERAL DISCUSSION FOLLOWS
AND A CONSENSUS IS PJL^CHED.
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.m^niSTHOT MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OE TECHMOLOGY
Ml]LPIJPJiE„Al^D: EVERETT MOORE BAKER AWARD
ADMl t J I STP^VrQji;. STUDENT GOVERNMENT
TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS AND A MEDALLION
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVm : 1962
_^U_RC^E_0£_^ EVERETT MOORE BMER MEMORIAL FUND
involved IN the SELECXION_X^^^ STUDENTS
j-.^P-j^yj.^UALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINAT ION S ; STUDENTS
OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES t ONTY
UNI'ENURED FACULTY MEMBERS A.RE ELIGIBLE
y£RLlPJJX_S21RATEGKAJSE]^^ MEWSP.\PER
NOTICES, LETTERS TO STUDENT REsTd'eNCEsT
OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM
THE NOMINEES; AlfF STUDENT
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES:
THE QUALIFICATfoNS OF THE NOMINeYs ARE INVESTIGATED BY THE
STUDENT COi-nilTTEE WHICH THEN DECIDES CM THE WINNER AFTER
SEVERAL NARROWING-DOWN PROCEDURES.
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NAHE OF THE INSTITUTION
:
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
DISTINGUISHED TEACrIER AWARD
chair:ian, distinguished teacher award COI'RIITTEE
OF THE AWARD: ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS GIVEN TO EACH OF THETHREE RECIPIENTS
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN ; 1962-63
SOURCE OF FLTIDS FOR THE AWARD : 3TAITOARD OIL OF INDIiVNA
Jl^IMAIULY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCESS: FACIH.TY Aim
ADMINISTRATION (*)
' —
GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAICE NOMINATIONS: FACUTMY STTinrrJTq
AIPD ALUMNI
AC^EMIC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CA.NDIDATES: TAUGHT
AT THIS UNIVERSITY A PERIOD OF YEARS
STRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS : ALT. UNIVERSITY
COMMUNICATION CHANNELS APJT EMPLOYED TO EXPLAIN THAT ANY MEMBER
OF THE ACADEMIC COMIHUI'JITY MAY MAKE A NOMINATION WHICH CONSISTS
OF A LETTER DESCRIBING HOW THE NOMINEE FULFII.LS THE AWARD CRITERIA
OF DISTINGUISHED TEACHING. AT RI'.GISTRATION A FLYER IS AVAILABI.E
TO EACH STUDENT. INFORi'IATION ABOUT THE AWARD IS NOTED IN TTTE
ALUMNI BULLETIN, THE DAILY COLLEGIAN, THE UNIVERSITY BULLETIN, AI4D
THE UNIVERSITY NEWSLETTER. A FLYER IS POSTED ON BULLETIN BOARDS.
A MEMORANDUM IS SENT TO THE DEPAR'TMENT HEADS AND AC.ADEMIC DEATHS.
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM
THE NOMINEES : THE SELECTION COMMITTEE CONSISTS OF ONE FACULTY
MEMBER FROM EACH OF THE COLLEGES, APPOINTED BY HIS DEAN, AND
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE AWAPJ) FOR THE LAST TWO YEARS. (*)
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT TtlE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES : EACH
OF THE COtDifTTLEr MEMBERS STUDIES THE LETTERS OF NOMINATION AND
PROFESSIONAL DATA ABOUT THE TEACHER. THE COrCIITTEE ENGAGES IN
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND NARROWS THE NOMINEES TO A SMALL GROUP.
THESE NAMES ARE SUBMITTED TO THE PROVOST AND THE PRESIDENT IPHO MAKES
THE FINAL DECISION. HISTORICALLY, THE CORCIITTEE SUBMITS THREE TO
SIX NruMES FOR CONSIDERATION.
(*) STUDENTS WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE 1968-69 SELECTION COITIITTEE.
THEY ARE: THE PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT SENATE, THE VICE PRESIDENT
OF THE STUDENT SENATE, AND A DELEGATE FROM THE GRADUATE SENATE.
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INSTITUTION : UNIVERSITY OF NEW IIMPSHIRE
NA E^ OF THE AWARD : STUDENT SENATE AWARD
AKIINISTRATOR ; PRESIDENT, STUDENT SENATE
nature of the AWAIN); PLAQUE, GIVEN TO THE RECIPIENT
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1968
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR THE AWARD; STUDENT SENATE TREASURY
GROUPS PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION : STUDENTS
JjjDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MA KF. NOMINATIONS: STUDENTS
RI'.GISIERED IN THE NOMINEE'S COLLEGE (LIBERAL ARTS, AGRICULTURE
BUSINESS ADMINISTILVnON, TECHNOLOGY).
ACADEMIC OU/J.IFICATIONS OR PvESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES : NONE
PUBLIC I IY STPvATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS ; AN EXPLANATION
OF BAI^LOTING PROCEDURES AND PURPOSES Al’PEAPvED IN THE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER. VOTING BOOTHS WERE PLACED IN AREAS THAT HAD HIGH
VISIBILITY
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT
FROM THE NOMINEES : N/A
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WIInINER FROM THE NOMINEES:
THE BALLOT REQUIRED THE STUDENT TO WRITE IN THE NAME OF A
TEACHER. A PLURAEITY OF THE VOTES DETERMINED THE WINNER IN
EACH OF THE COLLEGES.
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M^LOL^JiiSnT UNIVERSITY OF NEW ILMIPSHIR]-]
NAME OF THE AWARD : SENIOR KEY AWARD
ADMIKISTR^VrOR: SENIOR KEY MEMBERSHIP
NATUIUL OF THE A\JARD: DISTINCTION (NO MONETARY VALUE)
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1966
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR TFi: AWARD : N/A
^ROUPS PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCESS ; STUDENTS
QP- GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS: SENIOR KEY
MEhTjERS. this HONORiVRY- SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF SENIORS IS
SENSITIVE TO INFOPlI/vL SUGGESTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY COILMUNITY.
ACADLMIC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CAI^DIDATES : NONE
PUBLICITY STRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS : N/A
CROUPS QUAJ..IFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELIXTING THE RECIPIENT
FROM THE NOMINEE S: SENIOR KEY MEMBERS
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWAPJ) WINNERS FROM THE NOMINEES:
GENEIU\L OPEN BALLOTING BY SENIOR KI;Y MEMBERS
“
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the INST ITUTION: PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
NAME OF THE AWM^: MAN-OF-THE-YEAR
president of the student congress
A plaque is given to the recipient
™R.J'HE AWAPH) VJAS first GIVEN; 19 6 3- 6
A
FOR THE AWARD : STUDENT GOVEPvNMENT FUNDS
fiROUPS PRIMAP^ILY involved IN THE SELECTION : STUDENTS
TO MAKE NOMINATIONS : MEMBERS OF THE
QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CA.NDIDATES : NONE
PUBLICITY STRAiEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATION S: NOT APPLICABLE
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM™ NOMINEES : MEMJ5ERS OF THE STUDENT GOVERINMENT
I^ROCEDURLS USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES: PUBLIC
NOMINATIONS ARE MADE BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT MEMBERS. THE^RE IS NO
LIMIT TO THE NUMBER OF NOMINATIONS. THEN, IN A SECRET BALLOT EACH OF
THE TWENTY-FOUR MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT VOTES FOR ONE OUT-
STANDING TEACHER. THE BALLOTS ARE TALLIED AiND THE GROUP THEN DISCUSSES
THE TEACHERS WHO RECEIVE THE TWO HIGHEST NUMBER OF VOTES. A SEGOND
SECRET BALLOT DETERMINES THE WINNER.
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NAME OF THE INSTITUTION: QUINNIPIAC COLLEGE
NAME OF THE AWARD; OUTSTANDING FACULTY AWARD
ADMINISTRATOR: STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRl^^SIDENT
NATURE OF THE AWARD : RECIPIENT IS GIVEN A LARGE ENGRAVED PLAQUE
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN : 1956
SOURCE OF FUI^'DS FOR THE AWARD ; STUDENT GOVERNMENT FUNDS
GROUPS PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCESS; STUDENT
S
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO M\KE NOMINATIONS: STUDENT GOVEP»NMENT
MEMBERS
ACAiPEMIC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES: FULL
TDtE MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY AI^D ADMINISTRATION
PUBLICITY STRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS : NOT APPLICABLE.
NOMINATIONS ARE MADE FROM THE FLOOR OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSEMBLY.
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM
THE NOMINEES ; STUDENT GOVERNMENT MEMBERS
PROCEDURE S USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES :
THE RECIPIENT IS DETEKIINED BY A SECRET BALLOT FOLLOWING THE
NOMINATIONS.
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K^lj O^F THE INSTITUTION : SAIlvIT MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
AWARD: FACbl.TY APPRECIATION A\/ARD
^
• CHAIRMAN, SELECTION EXECUTIVE COITMITTEE
NATURE OF THE AlvARD : A PLAQUE, GIVEN TO THE RECIPIENT
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN: 1966
FOR THE AWARD ; SENIOR CLASS WEEKEND FUNDS
GROUPS PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PROCE S S : STUD]' NT
S
OR GPv.OUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS : ALL SENIORS
ARE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE GENERAL BALLOTING. THE BALLOT
CONSISTS OF THE CRITERIA OF THE AWARD AND REQUESTS THE VOTER
TO MAKE CCULIENTS ABOUT HIS NOMINEE.
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES:
ONE FULL YEAR’S TEACHING EXPERIENCE
’
PUBL ICITY STRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS : THE DATE AND
NATURE OF THE GENEPUVL BALLOT IS ANNOUNCED THRU THE COLLEGE'S
STUDENT-COILIUN ICATION CHANNEL S
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT
FROM THE NOMINEES : TiiE CO-CHAIPIIAN OF THE SENIOR WEEK APP"oiNTS
A CHAIRl'LIN /EiD HE IN TUR:^’ SELECTS THE COIMITTEE MEMBERS. THIS
AD HOC COIC-IITTEE CONSISTS OF ONE STUDENT FROM EACH IL\JOR FIELD.
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES:
THE REPRESENTATIVE FROM EACH FIELD TALLIES THE VOTES CAST BY
STUDENTS IN HIS FIELD. THE AMOUNT OF VOTES AND THE CO>DIENTS ON
THE BALLOT INFLUENCE HLM ETIEN HE SUBMITS A MAXIMUM OF THREE
NOMINEES TO THE COMMITTEE AS A WiiOLE. AITER GENERAL DISCUSSION,
THE REPRESENTATIVE OF EACH FIELD CASTS A BALLOT. ON THE BALLOT
HE LISTS THREE NAMES. THE TEACHERS RECEIVING THE THREE HIGHEST
NUMBER OF VOTES RECEIVES THE AWARD.
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NAME OF THE INST ITUT ION
:
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT, COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
NAME OF THE AWARD : TEACHER OF THE YEAR
ADMINX^M^ THE PRIlSIDENT OF THE SENIOR CLASS
A PLAQUE IS GIVEN TO THE RECIPIENT
YEAR THE AWARD NAS FIRST G IVEN : 1958-59
SOURCE OF FUND S FOR I'HE AWARD; STUDENT ACTIVITY FUND
^EyjJ3^IARILY INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION PPorF.c;^
. STUDENTS
OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS-
SENIOR CLASS —
• MEMBERS OF THE
ACADErllC QUALIFICATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CANDIDATES: NONE
—
USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS : THROUGH THE CO-OPERATION
OF THE COLLEGE'S CLERICAL STAFF, A CIRCULAR LTilCH CONTAINS TiiE NA’IES
OF THE FACULTY MEMBERS IS SENT TO EACH SENIOR. STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED
TO LIST TEN OUTSTANDING TEACHERS.
GROUPS QUALIFIED OR RESPONSIBLE FOR SELECTIN'G THE RECIPIENT FROM THE
NOMINEES : MEMBERS OF THE SENIOR CLASS
TO SELECT THE AVJARD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES: THE TEACHERS
RECEIVING THE TEN HIGHEST NUMBER OF VOTES FROM THE FIRST B~ALLOT ARE
LISTED OK A SECOND BALLOT. EACH SENIOR IS ASKED TO VOTE FOR ONE NOMINEE.
THE TEACHERS RECEIVING THE FIVE HIGHEST NUMBER OF VOTES PROVIDE THE NAMES
FOR THE THIPJ) BALLOT. TilE TEACHERS RECEIVING THE THREE HIGHEST NITIBER
OF VOTES CONSTITUTE THE NAMES ON THE LAST BALLOT.
jj^^jljLOyXIjjLlJlSTITUTION : WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC ItlSIITlITE
“ard of trustees awapji for outstanding teaching
SIFIeAgSer"''"'^
^_ n^; OF THE AWARD ; FIVE HUInIURED DOLLARS
YEAR THE AWARD WAS FIRST GIVEN ; I960
§Pijji9jjJjF_FUNDS FOR THE AWARD; PERSONAL FUNDS OF THE TRUSTEES
involved in the selection ; faculty
OR GROUPS QUALIFIED TO MAKE NOMINATIONS : FACULTY MEMIiERS*
^,^^p,^QUALIFICAi;iONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE CAIID IDAT E S : DEPARTMENTCHAIRMAN ARE NOT ELIGIBLE UNLESS THEY APUi SPENDING MORE THAI'I HALF THEIRINSTITUTIONAL TIME TEACHING. MEMBERS OF THE SELECTION COMMITTEE ARE
INELIGIBLE
.
^U_BLICIJ^Y_SiRATEGIES USED TO OBTAIN NOMINATIONS : THE CHAIRMAI^ OF THE
SELECTION COfEIIITEE SENDS A LETTER TO ALL P’ACULTY MCISERS WHICH INFOPuMS
THEM OF THEIR ELIGIBILITY TO MAKE NOMINATIONS.
gjg^_QUALIFIED OR RESPONS I BLE FOR SELECTING THE RECIPIENT FROM THE
N^OMINLES : A FACULTY COPGIITTEE OF SEVJNI THAT IS APPOINTED BY THlFlHrM
OF THE FACULTY, THE VICE PRESIDENT OF TPIE INSTITUTE.
PROCEDURES USED TO SELECT THE AWAPCD WINNER FROM THE NOMINEES; AFTER A
GENEfLAL DISCUSSION OF THE NOMINEES, A SECRET PREFERENTIAL~BALLOT IS
CONDUCTED. THE NOMINEES RECEIVING THE TWO HIGHEST NITIBER OF VOTES
ARE IDENTIFIED. A SECOND SECPJiiT BALLOT DETERMINES THE AWARD NOMINEE.
NOMINEES, OTHER THAT] THE WINNER, AIDE NOT DISCLOSED PUBLICLY. THE
COMMITTEE NOMINEE MUST BE APPROVED BY THE TRUSTEES. (THERE IS NO
RECORD OF PvEFUSAL)
* IN 1968-69 STUDENTS WILL BE ELIGIBLE TO MAKE NOMINATIONS
DESCRIPTION OF NATIONAL TEACHING AVJARDS
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Mill ^ Ml AV/ARD : COLLEGE CHEMISTRY TEACHER AVJARD
2£ ™ director of to award ;
DR. WILLIAM E. CHAGE
,
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
manufacturing chemists association
1825 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, NORTH WEST
V/ASHINGTON, D,C. 20009
INQUIRIES SHOULD BE SENT TO:
SEE ABOVE
AMOUNT OF THE AllART)
: $1,000
IL^lllKER OF ^UAL RECIPIENTS : THREE, TWO ARE GIVEN TO FACULTY MEMBERS
FROM FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS: ONE TO A FACULTY MEMBER AT
A TWO-YEAR INSTITUTION.
SOURCE OF FUNDS : MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS ASSOCIATION
year the AWARD WAS ESTABLISHED: 1957
PAIYERIA : "THE JUDGES—A PANEL OF DISTINGUISHED EDUCATORS
--SEEK TEACHERS
VHiO HAVE IMBUED STUDENTS WITH AN INTEREST IN CHEMISTRY, INSPIRED THEM TO
SERIOUS INTELLECTUAL EFFORT, AND NUTURED THE INTEREST INTO A CONTINUING
EDUCATION.
"IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT THE BEST TEACHERS ARE YOUNG MTIN AND
KEN WHO NEVER GET OLD--MEN WHO GROW IN KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT FALLING IN SPIRIT.
SUCH TEACHERS GIVE TO THE WORLD GENERATION AFTER GENERATION OF YOUNG
PEOPLE V/ITH THE KNOWLEDGE, JUDGMENT, AND DRIVE TO PERFORM SUPERBLY IN THE
CAREERS THEY CHOOSE.
"ONE MEASURE OF A TEa\CHER'S SUCCESS IS THE QUALITY OF THE STU-
DENTS HE HAS PRODUCED. THIS THE CHEMIST IN INDUSTRY UNDERSTANDS, AND
THIS HE HONORS WITH JOY . . . THESE MEN (TEACHERS) ARE THE CATALYSTS OF
THEIR PROFESSION."
RESTRICTIONS ON NOMINEES : PROFESSORS EMERITUS ARE NOT ELIGIBLE. A MINI-
MUM OF TEN YEARS SERVICE IN UNDERGR.\DUATE TEACHING IN CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING, OR ALLIED COURSES IS REQUIRED. A NOMINEE MUST BE A FACULTY
MEMBER OF AN INSTITUTION GRANTING A BACCALUAREATE DEGREE IN CHEMISTRY
OR CHEMICAL EI^GINEERING (THIS APPLIES ONLY TO NOMINEES FROM FOUR-YEAR
INSTITUTIONS).
SET,
E
OT ION STPXrEGTES ; AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE AWARDS PROGRAM IS SENT
EVERY YEAR TO THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN IN ALL FOUR-YEAR INSTI-
TUTIONS OFFERING PROGRAMS IN CHEMISTRY OR CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. IF A
DEPARTMENT C'tlAlPMAN HAS A CANDIDATE WAO MEETS THE AWARD'S CRITERIA, HE
GA'l'HERS BOCUM.NTATION ON THIS TEACHER AND PRESENTS THE MATERIAL TO THE
PRESIDENT OF THE INSTITUTION FOR APPROVAT,. IN ADDITION, THE FIFTY HEADS
OF GRADUATE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENTS IN THOSE INSTITUTIONS GRANTING THE
LARGEST NUMBER OF ADVANCED DEGREES IN CHEMISTRY ARE ASKED TO SUBMIT THE
NAMES OF COLLEGES PROFESSORS WHO HAVE PREPARED THEIR BEST TRAINED AND
HIGHLY MOTIVATED STUIjENTS. THIS ADDITIONAL t-lETHOD OF ACQUIRING NOMINEES,
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OllEN RESULTS IN THE NOMINATION OF DEPARTMENT HE/\DS FROM FOUR-YEAR INSTJlTUTIONS, who MICHIT be HESITANT ABOUT NOMINATING THEMSELVES FOR TH^AWARD. ONCE A NOMINEE HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED, HIS COLLEGE PRESIDENT IF ^IF
nomination, IS ASKED TO PREPARE DOCUMENTATION THAT
SISIo OF A NOMINATION FORM AND LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION. THE COM-PLETED FORM SUPPLIES THE JUDGES WITH DATA ON THE NOMINEES: AGE EDUCA-IxON, honorary DEGREES, COLLEGE TEACHING RECORD (R/vNK, COURSES TAUGHT)SPECIAL METHODS OR PROCEDURES EMPLOYED BY THE CANDIDATE WHEN TEACHINGHI^ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION, HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH EVIDENCEOF HIS SUCCESS IN PREPARING STIWENTS OR GRADUATE STUDY, HIS INFLUENCFON OTHER COLLEGE OR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
,
HIS INVOLVEMENT IN SCIENTIFICSOCIETIES, AND PRESENT ACADEMIC OR PUBLIC RECOGNITION OF THE CANDIDATE'SlEACHING SERVICES, THE PRESIDENT IS DIRECTED TO OBTAIN LETTERS OF REFER-ENCE FROM NOT MORE THj\N TEN FORMER STUDENTS, NOTING THEIR PRESENT POSI-
TION OF WORKc NO MORE THAN FIVE LETTERS OF RECOMMEIJDATION FROM OTHER
PERSONS ARE ALSO SUGGESTED AS EVIDENCE OF THE NOMINEE'S EFFECTIVENESS,
THE DIRECTIONS TO THE PRESIDENT NOTED THAT 'SPECIAL WEIGHT IS GIVEN TO
TESTIMONi BT MEN AND WOMEN V7HO HAVE ACHIEVED NOTABLE STATUS IN THE PRO-
FESSION, IT IS THE ASSOCIATION'S POLICY NOT TO DISCLOSE THE IDENTITY
OF THE THREE JUDGES. HOWEVER, A GLANCE AT THEIR TITLES WOULD TEND TO
MAKE ONE ASSUME THAT THEY ARE EMINENTLY QUALIFIED MEN. THE TWO WHO ARE-
CHEMISTS, HAVE POSITIONS WIICH VJOULD SUGGEST THAT THEY ARE PERSONALLY
V/ELL KNOWN TO MOST COLLEGE CHEMISTS AND CONVERSELY KNOV/ LARGE NUMBER
OF COLLEGE CHEMISTRY TEACHERS. THE THIRD JUDGE IS A SCHOLAR IN THE AREA
OF HIGHER EDUCATION, AND IS FAMILIAR WITH THE PRACTICE OF GIVING TEACH-
ING AWARDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION, THIS GROUP MAKES THE FINAL DECISION.
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N_A® OT TUI! DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CITATION TOR EXCEPTIONAL CON-TRIBUTIONS TO THE TEACHING OF PIIYSICSA
OF PJSOIS! immediate PAST PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIA-TION OF PHYSICS TEACHERS
INQUIRIES SHOULD ADDRESSED TO;
DR, MARK V7. ZEMANSKY
,
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
AiMERiCAK ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICS TEACHERS
335 EAST A5TH STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017
NATURE OF THE AWARD : CITATION
9L AMAL -AWARD RECIPIENTS : VARIES FROM TWO TO SEVEN
funds : AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICS TEACHERS
year ESTABLISHED: 1953
for S^ECTM: "EXCEPTIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TEACHING OFPhiSiCS" INDICATIONS OF CONTRIBUl’IONS MIGHT INCLUDE: AUTHORSHIP OF
ARTICLES RELATIVE TO THE TEACHING OF PHYSICS PUBLISHED IN THE PHYSICS
UR TT[E AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
; CREATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS SUCH AS 1L\NUALS OR TEXTBOOKS; OR ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICS TEACHERS THAT WOULD IMPROVE THE INSTRUCTION OF
PHYSICS.
RES rRICTlONS OR QUALIFICAT IONS OF THE NOMINEES : RECIPIENTS MUST EE
COLLEGE TEACHERS OF PHYSICS
.S^FUFION STPvATEGIES : THE ASSOCIATION'S COMMITTEE ON AWARDS CONSISTING
OF THE PRESIDENT, THE SECRETARY, THE MOST RECENT LIVING RECIPIENT OF THE
OERSTEAD MEDAL, THE SENIOR MEMBER AT-LARGE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD AND THE
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION IS CHARGED WITH IDENTIFYING
THE AWARD RECIPIENT. THE PAST PRESIDENT OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD SERVES AS
THE COMMITTEE CHAlRMilN. NOMINATIONS ARE MADE BY ASSOCIATION MEMBERS. IF
A COLLEAGUE OR STUDENT WISHES TO NOMINATE A TEACHER, THEY MUST INITIATE
A NOMINATION LETTER. AFTER A READING OF THE NOMINATING LETTERS
,
THE
COMTITTEK SINGLES OUT ONE NOMINEE AS THE OERSTEAD MEDALIST. A DISTINGUISED
SERVICE CITATION IS GIVEN TO THOSE OTHER NOMINEES V7HOSE CONTRIBUTION TO
THE TEACHING OF PHYSICS WAS SO SIGNIFICANT TtD\T IT MERITED THE ASSOCIA-
TION'S RECOGNITION.
*MUCH OF THE DATA ON THIS AWARD IS IDENTICAL WITH THAT REPORTED ABOUT
THE OERSTEAD AWARD, AS THE CITATIONS ARE GIVEN TO A SMALL PERCENTAGE
OF THOSE NOMINATED FOR THE OERSTE-AD.
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Mfi 91 mi mm- E. HARRIS HARDISON AWARD KlR DISTINGUISHED TEACHING
OF THi: DIRECTOR OF THE AWARD
:
DR. VICTOR BUTTERFIELD
CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDIES
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT 06457
INQUIRIES SHOULD BE SENT TO:
HARBISON award BOARD OF SELECTION
THE DANFORTH FOUNDATION
222 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63105
AMOUNT OF "im $10,000
NUMBER OF ANNUAL RECIPIENTS ; TEN
SOURCE OF FUNDS : DANFORTH FOUNDATION
year award was ESTABL ISHED : 1962
CRTTT^RJ^ "INDIVIDUALS TO BE CONSIDERED SHOULD BE OUTSTANDING IN THE ARTOF TEACHING, IN 'IHE SIGNIFICANCE OF THEIR SCHOLARLY CONTRIBUTION IN THEIRCONCERN FOR THE STUDENT AS AN INDIVIDUAL AND IN THEIR COMMITMENT TO ETHICAl
AND SPIRITUAL VALUES."
RESTRICTIONS ON NOMINEES : NOMINEES MUST BE UNDER 50 4ND HAVE TAUGHT
COLLEGE FULL TIME FOR FIVE YEARS.
SELECTION STRATEGIES
:
INVITATIONS TO CAlffilDATES ARE SENT TO:
1. DANFORTH FELLOWS IN THEIR FIRST AND FOURTH YEAR
2. COLLEGE PRESIDENTS OF INSTITUTIONS INCLUDED IN THE DIRECTORY OF DANFORTI
ASSOCIATES. (THE PRESIDENTS ARE CONTACTED OVER A THREE YEAR CYCLE.)
3. FORMER award WINNERS
4. KENT FELLOWS
5. ADVISORS TO THE DANFORTH FOUNDATION
6. INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE CONTACTED THE FOUNDATION AND INQUIRED ABOUT’ THE
AWARD PROGRAM
ALL COLLEGE TEACHERS WHO HAVE BEEN NOMINATED ARE ASKED TO SUBMIT
THE DATA TO ASSIST THE SELECTION COMMITTEES:
1. THE NAMES OF THE FOLLOWING REFERENCES:
A. HIS DEPARTMENT HEAD
B. AN ADMINISTRATOR VHIO CAN SPEAK OF HIS SCHOLARSHIP AND TEACHING
C. THREE STUDENTS WHO ILAVE COMPLETED THEIR WORK WITH HIM TV/0 YEARS
AGO
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2
.
3,
»ISCIP,,INE. M,0 „OKS NOT TEACH AT THE NOML
A LIST OF PUBLICATIONS, AND A REPRINT OF ONE WORK
««««IONAT POSITIONS
.
(OPTIONAL) A STATEMENT OF WIL\T THE NOMINEE BEIIEVFS TO PF fomp npTHE MOST ESSENTIAL ISSUES IN HIGHER EDUCATION TOdI5!
""
The information described above is made available to each member of
a Reading Committee. This committee serves for one year and is selected
by the Program Director. The members of the committee tend to be indi-
viduals with a national reputation. The individuals who were invited
to serve on the 1968 selection committee consisted of: Professor Joseph
W. Elder, University of Wisconsin; Professor Chadun Dunham, Wesleyan
University; Dr. John Silber, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
University of Texas; Dr. Fred Berthold, Dartmouth College; and Martha
Peterson, President, Barnard College. This committee is responsible for
reducing the list of nominees to approximately thirty college teachers.
A visit to the home campus of each of the thirty finalists is made
by a college teacher designated by the Program Director. These teachers,
referred to as interviewers, are prior recipients of the award or indi-
viduals of the professional stature of the Reading Committee. The inter-
viev.’Gis are charged with obtaining first-hand information about the tea-
cher's impact on his own campus, his ability as a classroom teacher and
the regard vrith which he is held by faculty colleagues and his students.
The nature of the campus and their interviev^er ' s prior relationship with
the institution determine how this data is obtained. As a result of his
investigatj^on on the campus, the interviewer prepares a report for the
Advisory Committee.
The Advisory Committee, which is responsible for selecting the ten
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aw.rd
..unno,.s fro. the Uaf of thirty finolf.ts. „ol,hs tho iotorvloocr.
.
reports, snd tho Intor.otlon Eonorated for tho Roadlns Con.mlttoo. In
past discussions about candidates, the committee has examined factors
such as: the candidate's reputation as a scholar; his student's recog-
nltiou of him as a scholar, his student's recognition of him as a dis-
tinguished teacher; the existence of the teacher's concern for both
normative as well as factual knowledge; his breadth of 'Knowledge; hts
style of Vfi-iting; his moral Influence in the community; and his leader-
ship in the academic community.
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M® OF TIIE AW^: T„E ROBERT A. MILLIKAN LECTURE AWARD
OF ™ Pj:RM.OJ.:^^TnE^I*
»KNT of THE AMERICAN ASSOCI-
SHOULD m ADDRESSED TO:
DR. HARK W. 2E1L\NKSY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICS TEACHERS
335 EAST 45th STREET
NEV/ YORK, NEW YORK 10017
MTUHH OF THE A\/ARD : DISTINCTION
of annual A^IAPJ) RECIPIENTS : ONE
SOURCE of funds : PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
YEAR TTl_E_ AWARD \1AS ESTABLISHED : 1965
SEj^CI'IOJ^; "THE LECTURER IS CHOSEN EACH YEAR ... TO BE
PHYSIcL"^
ASSOCIATION FOR HIS CREATIVE WORK IN THE TEACHING OF
•- -- recipients must be COLLEGE
the SELECTION PROCESS EMPLOYED FOR THIS AWARD IS
THF^rFR^-rln
DETERMINE THE WINNER OF THE OERSTEAD HEDa\L.[^ERSiEAD medal IS AWARDED AT THE WINTER MEETING OF THE x\SSOClATION
lecture AWARD IS GIVEN AT THE SUMMER MEETING OF THE ASSOCIA-
^ X v/i\ •
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NAME OF THE AV7ARD
:
VJl.SrLKN ELECTRIC FUND AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
TION OF ENGINEERING STUDENTS
IN INSTRUC-
ELE^TPIC
MEMBERS WHICH IS HHEPENDEOT OF WESTERN
PT-,,'"
' * ^ ^ ACTUAL SELECTION IS CONDUCTED BY FACULTY MEMBERS IN SPFPT
ciuBE ORCA.I.ATIOHS OF TH^ SOcL'« NCLUD . GULi'-SOUlffi.;ESl
; ILLINOIS-INDIANA
; MIDDLE ATLANTIC- MtdufqtPACIFJX NOUTUWESI; ROCKY E.OUMTAIN; SOUTHEASTER
• NM^CTETrA? S,ENGLAND; NORTH MIDUEST; PACIFIC SOUTIMEST; AND UPPER NElfTORK-AlMIO.
inquiri es should M SENT TO:
ASSISTANT SECRETARY, PROJECTS
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION
2100 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20037
AMOUNT OF IHE AWARD
: $500
9L 7\NNUAL RECIPIENTS : EIGHTEEN.
SIX LARGEST SECTIONS; ONE EACH, FROM THE
TWO EACH ARE AWARDED FROM THE
OTHER SECTIONS
SOORCE of FUNDS : WESTERN ELECTRIC FUND
year THE AT-JARD WAS ESTABLISHED: 1965
CR^ER^: among THE CRITERIA WHICH THE SECTION AWARD COMMITTEE SKMICONSIDER ARE: ‘ '
"THE TEACHER AS AN INDIVIDUAL
1. HE SHOULD POSSESS A BROAD AND ACCUR.\TE KNOWLEDGE OF HIS SUBJECT ARYJ
AND HAVE THE ABILITY TO EXPRESS IT.
2. HE SHOULD POSSESS SELF-CONFIDENCE TO THE EXTENT THAT HE IS SURE OF
HIMSELF AND ABLE TO MEET DIFFICULTIES WITH POISE, THUS CREATING A
FEELING OF COMPLETE HARMONY BETWEEN HIMSELF AND HIS STUDENTS.
3. HE SHOULD POSSESS A SENSE OF PROPORTION IN T1L\T HE STRESSES THE FUNDA-
MENTAL TOPICS AND DISREGARDS THE TRIVIAL DETAILS. HIS ASSIGNMENTS
SHOULD CHALLENGE THE STUDENTS TO THE EXTENT THAT THINKING IS DEMANDED
OF THEM IN THE COMPLETION OF THE ASSIGNMENTS.
4. HE SHOULD HyWE DEMONSTRATED SUCH i\N INTENSE INTEREST IN AND ENTHUSIASM
FOR THE SUBJECT HE IS TEACHING T1L\T HE MOTIVATES HIS STUDENTS TO
THEIR MAXIMUM ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
5. HE SHOULD AVAIL HIMSELF FOR COUNSELING VmiLE THE STUDENT IS IN HIS
CLASS AND LATER WTIEN THE STUDENT COMES TO THE C/UnPUS TO SEEK HIS
GUIDANCE.
"HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROFESSION
1 . THE PUBLICATION OF HIS ORIGINAL WORK THROUGH ANY INFORMATION MEDIUM.
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2. ms participation in the development oe courses or nrepTcm
»
"
-- “rEPTUAL,
'''
FACiS?n;s“^’’^™
01' laboratories or other
5. Ills DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING EQUIPMENT OR HIS DEVELOPMENT OF A UTHFRAPPLICATION OF TEACHING EQUIPMENT PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED.”
9Jl nominees ; TEACHERS IN ANY SUBJECT AREA fTNClIllUMr’ ini
STUDIES) IN THE ENGINEERING CURRICULUM OF A FOUR-YEARILSTITUIION LEADING TO AN ENGINEERING DEGREE OR A FOUR-YE\R 1 NSTIThttom"
PRH-.ENGINEERING PROGRAM FEEDlL^H^I^LMNi^C^^^^
information FLYER WHICH CONTAINS A NOMINATIONORM IS SENT TO THE ACTIVITY COORDINATOR OF EACH OF THE COLlEGEftmSHAVE MiJ-iBERS IN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION ANANNOUNCEMEWI- OF THE AWARD PROGR.^I AND INFORMATION ABOUT THE NOMIN/TIONPROCESS IS PUBLISHED IN THE ASSOCIATION
• S RVGAZINE: JOUpjLTENG NEFRTNC
OOLLEGraZSHis^lr—
GINi^ERING receive I HIS PUBLICATION. NOMINATIONS CAN BE R\DE BY /NY MFMBFR
A teacher FROM HIS OWN SECTION. THE INDIVIDUA^
’
MAKING I HE NOIuINATION COMPLETES A NOMINATION FORM THAT PROVIDES DATA
HnvoLpfT.r?.?rf POSITION, AS WELL AS HIS EMNED ANDHONORARY DEGREES. IN ADDITION, THE NOMINATOR SUBMITS DOCUMENTATION OFHIS CANDIDATE'S FULFILLMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION'S CRITERIA. QUOTATIONSFROM LETTERS OF STUDENTS AND COLLEAGUES AND REFERENCES TO PUBLICATIONS
ARE MENTIONED AS DOCUMENTATION IN THE ASSOCIATION'S NOMINATION FORM.
WITHIN THE CONFINES DESCRIBED ABOVE, EACH SECTION FUNCTIONS RELATIVELY
AUTONOMOUSLY IN DETERMINING THE SECTION AWARD WINNER(S). IN THE MEW
ENGLAND SECTION, ELECTED SECTION CHAIRMAN IS CHARGED WITH CREATING AN AD
HOC COMMITTEE OF FOUR. TRADITIONALLY IT HAS BEEN CHAIRED BY THE PAST
SECTION CIL\IRMy\N WHO CONFERS WITH THE PRESENT SECTION CHAIR,M\N AiND IDENTI-
FIES THREE TEACHERS OR ADMINISTRATORS WIO WOUJJ) BE FAMILIAR WITH TEACHERS
IN THE SECTION. THIS GROUP SELECTS THE AWARD RECIPIENTS.
Fr<M.cU C. Byrnes and John X. Jamrlcb, "Survey of PoUcles andrdcticos Relating to Improved Instruction," REPORT BY THE SUR-C ^IITTihL Od IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION OF THE COMMITTEE ON STUDIES
l%2)'"p'.°'l9
Association of CoUogos for Teacher Education,
Alexander V/. Astin and Calvin B. T
Evaluation and Training of College
47:3 (Summer, 19G6), p. 2373.
Lee, "Current Practices in the
Teachers," EDUCATIONAL RECORD,
Ibid.
the Danforth Award for College Teachers," SATURDAY
REVIEW, 46:65 (March 23, 1963), p. 65,
Bulletin from the University of Connecticut: "Alumni Association
Rev;a.ras for faculty Excellence in Teaching and Research," Undated
not numbered. ’
Personal correspondence from Father Charles F. Donovan, S.J., Dean
of Faculties, Boston College. February 8, 196^.
REPORI TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE DANFORTH FOUNDATION: E. H, HARBISON
AWARD I'OR DISTINGUISHED TEACHING. Submitted by Robert Birney and
John Ahern, Undated, mimeographed.
NOMINATION FOR COLLEGE CHEMISTRY TEACHERS AWARD, Undated form of
the Manufacturing Chemists Association.
"Teaching" (subtitled "To Protest v;ith a Passion") TIME, 87:80
(May 6, 1966),
CHAWTR 6
COMPARISON OF TO CHARACTERISTICS OF COLLEGE TEACHERS
SELECTED m TWO DIFFERENT SELECTION PROCESSES
CHAFrER 6
INTRODUCTION
Prior to conlrastlug award recipients with largor populations ol
college teachers, this study wished to measure the degree of uniformity
of characteristics of recipients Identified by two different selection
processes. As was noted in the previous chapter, the award programs can
be divided Into two types. The first type restricts the power to nominate
and to make the final decision to students. The second type either In-
cludes faculty mem.bers In the declslon-maklng process or excludes students
from any declslon-maklng activity. The first type will be referred to
as "Student selected"; the second type, as "Non-student selected." The
student selected programs are those grouped in the top left hand quadrant
of Chart 5-1. The non-student selected programs can be found in the
remaining three quadrants. Details of the selection procedures of indi-
vidual programs can be found at the end of the preceding chapter.
Uniformity between the groups of recipients will be measured by ex-
amining the proportional distribution of characteristics between the two
groups. For example, if five per cent of the college teachers v/ho v/ere
selecced as outstanding teachers in student selected programs v/ere over
sixty-five years old, then one would assume that if both groups v^erc
uniform, that approximately five per cent of the recipients of non-student
selected av/ards v/ould also be over sixty-five years old. If not, then
there would be evidence to suggest that the groups were not uniform. If
an examination of a number of characteristics indicated that there are
substantial differences in distributions v;ithin characteristics then it
would have to bo said tiiat, in terms of characteristics m.easured, the
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groiips arc: not similar and that it might not be of value to combine the
tv;o groups together.
The data to be evaluated in this chapter includes characteristics
relative to the recipient's personal background, institutional status,,
institutional involvement and involvement in teaching. Each character-
istic will be examined independently. The chapter will conclude with a
discussion of the characteristics grouped under the appropriate general
category. Each characteristic will be analyzed by the use of matrixes
whose row headings v;ill be "Student Selected" and "Non-Student Selected."
Matrixes will be constructed for frequency distributions, table per-
centages, row percentages and column percentages. To facilitate compari-
son bctv;cen the statistical material and the prose, the discussion of
each characteristic will immediately precede the statistical analysis
of the particular characteristic.
The BMDzOS program (1) on file at the University of Massachusetts
Computer Center V7as used to tabulate the data. The Chi-Square test of
significance will be employed for those matrixes in v/hich the distribu-
tion of observations is sufficient to follow the general principle: "In
using the Chi-Square tables, reference is made only to the number of
categories and not to the total number of observations. Hov/ever, in order
that the approximation of the distribution to that in Table A - 6a be
close, the sample size N must be sufficiently large so that none of the
F's is less than one and not more than 20% of the F's are less than five. "(2)
As it v;as impossible to predict which characteristics could be legi-
timately analyzed v;ith a Chi-Square, the computer computed a statistic
for each category. Use of other descriptive statistical tools, such as
the moan, median and mode will also be employed v/hcre appropriate.
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Additional data, generated from questions prepared from the pre-
viously reviewed Eckert and Stecklln study, will also be studied. It
deals with the recipient's job motivations and satisfactions. None of
these questions produced the type of frequencies that could bo analysed
with a Chi-Square statistic. An examination of the frequency of re-
sponses to the items, as well as the percentage of recipients who
checked a particular response, should allow the reader to make certain
tentative conclusions about the similarity of the two groups In terms
of career motivations and job satisfactions.
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HSTmyr: jON w i^ciiTOiTs by ^rj) ^ institutional characteristics
Tl.e recipients who responded were grouped by iheir type of award:
local or national; their type of institution: public university, college
or private university; and by size: large university, small university,
large collage, and small college to determine the distribution of student
selected recipients and non-student selected recipients in these classes,
lables 6 - 1, 6 - 2, and 6-3 v/hich follow, report the results of this
analysis. The distribution, in most classes, is proportional. Forty-
three respondees are student selected recipients; forty are non-student
selected. Of the non-student av;ard recipients, seventeen were recipients
of national av;ards, twenty-three were recipients of local avrards. See
TABLE 6-1. The Table Percentage in TABLE 6 - 2 shows an even distri-
bution among types of institutions from v;hich respondees originate.
The relationship of the frequencies is such that at the 5% of signifi-
cance v/e can not assume that they come from different populations, TABLE
6 - 3's Table Percentage shows that the distribution betv;een student and
non-student selected recipients was not proportional when analyzed by
size. Although the breakdovm is not symmetrical, the existence of a
number of similarities betv/een the groups v;ould seem to mitigate quanti-
tative differences. For example, the majority of the recipients from
both types of programs are at small universities; less than ten per cent
of the recipients in either type of program are to be found in large
universities; and the differences betv/een ratios of recipients at small
colleges is negligible. Thus, it could be said from the data on TABLE
6 - 3, of both groups that: the majority came from small universities,
a far smaller group came from small colleges, and by far the smallest
group came from large universities.
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TABi.E 6-1
OF AIIARD
ROU CODES:
1 =• Recipient Selected in a
2 = Recipient Selected in a
COLDIIM CODES:
1 -- National Teaching Av/ard
2 - Local Teaching Av;ard
Student Administered Program
Mon-Student Administered Program
FRt:0UEr'CY
1
1 0 A S A.
3
2 17 2S 4 0
17 68 8:3
CHJ -SQirVyh
" ’
Z 2 Ji'Vi?.
Or.GRFXS OF F ^F'-OCM
. 1
F(£hCF.Mj 4GFS,. ( TE^.THG OF A OF hCF'.'iT 'i
-
1 -2
1 5 1 M Sid
2 ?Ob__2*7/'
?Oh 79S I om)
_R C W._ P P C F W T AG t.S ( I F. T i-i S C F a F' S C
F
T )
. X
1 0 1000 loou
? R79 1,)00
?0S 79S IDOO
_
CCLIIMN PLRCFNT3OFS (TF.MTHS.Ot A_PlSCFMT)
i ?
1 0 6SF“ SI 8
2 1000 S4H 48?
1000 lOOiQ 10(J0
TABLE 6-2
THE VARIABLE OF INSTITUTIONAl, TYPE
ROW CODES;
1 - Recipient Selected in a Student-Administered Program
COlmrcOOEV
Non-Studont Admlnlotersd^Prograra
1 = Public University
2 = College
3 = Private University
_FREOU(r>'CY TAOLP
1_ 2 3
1 22 9
2 12 12
1 2 43
16 40_
34 ?] 28 83
CHI -
ObGRFFS
50U/\8E
OF FPlEOCh
3.8378
,.
.. 2
- table f>EHCtMT AGES,, f T F I--I IMS or A H.EKCEHT).
1 2
_
3
1 265 loP
2 145„1A5
1^5 518
1-P3 ,.482,.,..
410 2"'
3
337 innn
, R C W P E P’ C 0 T /V
G
E 1 T£ T H S Or .A_.f-^F9CF0T )
. .... L_ 2 _ 3
1 512 2h9
2.._300 300
279 in 00
_40u.,l000
410 253 337 inOO
_
CCLUMiW PERCE'^’ AOtS. (TLnThS Of.._.-t_.PEPCLNT)
1
.
2
_ _
3
1 6<+7 4:^0 u?9 9U’
2 3b3 571 57 J
1000 looo 10OU loOo
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TABT.E 6-3
I/L^ALM.QN^_L.THE VARIABLRJJjF
, S j 2E
ROW CODES:
1 - Recipient Selected In a Student Administered Rrcram
.rnwreODS?
" Non-Student Administered“pr08r.™
1 - Large UnWersity 3 , Large College
2 = amal, University 4 ^ Small College
.
FREQUPF'CV
1
. _? 3 4
——
1 ?
-—.-2 6
32 0 9
_ 1 ?
Cl 3
-40
8 54 0 21 8 3
Ch I -SQt iA rr^
OPGPFPS OF. Fkf FOJOh'
4.1 7 lu
3
,
,
-
-TAR [_ p F fi’ C F M T_ A G F S ( t f r i T t-t ? 0 F ,A PtP.C£,MT)
v_ 2 3 A.
1 24
2 7?
3«7) 0
2^5 U_._
] 08
1 45
5 1 8
. M
p
2
96 69] u 2 53 1 'jOu
ROW PERCFAmTaGFS (J f mThS
- vT ‘L PPkCF^iT )
1 2 3 4
1 47
.... ,2 150.,
744 1
)
5 50 0
2 09
TOO
1 OOP
\ OuO
96 651 0 25 3 1 or)i (
C C L I ' M K' P K
R
c E N T A (, t s ( T t M T n b Of P [ R C F M T )
1 b93
2._.. 7b(i 407
1000 1000
U 4 29 Fi I h
U 9/1
0 1 oO(i H)un
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FERSOMAT, BA CKGROUNi) :
SEX : TABLE 6 - 4
Too few recipionts were women to permitt the use of the
Chi Square Test. An examination of the distribution within
both groups clearly indicates that they are similar-ninety-
five percent of both groups are male. Rarely is a recipient
a woman.
TABLE 6 ~ A
VARlAr>LE OF SEX
ROW CODES:
1 = Rocxpicnt Solccted in a Student Administered Program
COLUMrcOoS^
Selected in a Non-Student Administered Program
1 - Male
2 = Female
FRfCOUEN'CY Jnrilf
. 1_ 2
1 4]
_ ^ 39.
2 4 3
1 4 0
‘
80 3 R 3
CH I -’SODAhJF
.
.
OFGOFf-S CF.._F9FFI)0’^
0.2753
1
-T AHi.,F 1 ^<3£S _.{ i Ko T'"'
S
t
OF A OFRCEM)
1 2
1 49A
-.2 ^470
?4 SI 8
12 482
964 36 lOOo
-8C'W_.Pf:rC£NT ages
_
( IF ^lTMS OE A PEKCEoT)
1 2
1 9b 3 47 1000
25_ in 00
964 36 1000
.
CCUiiMM PFPCfj^TaGES (TINimS OF A PEP C: F N T )
2
1 513
— 2 48?^
667 518
333 48?
1000 loot.! 1000
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AGE : TAD.LE 6-5
The small number of frequencies in the extreme classes of the ago
matrix prevents the use of a Chi-Square test. Few recipients are under
thirty or over sixty. Four recipients chose not to disclose their age.
None of them were women. Working with the available data, it seems
that both groups tend to choose middle-aged recipients. As the data
in the Row Percentages of the table indicates, one- third of the re-
cipients of both groups are between 40 and 49 years of age. Despite
the fact that both groups find their highest number of recipients in
this middle age bracket, the student group has more younger faculty
members than does the non-student group. Thirty-four per cent of the
student group recipients are between 30 and 39 years of age; whereas
only 16% of the non-student group are in this category, a reverse situ-
ation occurs in the "50-59” category; 17% of the student group and 32%
of the non-student group are to be found here. Despite this tendency,
the majority of both groups are betv/een forty and sixty years of age:
5-t/o of the student selected group, 667. of the non-student selected group.
In summary, although the student groups tend to select younger
faculty members, the differences in age profiles between the groups
is not dramatic. The median and modal recipient of both groups is be-
tween forty and forty-nine years of age. Both groups avoid recipients
in the extreme categories of age.
TABLE 6-5
tabulation of thejarj^
ROW CODES:
1 = Recipient Selected
2 “ Recipient Selected
COLIR4N CODES:
1 - Under 30
2 rr 30--39 years old
3 = A0--A9 years
in a Student Administered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
4 = 50-59 years old
5 = 60-64 years old
6 = Over 64
FREOIJEt' CY TnGLF
. —
1
__
2 3 4 i; 6
1 ? 1 A 15 7 ? 1 41
_..2 1 .13
.
13 3 3 3 6
3 ?() ?b 19 5 4 79
C>i 1 -* SQl.'A up 6.0UA8
[) f G P K P S 0 F
.
F « E r n 0 '1 „
. T able PE PC
F
i\i T A G F S ^ ( 7 K.E;J. h S Op A 1 P C F m T )
1 ?5 1 / 7 19 (.7 89 35 13 519
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. -
153 3 m 3 b 48
1
36 ?5 3 39 a '341 6 3 5 1 1 000
-ROW PEKCEnTaG Eb (TFNlhS CF _A PFPCEoI
)
-.-1 2 3 4 5 6
1 49 34] 366 171 49 34 looo
. 2 __ 26. 15 6 .34 2 „_.316. . 7 9
-
79 1000
36 25 3 354 34 1 6 3 51 icon
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. .
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llARITAL SI AT US ; TABLE 6-6
Although one rospondec failed to check his marital status, on ex-
amination of the Frequency Table indicates that the groups arc clearly
similar. In the category of "Single, never married," nine are found
in the Frequency Table: 4 student selected and 5 non-student selected
recipients. The symmetry continues in the married category: 36 student
selected recipients, 31 non-student selected recipients. In the "Widoued,
divorced, or separated" category are found identical numbers for both
groups: 3.
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TABLE 6-6
OF 1L\RITAL STATUS
ROW CODES;
1 = Recipient Selected
2 = Recipient Selected
COLUMN CODES:
3-n a Student Administered Prosram
in a Non-Student Administered'^Prosram
1 - Single, never married
2 r: Married
3 - Widov;ed, Divorced or Separated
FRt:0UF:t'CY T/.HLr
1
_
? 3
1 4
-? b
3 6 3 4 3
— 31 3 39
9 4 7 6 ti?
CO]-S01JA(<l
DFGRL-.PS OF F4‘FFl>CM
”'0",?890
.... _2
_.TARlF f’EF'CL0FA(3LS (tt'-iTHS CK A
1 2 3
f'EKCLNT
)
1 4 9 ~439 3 / S 2 ^
- —
a 61 378
_ . 3 7 _ 6
no 81 7 7 3 i.noo
-
ROW Rf-.ocFNTAGr S (Te>.'lhS OF ,.A
.
PCF'CIOT)
) 2 3
1 93 83 7 7U 1000
- 2 ..J2F 79S
-.7 7_nooo
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RECIPIENT
' S EDUCATIONAL LEVEL : TABLE 6-7
The educational level of the recipients does not discriminate be-
tween groups. ' Sixty-five per cent of the student selected recipients
have doctorates, 66% of the non-student groups. As with the variable
of age, students chose more recipients who characteristics are similar
to students, in this case their recipients had less graduate training.
In numerical terms, this tendency has very little effect on the distri-
bution. Only one of the forty-three student selected recipients had
less than a master's degree; only four, in total, had less than a
master's degree plus one year.
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TARULAT lON
TABLE 6-7
RECIT^ LEVEL
ROW CODES'
;
1 - Recipient Selected in a
2 Recipient Selected in a
COLuTE] CODES:
1 = Four-Year Bachelor’s
2 = 5 or more year first
professional degree
3 = Master’s Plus One Year
Student Administered Program
Non-Student Administered Program
4 = All but Dissertation or Doctorate
5 = Second- level Master
6 = Doctorate
frequency table
1 2
_4 S 6
1 1 'b 6 2 43
2 0 _ 0 S 26 39
i 3 1 1 9 S''4 BP
CHT'-'SQu’APE 4
.
9817
DFGPP-ES OF. FWEEDO'-r s
_.TAfBLF PERC»iTA(5Fo (tEn[hs OF A_.PEkCFMTd
1 p 3 4 F 6
1 IP V( 73 37 P4 341 5?4
„ 2 . 0 0 61 7 3 P4 317 476
1 ? 37 1 3^ 1 10 ^ 9 6S9 1000
ROW percentages (T OF A PFKCEMT)
? A 5 6
1 ?3 7 0 140 7u 4 7 6E i 1000
. 2 .._0 . . 0 1P8 -JLGa
.
El 6 6 7 1000
IP 37 1 34 1 10 4 9 6S9 1000
CCLUMiN PERCFB.^llYGr:S Te.Nr.HS OF A PEWCENT)
1 3 4 6
1 1,000 loco SaE 3 33 Sun 519 524
2 _ 0 0 4FS 667 sou_. 4 8 1 4 7 6
1000 1000 1 oriO inOO I'BjO 1 000 1 ono
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91 SPECIALIZATION : TABLIC 6-8
The tabiaabion of the field of specialization documents the ex-
istence of a bias operating v;ithin the non-student selected av/ard pro-
grams. As v;as noted in Chapter 5i foui’ of the six national, award pro-
grams--all non-student selected—a.re designed to identify distinguished
teachers in specific subject matter areas. The fact that there are
existing programs in Physics and Chemistry v;ould tend to increase the
non—student selected recipients D.n the field of physical science. This
has happened as TABLE 6-8 shows.
It is interesting that 28% of the student selected recipients teach
social studies. An explanation of why this particular field has such a
high percentage of recipients would be mere conjecture. There are a
number of fieD.ds, besides social science, in which the teacher is ex-
posed to larger numbers of undergraduates.
The codes on the following page have been collapsed. For exaiaple,
as there ^^/ere no student selected or non-student selected recipients
in the field of agriculture, the classification was not com.puted.
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ROW CODES:
1 = Recipient' Selected in a
2 “ Recipient Selected in a
COLUMN CODES:
1 = Agricultiire
2 = Biological Sciences
3 Business and Commerce
4 = Education
5 Engineering
o - English and Journalism
7 Fine Arts
8 = Foreign Lai^guages
5 = Health Foods
FREOUF'NCY TAd|„r
Program
Administered Program
Horae Economics
Law
Msithernatics
13 = Philosophy
14 r: Physical Education
15 = Physical Science
16 = Psychology
17 = Religion and Theology
18 - Social Science
J. /Vj iJjCj U
OF THE VARIABLE OF FIELD
Student Administered
Non-Student
10 =
11
12 =
7 .. . ^ /J /JT //
1 .4. .. 4 0 1 h 3 1 p ] 0 _ _ 4 __ 2 1?
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TABLE FT B C F 'v' T A G pfs' ( r'?: imI h S* C F ' A “ P £ U C F N T )
V _ 7 ... ?- f /3
n
/?
1 4 b48 4 8 0 IP h() 36 1 ? 1?. IP 48 ?4
2 1? 1 ? 1? 84 8'-t- 1 P 0 ?4 ?4 ?4 133 P4 36
60 ^ r> 1 2' 96 14b h8 1? 96 -3 b P4 181 4 8 181
ROW PERCE i^T AGFS ( IF ’'iTHS CF A PERCENT
)
^ J . V.. 1 1i _ H'.. __ -9. -7c2__ /3 AT /7 /7
) 93 9 3 0 23 l]b _ 7 0 23 140 23 0 9 3 4 7 2 79
Z ?b ?b 2 b l7b l7b 26 0 5(J So so 27b 60 7b
60 ....6.0 .1.2 9 b 14,6...... .4 8__ , 12 96 3 b .24 _.18l 4 8 18)
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3l 2/ _ To 7 1i J3 . ^3 JS /7
POO 800 0 I2b 4 ] 7 . _ 7 b 1000. 7bn 333 n 26 1 boo 800
200 2 no ] 00(| .i7b bb3 2 5 0 0 2bC) 66 7 1 0(1^ 7 33 boo 200
loon 1 006 1 000 1 nOO lotio lOOM 1000 Vooo .1 000 loco 1000 loOO 1000
4 3
4V.
h I H
4 8 P
looo
1000
1000
1000
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1 oam
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FpUCATIONAL LEVEL OF SPOUSE : TABLE 6-9
Tho distribution of frequencies for this characteristic fails to
show oreat variation between the education of the v/ives of the recipients
from different selection processes. Although kTL of the student selected
recipients had wives with five or more years of college as contrasted
wil.h 237o of the non-student selected recipient's wives, when this classi-
fication is grouped with the classification: "Completed four years of
college," the data reveals that 61% of the recipients selected by stu-
dents had wives v;ho had at least completed college, as contrasted with
557o of the non-student selected recipients. About one-third of the re-
cipients had v;ives who did not complete college (S.S, - 287.; N.S.S.
33%*).
In summary, although the student selected recipients have a dis-
proportionate amount of wives v;ho have had graduate training, when the
gioups are classiiied into: no spouse, spouse does not have a college
diploma and spouse has a college diploma, the groups appear symjnetr ica.l
,
with the student selected recipients having wives with slightly more
college education.
S.S. N.S.S.
No Spouse 9% 13%
Spouse does not have a college diploma 28% 33%
Spouse has a college diploma 61% 55%
*As tho chapter deals entirely with comparisons between the two different
types of programs, abbreviations v/ill be used within brackets and for
sub-table headings. S.S. stands for student selected; N.S.S. stands for
non-student selected.
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TABLE 6-9
TAJUMIO^^OF
_TKE
SPOUSE
ROW CODES:
1 - Recipient Selected
2 = Recipient Selected
COLUMW CODES:
in a Student Administered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
1 « No spouse 5 _
2 r-- Did Not Complete 8th Grade 7 =
3 = Completed 8th Grade 8 r_
4 " Some High School 9 r=
5 ~ Completed High School
Some College
Completed 4 Years of College
Completed 5 or More Years of College
Don » t Know
FRhOlJE'MCY T/uiLE
) 2 3 4 b 6 7“ H 9
- 1
2
4
b
0 0 n__ 3 9 8
.
- 1 b. 1 430 0 (.) 1 6 i 3 9 n 40
... 9 n
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i
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mtCATIONivL LEVKL OF MOTHER : TABLE 6 -10
Ihe oistributlon of the frequencies in TABLE 6 - 10 suscosts that
the educational level of the recipient’s mother varies widely. The use
of elEht codes does hlghllsht the existence of nine student selected re-
cipients whose ntothor did not complete eiahth grade, as contrasted with
three non-student selected recipients from similar backsrounds. If the
data was collapsed Into three categories. In which the categories refer
to discrete educational experiences, similar proportions become visible:
S.S. N.S.S.
No exposure to high school 337o 267,
High School experience, but no college 39% 507,
College experience
267, 257,
Both groups of recipients come from widely varying family educational
background. Student selected groups tend to have mothers with less educa-
tion, althougli both groups find their median and modal recipient having
a mother v/ho completed high school.
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of the
TABLE
VARIABLE OF
6 - 10
EDUCATIONAl
ROW CODES
:
1 = Roclpienl Selected
2 - Recipient Selected
COLUMiN CODES:
in a Student Adrainistered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
2
3
A
5
Did Not Complete 8th Grade 6
Completed Sth Grade 7
Some High School 8
Completed High School 9
Some College
Completed A Years of College
Completed 5 or More Years of College
Don't Know
Fh'hQljf-NC Y TA3LE
1 0
_ g 3
2 0 3 ' 7
—-0_
. 1 ? 1 ?
_
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'
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OF FATHER: TABLE 6-11
The data in this table, like the preceding table, also shov/s that
the recipients come from a variety of backgrounds, as measured by
parential education. Given the wide distribution of frequencies in
the tablo-the highest frequency is nine-it appears that the groups
are more alike between one another than within one another. Repeating
tne collapsed codes used in the prior discussion, produces different
results
:
S.S. N.S.S,
No exposure to high scliool 297o 28%
High school, but no college 387o 35%
College experience 32% 38%
A difference is noted in the original categories betv/een the mode
and median. For student selected recipients, the median falls precisely
between some high school and completed high school; for the non-student
selected the median is completed high school. The modal response for
student selected recipients is: Some high school; for non-student
selected recipients it is Completed high school. The fathers of non-
student selected recipients are more likely to have some college ex-
perience.
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TABLE 6-11
0^^^ QP FATHER
ROW CODES
:
1 Recipient Selected
2 = Recipient Selected
COLUHM CODES:
in a Student Adrainistered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
2 " Did Not Complete 8th Grade
3 r= Completed 8th Grade
4 == Some High School
5 — Completed High School
6n: Some College
7 - Completed 4 years of College
8 " Completed 5 or More Years of
9 =: Don't Know
College
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RAHK ; TABLE 6-12
T1.0. majority of both groups (S.S. - 53-/.; N.S.S. - 657.) chose av.-ord
winners who are professors. Student selected groups do have, however,
twice as inony recipients at the junior rank, assistant professor or
instructor, than do non-student selected recipients.
If the material V7as placed on tv;o curves, both groups v.'ould apex
at the same category, but tlie crests of the curves would vary. The non-
student group has its greatest amount of frequencies at the professor
level and then begins a rapid decline. There are no instructors who have
been selected by non-student programs. The student selected group also
has its highest point at the professor level, but then it declines at
the level of associate professor, and rises again at the assistant pro-
fessor level and then drops to the instructor level, v.'here 57. of the
recipients are found.,
As v;ith some of the prior characteristics discussed, for the char-
acteristic rank, the mode and median are in the same category, but stu-
dent selected groups are more likely than non-student groups to select
teachers v.'ho are junior in rank.
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TABLK 6 -12
ZA^ULAT ION of T?IE VARIABT.V'. of Rj\NK
ROi; CODES:
1 - Reclpi.ent'
2 = Recipient
COLUMN CODES:
1 = Professor
2 = Associate
3 = Assistant
^^elected in a Stndent Administered Program
Selected in a Mon-Student Administered'^Program
Professor
Professor
4 = Instructor
5 No Ranks Designated
6 = Other
FRKOUEMCI TANLF
) 2 3
'
4 b h
1 23 ] 0 2 0 0 4 3
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TSNURK ; TABLE 6 -13
Althoasl'i the median and modal category is the same for both groups—
recipients tend to have tenure, the proportional distribution varies.
ri7enty-scven per cent of the student group do not have tenure, whereas
only 8/o of the non-student group are so labeled. The M.I.T. student
selected av/ard is restricted to non-tenure faculty, but this progran
accounts for only two of the tvrelvc subjects in the student selected, non
tenure classification. The Chi-Square test indicates that at the 5%
level of confidence we cannot assume the two groups of recipients come
from the same ' populations. It is more likely that non-tenure recipients
will be student selected.
In general, despite the differences in distribtuion, the
large majority—over sevety-two percent of both groups— of
recipients are tenured.
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TABLE 0-13
OF THE VARIABLE OF TENURE
ROV/ CODES:
1 = Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Program
COLUMircODS^-
Selected in a Non-Student Administered“program
1 ~ Yes, T am on tenure
2 =: I am not on tenure
FREOUlMCY 1 adLE
1 ?
1 31 1 ? 4 3
2 37 3 4 0
68 1 5 83
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]
table PERCf-' M r ACFS ( TEMjf^S OF
,
A PERCF'MT )
1 ?
.
1 373 \45 518
2 446 ^6 4 8?
819 IHI 1 000
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819 IRl 1000
CCLNMN PF-PCrNTAGFS._( tenths .0 F . T„REH(;ENT)
1 456 800 518
2 54A ?00 48?
1000 1000 1000
Mi^AR'J'i-ISNT ^AIPJl/YI^SIIir; TABLE 6 -14
There is no distinction between the groups using the criteria of
being a departnent chairman. The Chi-Square test at the 57. level of
confidence substantiates
shov/s, that we cannot as
what an examination of the Row Percentages
sume that the recipients come from different
populations.
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TABUT^ATTON of
TABLE 6 - 14
.iilL_y-A^'T-ABLE OF DEPARTMENT CHAjPTlANSHTP
ROW CODES:
1 - Recipievit Selected in a Student Administered Pro
I = Recipient Selected in a Non-Student Administered
COLUlii'l CODES:
1 == Yes
2 =: Not a Department Chairman
gram
Program
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WORiai-IG A DEGREE; TABLE 6 -15
The mean and modal response for both groups are to be found in
the ''No” category. Oyer ninety per cent of both groups can be classi-
fied as not working on a degree. There were three student selected re-
cipients v7orking on a degree and one non-student selected recipient vrorkin;
on a degree. In this characteristic, the groups are similar.
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table 6 - 15
OF WORKING ON A riFnppr.’
ROW CODES:
1 =- Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Program
COLUMrcOTS:
*" " Administered Program
1 - Yes
2 = ijOj I am not working on a degree
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TEAGUII'iG L')AD : TABLE 6-16
If xt in valid to say that one has more institutional status if
one teaches less than a colleague, a position discussed in Chapter One,
then it is clear that the non-student selected recipients have more
status, 'iTnen one contrasts the student selected to the non- student
selected teaching loads as measured by credit hours per semester, the
student selected recipients have heavier loads.
Mean Mode Median
Student selected 8.3 9 7-9
rion-studcnt selected 6.7 6 6
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TABLE 6 - 1(>
the variable of TRAr.WTMP, load
ROi'J CODES i
I I
Selected in a Student Administered Procram
CO^MreODS: A^lnl.terod Program
The flgxire in the coluT,n headlneis the a^Lual credit hours of teaching.
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PX TABLE 6 -17
T-ne cllstribv,ti.c,n of credit hours of preparation per sencstor falls
to shov, the distinction betuoen tho groups that teaching load does.
Both groups have a median of six hours of preparation and a mode of six
hours of preparation. The ,„ean of preparation for student selected re-
cipients is 6.9 credit hours; the moan for non-students is 5.5. The
difference in mean is probably caused by the existence of one student
selected recipient vAo had twenty hours of preparation, and a second
student selected recipient vAo had thirteen hours of preparation.
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TABLE c - 17
VARIABLE OF HOURS OF PREPARATION
ROW CODES:
1 ” Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Program
2 r. Recipient Selected in a Non-Student Administered Proeram
COLUIIN CODES;
Codes are not used for this table. The figure in the column heading
IS the actual ciodit hours of preparation.
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J-EVI-X TAUGIIT: TABLE 6-18
The differeuccc. betv/ecn the level taught fails to make a distinc-
tion between the two groups. Within each group there is approximately
an even distribution between the lower division: freshman and sophomore,
and the upper division: juniors and seniors. The presence of four
student selected recipients in the graduate division reflects the student
award at the University of Vermont Medical School.
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TABLE 6-18
ROV/ CODES:
1
- Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Program
Recipient Selected in a Non-Student Administered ProarCOLUMN CODES:
' l g
1 — Lov7er Division (freshmen and sophomores)
2 - Upper Division (juniors and seniors)
3 = Graduate Division (graduate or advanced professional)
4 = None of the levels specified above
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3b 40 5 n HO
C P J - 5 0 U A -9 E [","4 M 59
Of GWEf S OF F9FE“00'^ 3
tab 1 .. E P F. i •' C E I
>
1 T A
r, E S . ( T t I'lT ri 3.^ OF a h F. P
C
F n T )
I ?_ 3_ 4
_ _
1 ?3b 20 3 bO 0 53 V
, ? 213 23 P 13 0 A 6 3
43P boo 6 3 0 ]<XiO
ROW pfpcf: mt a 6FS (TFmT HS OF A PrRCt3\T)
1 2 3 4
1 419 4FH 9 3 0 lOon
2 459 514 ?J 0 1000
43P 500 6 3 0 1 000
CCLUMN PEPCF N r ages NfiS OF A PEFCFNT)
1 2 3 4
1 bl4 5Fb POO
2 4Po 47b ?00
1000 1000 1000
0 b3 7
0 ^^.6 3
0 l0(/0
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I_N CLAS3SS ; TABI.E 6-19
The use of the median and the mode fails to show differences between
the two groups. The category with the largest number of frequencies, as
well as the category in the middle of the distribution, is a class en-
rollment Of 50 to 99 students. This category contains 23'4 of the student
selected and of the non-student selected recipients.
The data does reveal that in the student selected group there arc
more teachers with very large classes. Tv;elve teachers, or Z(fL of the
student selected recipients, have classes of over 100 students, whereas
only one teadier or 3% of the non-student selected recipients has a class
this size. Conversely, 43% of the non-student selected recipients have
classes V7ith a total student enrollment under thirty, \;hercas only 287,
of the student selected recipients have classes this small.
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TABLE 6 „ ir,
TA3WLATI0N OF THE VARIABLE OF
CLASSES AND LEC.TIIBKF
ROW CODES;
1 “ Recipient Selected in
2 - Recipient Selected in
COLUMN CODES:
1 - Less Lhan 10
2 =: 10-29
3 r= 30-49
4 rr 50-99
5 = 100-199
Student Administered Program
Mon-Student Administered Program
6 =. 200-299
7 300-499
8 c. 500-999
9 = Over 999
fololifncy taolu
“T 3
’'
4 5 6 7 b 9
1 0 / 4 9 4 5 4 2 _1 4 0
2 1 7 7 1 ? 7 1 r. 0 n 35
1 14 ] 1 21 15 6 4 ? 1._._.75
CHI- SOU APE 11.4987
or EPF:rUCH 8
table: 0 EPClMTAHrs
(:tEmTHS of a oE'PCEoI)
1 p 3 4 5 ' 6 7 h '9
--
1 0 P3_ 5 .3 J?n_' 10 7 4 7 53 27 13 53 3
2 13 B3 B3 140 93 13 0 0 0 457
1 3 1 u- 7_,
.
-
IP.l
_
.280
_
2 oC PO 53 27 1 3 1 ono
ROW PEP'ce.ntag L S (IF ‘'THS OE a PEPCE'xir)
r ? 3 4 5 o' 7 ‘9
-- 1 __0 17 5_._.l 00 225^ 2(J'J. 125 100 ->0 25 IOQO
2 ?P 200 200 343 ?n(j 39 0 0 0 loon
13 1E7 14? 280... 200 B.0 53.... 27 13 J_000
COUJMN PEPCtNTA.GES flENloS OE a PE 4’ c
E
dit)
1 2 3
1
1 1
:
1
! i
~8
9
1 0 5>no
..
S33_ P 13 ]oon f() 0 (i lOfio
? 1000 500 4 30 47 1 447 1,-,/ 0 0 0 447
__ 1000 ] (>;dj inotv 1000 lOoO looo 100(^ Tooo 10()q icon
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.-Ui LA.1>0RATQRISS ; Tf\BLR 6-20
Only about cuG-third of the recipients responded to this iten.
It is difficult to make Scnernli 2;ations about frequencies this small
distributed amons five categories; however, in comparing nine student
selected recipienes to sixteen non-student selected recipients, it
appears tnat the non-student selected recipients have larger laboratory
enrollments.
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table 6 - 20
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF
COURSE ENROLI.MENT IN S
ROW CODES:
1 ~ Recipient Selected
2 Recipient Selected
COLUMN CODES:
1 - Less than 10
2 = 10-29
3 = 30-49
4 = 50-99
5 = 100-199
in a Student Administered Pi'ogram
in a Non-Student Administered Program
6 =: 200-299
7 = 300-499
8 = 500-999
9 =: Over 999
FRF.OUtM'CY T.'.OLF
1 _.
2
1
2" 3 4 S 6 7 8 9
- 0 .. s 2 0 1 0 0 f'l Q
0 r. <+ 6 1 0 0 0 0 16
0 3,0 e 1 1 0 0 0 ?b
CM I- SOU A tV F 4. 1 66 7
DP GPLM S OF Fu Ff'GOM 8
PFRCFmT'^GFS ( TENTHS OF A P F G C F N T 1
1 2 3 4 S 0 7 8 9
0 ? 0 0 4 0 80 (’ 4 0 0 0 . „ ..jO 360
0 200 1 4 P40 40 (j 0 0 0 640
0 4 00 pnO 320 4() 4 0 _ .0 0 .0 1000
rpc't'NTuG FS (!'K f''THS OF 4 PpPCFu P
)
1 2
3 4 b 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 P22 (> 1 1 1 0 0 _0 lOQO _
0 333” PSO 3 7b 43 0 0 0 0 1 000
..
0 400 ^00 320 A{. 4 0 0 . 0 0 1000_
N PE«C£!Y1^VMS"(TtNlMS 0 F -A PFRCFOT)
"
1 C. 3
~ 4 b b 7 8 9
0 FOO PUG 2b0 0 1000 0 0
360
0 son AGO 7 50 I'Bn.) 0 0 0 0
64 0
0 1000 1 uoo WU)0 3.00') loot) __ _ 0 _ 0 0
lOQO
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iJi INDT.VIOUAL IMSTRUCT JON; TABLE 6 - 21
lij.ty-onc of the C3.Bhty-three recipients indicated that they v;ere
involved in individual instruction, such as directing theses. The cate-
gory employed most by both groups v;as "Loss than 10 students." It v^as
checked by 837. of the student selected recipients and 767. of the non-
student selected recipients. Although one student selected recipient
indicated he was involved in individual instruction with "100-199" stu-
dents, the groups seem to be similar.
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TABLE 6-21
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF
IN INDIVIDUAL INSTRUOTTOM
R0I7 CODES:
1 = Recipient Selected
?. = Recipient Selected
COLUMN CODES:
1 - Less than 10
2 10-29
3 r. 30-49
4 r. 50-99
5 = 100-199
in a Student Administered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
6 = 200-299
7 300-499
8 rz 500-999
9 = Over 999
F RhOUEMCY ‘ TABLi:
1 2 3 “'4 ' 8 6
'
7 H 9
.. 1 2 b 3
._ 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 30
2 16 5 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 21
1 B-.
. 1 .. -_ 0 _ 1 0 0 0 0 9 1
CH I -SOtJAUF 2. 9 30 2
OF GUFFS OF FWF F 00ivi 8
TABLF PPRCF mT ages (UjmTHS OF A FFUCF^T)
1 2 3 A 8 6 7 6 9
1 490 89 20 0 20 0 0 0 0 588
2 314 9 F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 412
BO 4 187 20 0 2(^ 0 0 0 0 looo
ROW PFFCFINTaGFS (FF NlHS OF A p F K C F ^1 T )
1 2 3 4 8 6 7 8 9
1 P 33 100 3 3 0 33 0 0 0 0 1 OOP
2 7 62 ? 3 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000
804 187 2 u,._ , ..0 20 0 . .,.„0 0 , 0 .1006
CCLUMM PF:UCFN1 AGF8 {IfnTos of A PFFCf'MT)
1 2 3 4 8 6 7 B 9
1 610 3 78 loot; 0 1 )On 0 0 0 _0 889
2 390 628 0 0 C' 0 0 0 0 412
1 000 1000 ioou_ 0 If FA.' C) 0 0 () 1000
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A 3’ROFESSIOMM. ARTICLE; TABLE 6 - 22a
I'he majority of both groups of reclplonts have published a magazine
article. Seventy per cent of the student selected recipients and 80% of
the non-student selected recipients have published. The Chi-Square test,
at the 57. level of confidence, indicates that such a relationship is
proportional. Here, as in some other categories discussed earlier, there
Is a difference in degree but not in kind. Although both sets of re-
cipients publish, 307. of the student selected recipients are "non-productive'
but only 20% of the non-student selected recipients can be so labeled.
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TABLE 6 - 22a
TABULATION OF THE Vi\RI/.BLE OF
?.lA'^E'l^lJlUBLIS^EI) A PROFES S 'J.ONAL ARTICLE
ROW CODES:
1 - Recipient Selected
2 “ Recipient Selected
COLUi'IN CODES:
in a Student Administered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
1
2
Yes
was
No,
i h.we written a professional article or monograph whichpublished in a professional journal
I have not had a professional article published
Ff^pOUFNCV ThdL.F;
1
2
1
30 1 3 h3
31 .. H
, 39
61 21 62
ch]-soijalf:‘
- D P G tt [:, F. S OF F K h L f)
0
)To 1 A 2
1
.
T A R 1. 5 p F p c i; f,, i a g ^ M; F m T m S, OF
^
A H h R C f fM T )
1
1 36b ISP SPA
. 2
_
37R
_
746 2R6 1000
- Rcw_,PERcf:^'TAGFs__^fc.^ rHS_ OF a ..perceot)
1 2
1 69R 302 1000
_2 _ 79b 20 S 1000
74 A 2b 6 1 00(.)
COLUMN Pe.OCfc.NlAGfc: S_. ( JENlnS
_ O.L_J\ UfPCPMI )
]__ 2
1 492 619 S2A
_ ? _.50i^
.
3H1 476
loon icon loou
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.1'S S IONAL ARTICLES PUBLISHED ; TABLE 6 - 22b
The najoritiy of recipients have published. Of this group, over
half have published more than eight articles. The groups appear to have
similar publishing records, v/ith the observation that on the low end of
the curve, the student selected groups seem to publish more.
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TABLE e - 2.2b
VARIABLE OF NUMBEjj^^
ROW CODES:
1 - Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Prograra
COLUMrcODlS-'
"" Non-Student Administered Program
The column heading indicate actual number (9 is used for number of
cirtides beyond 8)
FREQlirNCY
p 3 4 5 b
....
^
’8 9
1 7 t)_
_
A
_R
. _ 0 .1 \_ 30
?. :? 1 b ? ? U 1 ] lb 30
b
_ 1 9 jy _R 3? 60
CHI- 0 0 U 4 R r 6
,
4 38 1
OFGbEL'S vOF FK£rnOiV!
’
*8
table PFPCenTuGES ( TEimTH S 0^ A PERCENT)
1 ? 3 4 S 6 7 8 9
1 .. 33. 0 6 7 33 0 so ]7 17 283 boo
2 So M 8 3 33 33 0 1
7
17 2 bo boo
83 17 ISO 33 SO 33 33 S33 1000
ROW percentages (TENTHS OF a PF'^CEnT )
no UJ 4 s 6 7 B 9
1 6/ 0 133 67 0 100 33 33 So 7 1000
2 100 3 3 167 o7 6 7
’
0 33 33 boo 10 00
83
..
1 f
__1 So 0 7 __ 3ii_. _b0 33 33 S3 3 1000
CCl.UMN PERCENT AGES ’( TFAilHS 'cF ’ PERCENT )
1 2 3 4 b b 7 6 9
1 400 0 4a4 SOO 0 looo 500 500 531 bon
2 6 Of) 1000 Sbo SOU 1000 0 boo boo 469 bnn
1000 ) 000 10 00 1000 1000_ 1000 1000 fooo 1000 1000
*The difference in total between this table and Table 6- 22a was
caused by one recipient wlio did not state the number of articles
he had published.
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year the lASX ^IChE \JAS ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION: TABLE 6 - 22c
The questionnaire was mailed in the winter of 1960. An examination
of the categories: - 1958 ,.
indicates
that approximately half (S.S. ~ 697., N.S.S. - 49%) of the recipients had
published an article witl:in the last eighteen months. The student selected
recipients seem to have a more current publishing record. Twenty-three
per cent of the non-student selected had not published since 1964; only
7% of the student selected had to look that far into the past for a pub-
lication. The existence of older non-student selected recipients docs not
seem to explain the difference. TABLE 6 - 4 indicates that no more than
6 non-student selected recipients indicated that they were over 60 vears
of age.
TABLE 6 - 22c
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF
article has accepted for publication
ROW CODES:
1 = Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Program
2 r: Recipient Selected in a Non”Student Administered Pro^’ram
COLUMN CODES
:
1 “ 1968 6 = 1963 or earlier
2 - 1967 7 = In press, or 1969
3 - 1966 8 Preparing one
4 = 1965 9 = Other remarks
5 = 1964
FRtOilF^'CY Tar3 i.,E
'l
'
2
' 3 4 5 6 7 h 9
1 15 3 0 2 2 2 5 0 n ... ?P
2 1 1 1 5 2 J 7 4 0 C 31
?8 4 5 4 3 9 9 0 0 60-;
CM I -SOUAPh
_
9
.;7 81, R
_
DEGREES CE E*MZt'L)0-i 8
TAOLf- EERCEnT-\gES (TE(mTHS Cf A EEhCE:x)T^
183 lY
.433 - 87
0
83
8 3.
33 83
RCk' PERC?
1 517 103
2 355 32
433 8 7
0
18 I
8 3
1'7* Tl 7 b7
.67_., 5 1 ) J.50 150._
1 E' ThS PE'"*CEn1 )
4 S 6 7
1 69 89 8 9 172
65 32 ??8 129
»
67
„ _J5() - „1 50, 150_,
0
0
0
0
0
0
CCLUf^.N PI
"
i ? 5
0 483
0 517
0 looo
0 jooo
0 looo
0 lOQO
'RCFNlAf'ES (TtOlHS Or A PE CENT)
b'
1~~'
-00
8 00
bo7
^33
?P2
77 8
5 5 6
444
0 0 483
o' 0 5)7
Q 0 1 0 0 0
I 577 750 0
S> 4P3 ?5('i 1000 '"'L
^ Kion inno 1'’00 (000 1 ooi'i looO
looo
^-The diffcreixe in total between this table and the preceding one
caused by a student-selected recipient responding to this qucstic
naming his publisher rather than the year of publication.
v;as
in by
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PimiSHED A ^OK: TABLE 6 - 23a
Recipients of non-ctudent selected av;ards seem to bo more productive,
using the criteria of authorship of books. Fifty-seven per cent of the
recipients of non-student selected avmrds have published a book, as con-
trasted with thirty-seven per cent of the student selected award recipients
The Chi-oquare test substantiates that, in this characteristic at the 57»
level of confidence^we cannot assuTne that the recipients come from dif-
ferent populations.
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TABLE 6 - 23 a
TABULATION OF TlIE ^VAIOABLE^ WRITTEN A BOOK
ROU CODES:
1 " Rccipiant oelcctod in a Student Admin5.steired Program
2 — Recipient Selected in a Non-Student Administered Pro'^ram
COLUMN CO])LS:
'
1 = Yes, I have written or co-authored a book
2 --= Mo
FRhOUhMCY T^aRLF:
1 ?
1 16 ? 7 4 3
... ^
2 23 1 7 4 0
39 4 4 8 3
CHl-SOljAPt 3.4?5?
OFOROf-S OF FOrpnOM 1
_J A B L h p t c h M r 4 (, F s ( 1 h m T H S Of A. HI CENT)
1 ?
1 193 3?5 518
. _ 2 _ 27 7. ?iiS am?
470 530 1000
. _
R C W percent a >3 E S.. 3J E m T n S_ ,0 F A P-PCFMT)
1
_
.
2
1 37? 6?y 1000
2 57b ._4 2S_ 1,000
470 530 1000
C c IJ ' M N_P h K C E LYI I '3 £_s_„( T fc i\| 1 H s_ 0£_A_R E R C E M j )
1 ?
1 410 614 618
2 53 9 0 .3 6 (-) u 8 <3
1000 1000 1000
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NlTdBKR OF BOOKS PUBLISHED : TABLE 6 - 23b
A comparison of the thirty-six avmrd winners v/ho have published
books
Forty
books
,
indicates chat the non-student sroup tend to publish Bore boohs,
per cent of the non-student group had published more than two
whereas only 25% of the student selected group had this ewtensiv.
a publishing record.
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table 6 - 23b
nLg_NOHBER OF B00j^s_ Pin^i_sini;D
ROW CODES:
1 ~ Recipient Selected
2 ~ Recipient Selected
COLUMN CODES:
in a Student Adininistered Progra'n
in a Non-Student Administered Program
Column Headings indicate actual number
FRFOUEK'CY T/'HlE
—3
4 b ^ 6 7 8 9
1 8 4^ 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 6
? 8 4 2 2 3 0 1 0 n 20
_
.
16 f-t 4 2 3 2 1 0 0 36
CH 1 “-SDI lABf.' 7 . 6SO0
OECiFFES CF Freedom
TABLE OF B C t 1 B G L S { TEimTGS CF A fercemt'^
1 2 3 4 b 6 7 8 9
- 1 22? 1 1 1 F6 0 0 b6 0 .... 0 0 44 A
? 22? 111 fg 56 23 0 28 0 0 5b4
222 111 ^6 63 56
.
28 0 . 0 100^
ROW pepcfntagfs (TF iThS of a oat'CEmT )
1 2 348 6 7 '8 9
1 500 280 1 2
.^...
0 0 0 0 0 1000
2 4 00 200 100 1 0(.l 150 ' 0 50 0 0 1000
444
_.
222 1 1 ) bG
_
83 56 28
..0
_ .. . .
0 looo
cc L.UMN PEBCEMT''.oe S (TEMThS of a percent)
1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9
1 50v) 500 500 0 0 lomu 0 0 0 4 A
2 500 500 bOU 1 1000 0 1000 0 f! 556
1000 1 000 1000.1000 1 O0,0_. 1 OL'O 1 000 0 0 1 OOO
*Thirty-ninc rcsnondees indicated they had written a book; hov/ever,
3 non-student selected recipients had difficulty v;ith this item.
One listed "0" books. One said he had written a book, but as it
v;as not yet published he vrrote "0" to this item. One recipient
said he had v/ritten a book, but he failed to volunteer additional
Information.
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ME YM THE J^ST BOOK WAS FimLISIIED
: T/\3LE 6 - 23c
Boollns wUh the .ub group who have published books, the same
tread appears in this category as existed In the similar category,
year the last article was published: student selected award winners
have a more recent publishing record. Collapsing the codes: ’'1960"
and "In press, 1969," it appears that 507. of the student selected re-
cipients belong In this now, current category, but only 297. of the
other group belong here. Also, again the non-student group have a
larger group who must go further into the past to locate the publishing
date of their last book. Thirty-three per cent of the non-student group
had published prior to 1963; but only 25% of the student group belonged
in this category.
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TABLE 6 - 23c
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF
THE year the last BOOK HAS PUBLISHING
ROW CODES;
1 — Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Program
2 -- Recipient Selected in a Non-Student Administered Program
COLUIIN CODES
;
1 = 1968 6 =; 1963 or earlier
2 ~ 1967 7 = In press, or 1969
3 = 1966 8 = Preparing one
4 - 1955 9 = Other remarks
5 r.- 1964
FRb'.OUhMCY iM^Lh ^
1 2 3” A E 6' y
-
e ‘ 9
1 6
__ ? . 2 0 (i A 2 (' 0 1 6
2 3 (3 2 3 2 f 3 ) 0 ?1
9
..3 2- 1
1
S 1 0 37 -.V
CHT- SQUARE 9 .R1 63
OF GPb'F S OF FR6,E0C'H 8
—
CH UAr^E/D,F. 1 • 189S.,_
tari f: pf> CFN'TAGPS (TtMlriS CF A ef:rcfnti
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9
1 1 6? RA SA 0 0 lt)8 S4 0 0 43?
2 PI 0 Ra 81 5A 189 81 27 0
R4 104 4 1 5A 2 37. 1 3B 27 I> 1009
ROW PF.HCF.mTAGFS (TE''’1HS OF A P f- H C E 0 T )
' r 2 3 4 5 b 7 B
9
„_1 375
2 143
24 3.
\?5 1 25 0 o 250 125 0 100Q_
0 95 1 43 95 333 143 48 0 loon
1 n8 81 5 A ?o7 1 35_ 27 o_. ..1000_..
CClUMN 1RF.PCFINT age S fTF>JTHS 0 r A !^EUCFmt )
r 2 3 4 5
6 7 M 9
1 _ 887
2 333
lOOO
0
500 r» 0 3f>4 4 00 0 _ 0 432568
5 0 0 1000 100 0 6 3p 6 00 1 00{,' 0
icon 1 oon 1 0(L.) 1 nOO 1 (.)i'0 1 ono 1000 1 000
n 1 000
*Altliough 39 respondees noted they had v^ritten a book, two non-student:
selected recipients failed to note the year of publication.
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Pll A imim. TI^E INSTITUTICN UHS-E TEVCIIING; TABLE 6-24
Mnny of the characteriotics studies were exploration into possible
relationships. IWBLE 6 - 15 shows that only four recipients were workinp,
on a degree. As such the division of the recipients into where they are
v;crking on the degree results in too few frequencies for any intelligent
analysis. V/hat is significant is that recipients, regardless of the
source of selection, do not have the dual status of students and teachers.
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TABLE 6-24
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF WORiCING ON A DEGREE
^I_ZHE,_INSTTTUT 10N VJIIERE THE RECIPIENT NAG TEACHING
RO'N CODES:
^ “ Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Program
2 = Recipient Selected in a Non-Student Administered P>*ogram
COLUMIi CODES
;
1 == Yes, I am working on a degree at the institution where I
2 I am v/orking on a degree hut not at the institution v/here
FRF„OUf'N'CY TARLE
1 ?
1 0 A 4
2 0 2 ?
0 6 6 *
CHI- s iuawf: O.OOOQ
OF GOFFS OF I'REFDG^ 1
table F ^ F E Y - C'E s , ( T F m t ? 1 S„G F A p,L R C
F^J T ^
1 0 647 667
2 -0 33:^ 333
0
1000 1000
PCW PERCE'^^1 'R3FS_ (TE\'ThS_QF <v
Pt.RCE’YT)
1 n 1000 1000
2 __ 0_1000
0 lOOO 1000
CCL-OMN PFPCEMTDOtO f T[;oT- 1 S__CL_A
PLRCEOT)
1 0 667 667
2 o 33 3 33 3
O 1000 1000
V.-The responses of tv;o recipients arc contradictory.
In a
question they stated they v/ere not v/orking on a degree,
student selected, the other v;as non student selected.
am teaching
I am teaching
previous
One was
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MCJilYM A MCilEU.Il'.S DEGREE FRGH niK IMSTITUTTOG
. TABLE 6 - 25
Thirty-five per cent of the student selected, as contrasted v,ith
217. of the non-stndent selected recipients, received their Bachelor’s
desree £ro.a the institution where they are now teachins. Both aroups
find their .nedlan and mode in the sarae category, hut the differences
between the groups Is large enough to deserve co.ament, even though the
Chi-s,uare test Indicates at the 57. level of confidence we cannot assume
that the recipients conie from different populations.
Student selected recipients are more likely to have had under-
graduate experience at the institution where they now teach than non-
student selected recipients. However, the majority of both groups were
not tindez-graduates at their teaching institution.
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TABLE 6-25
of TII?3 variable OF RECEIVING A
ROW CODES:
1 - Recipient Selected in a Student Adrainistered Procram
COLUMrSSS?
* Hon-Student Administered Progrm.,
^
”
l”ow\Lech^''''‘*
bachelor's degieo from the institution vAcre
2 " No, I did not receive 7oy bachelor's degree from this institution
__FRe:Que.NCY ta^jle
- _1_ 2
1 \b ?s A3
--—
2 8 3]
-_,39
?3 R9 82
CHI- S Q ij A H F 2.0928
nFGPEES CF.F^^rlEDCM
]
JArle e>' T A G E S t T E N T H S c F ^_PEkCF,mT)
1 183 391 529
““
2 98 3 78 9 76
2 HO 720 1000
ROW PFRCEwTA'5 ES (IF^THS CF A PF'HCEnT)
1 2
1 399 68 1 1 Oi)0
.
2 205 795 ] 000
280 7 20 1 ooo
_,CCLl'M'M !PEHCEMaOFS (TEhIhS CF A FEHCFNT)
1 2
1 052 9 75 5 29
2 39 8 5?5 9 76
1000 lO^Kl 1000
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CT A iriC^lII^R DEGREE FROM THIS IT3STITUTION; TABLE 6
One out of four rocponding recipients
the instxtution vzhero they now teach. This
earned a liigher
relationship c:;
- 26
degree at
ists in both
groups.
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TABLE 6-26
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF RECEIVING ANY DEGREE HIGHER TH\N
where THE
ROW CODES:
1 = RecipUnt Selected in a Student Administered Program
Adnlnlst«;od Program
1 = / received a degree higher than a bachelor's degree fromtLe institution v?here I now teach
2 = No, 1 did not receive a degree higher than a bachelor's degreetrom the institution v;here I now teach
FRhOUjN'CY TaHLF
2_
1 1
1
G2 4 3
_
2
_.10 ?P_. 39
21 M 82
CHI-SQUARE “ 0.0000
— OPGREES Oh FPEEDC‘1
1
TABLF RP RCFniT AGf S HEmThS Ci^ A PEWCl mT )
2
1 134 300- 524
. .2 122 354 4 7 8
258 744 1000
ROW percent AG f-.S (TP''''ThS of a pfPCFNT)
1 2
_
1 256 74 4 1000
2. 258 744 inoi)_
258 744 1000
COLUMN P F R C E 'vli G E S ( T E N T S 0 E A. , P E P C E M 1
)
1 ?
1 52 A 525 5?h
2 A 7 6 475 A 7 0
100 (^ 1000 loou
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imSffiQil OF RHMHMG AT TI1I_S liSmiOTpjl ynxii RCTIREMENT : TAB1,E 6 - 27
Dra.,atic differences between the eroups appear In this table. Few.
less than UZ 1„ either eatesory responded:
they intended to rocain at this institution. Non-student selected re-
cipients show stronser intentions of rernainlns at the institution: 6n
responded "Rrobably yes," whereas only 37V. of the other croup responded
this way. The majority of the student selected recipients said that
they did not knov;.
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TABLE G - 2?
tabulation of the variable of RECIPIEL'T* s
retirement
ROW CODES:
1 = Recipient Selected
2 = Recipient Selected
COLUMN CODES:
in a Student Administered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
1 Probably Yes
2 I- Probably No
3 = Don’t knov;
ff?i:OUF.>iCY_ T;i\^3LF
_ ,__J ?
1 16 b 2? 43
2 S y_ 39
43 10 ?9 8?
' '
CHI-•soua're
. iTr.4>t?
DFGPEFS CP _Fp£ LOCO
_
TA8ke: pr RCkf'i TAGf.:.^
( T E M T__/£5
__0 P
_
A H t' 8 C F *
-
-- 1
_
3
19b 61 2 6 Fi '-)
329
. 61
. 35._.,a/6
524 122 3S4 inOO
..
ROW PFRCENTA^iES ( TFrIIiiS _CK > PrACF N 1
)
-
- _ L 2 3__
1 372 116 512 1000
- 2 692
. 128 179 1 ooo
524 122 354 1000
’’
CCIL.IJMN p'ERCENXaGES
-
Qt'NjRS OF £ PE PC F.NT)
1 2 3
1 372 500 759 5 24
2 628 500 2^ 1 4 7h
1000 lOOo ) 00(;
:[ OOu
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E?ICE : TABLE 6-28
AUliouEh ton percent of the student selected recipients
have taught less than three years, the median and mode classification
for both groups of recipients is ten to nineteen years.
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TABLE 6 •• 28
V'UIIABL]:: OF
COLUIIN CODES:
1 = Student Selected Recipients
2 = Mon-Student Selected Recipie
ROW CODES:
1 = 0-1 years
2 = 2-3 years
3 ='4-9 years
4 = 10-19 years
j^^C
I
PlEMT
' S YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
ts
5 = 20-29 years
6 = 30--39 years
7 = Over 39 years
f RtQU^riCY TatU f
1 C t c
^ '4 I' 4
d M -~2c
~pe
^ 11
'd:5
^ ^
7 c J 3
.
"3 9-
-Fi -
7 A b L t r t H C E ‘ T^''G''S (lEi''’T'-3 OF A PERCENT)
1 4
4. C G
2 4 9
~~ 1-3
t i9
3 C' It. [j
4
r
173 1 ii b 3rl
1 6 7 9 ' i S
6 •^7 3 7
_
•;
74
7 0 3
'
o 7
5-! 9 1 8
1
1 0 0
-'-ROW P .'KOt- T AOhS (TL'NTHo OF' A" F'E POP )
3 0 )
;
C
?.
'1 C c u 'j ' c
3 ^ «8 43 :: 10 ''8
4 t' -
1
i 0
"
0
"' "
4 4 Q E 6 1.- 1 C 1j
6 ' ' 5, n p ( - r ; Q
7 0 1 ''p t 1 ft A G
P 1 V 4 d - U ' ' 0
COLON'' R E rv c ^ IN ares <
1 2
1 C ‘v c
? 95 0 49
3 2^6 177 ? 1 C
4 3'<3 3 0 d 3 21
C\jt.\J 3 'ro*
'
3s5'
6 71 77 74
7 "C “7 7 3 7
1 0 n f: 1 0-. 1 C iC
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OR AN INQUIRY ABOUT AVAILAmiTY: TABLE 6-29
The differences between the groups indicated in TABLE 6-27,
"Intention of Remaining At This Institution Until Retirement”
cannot be explained in terms of recipients not having an opportunity
to relocate. Approximately sixty percent of both groups (S.S. - 60%,
N.S.S. - 68%) had received an offer of a position else-wherc. A
Chi Square Test indicates that at the 5% level of confidence we
cannot assume that the recipients come from different populations.
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TABLE 6 -
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF RECIPIENT HAVING
ABOUT
RO’J CODES;
1 = Recipiont Selected in a Student Administered Program
2 -- Recipient Selected in a Non-Student Administered Prof^ram
COLUMN CODES : “
1 = Yes
2 = Ho
freouemcy Table
L_
1 ?6 17 43
?b 1 3 38
SI 30 8)
CHI-SOiJAHF 0,?AS2
. .._DEC PEES CE. E8EEUG'D„.„ 1
TA8LF. pef»ceNXAGfs.trewiHS CF
.A.^l'ERCK.\<r
1
..
?
1 321 210 531 —
--2 300 1 60 468
630 370 1000
^ROw^perc^-E 0 T_4\ O r 5_
_
(_r £A!_T H s 0 E
-f'-prPCF.vj)
1 2
1 605 39b l 0 (>O
———
—
—
2 6 S 8 34 2_ 1000
630 370 1000
_ COLUMN P ERCEMT,V3ES (TE0.1:jS_
-OE Ti. PERCENT)
2
1 b]() 567 831
— ...
...
_
_ _
2 49t) , 4 33 4AV
1 non 1000 ]OQ(j
^E'NHERE
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LOOKING FOR ANOTHER POSITION ; TABl.E 6-30
Ncithor group possesses any si
arc actively looking for a position
(over 95/o) \Hio have indicated that
gnificant anount of teach
. Both groups have a lar
they V7cre not looking for
or
elsev;hcrc«
3 who
majority
position
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table 6-30
lABULATION OF THE VAllIABLE OF REiCXPIENT ACTIVELY
pqi^ Qp. p g ^ Q
ROW CODES:
1 “ Rocipient: Selected
2 = Recipient Selected
COlAFHn CODES:
1 - Yes :
2 = Mo
in a Student Adininistercd Program
in a Non-Student Administered'^Program
PRCOUENCY I^'3lT
1 ? 'aT' 43
.„2 _ 0 36 .36 -
? 7 7 7 9
C m1 - S Fj u ” 1.7179
oeoRpps OF f^'Epooy J
..
T A fl L E F t R ^ E Of S. _ ( T F T H S.
.
.0 L_ , F' f O' 0 f. >9 T ‘)
1 ?
1 ?S SIP 5a 4
. ? 0 A56 <*• A o
?s 9 7S 1000
ROW PEPCENiTpG Es ^A^irHs Of
1 2
1 A 7 9FJ 1 000
2 0 1 000 1 000
?s 9 7S 1 000
c C L I
f
M N p E R C f ivT A 0 f (_T_F-
N
^ vL^ a P E P C E W T )
Je
1 1000 S3?
2 (1 A A 8 Afo
1000 100(^ 1'L'O
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jmsms, m: iKEESEaro m akothsr posmoH : rms 6 - 31
A reduction in tl>e dcsree of connltiaont to the institution is noted
when the respondeos were asked if they would bo interested in another
position. Although a majority of both groups (S.S. - 6«, N.S.S. - 727.)
said no. the remaining teachers, which constitutes a sitable percentage,
said yes. Ihe relationship between the two groups is such that at the
57. level of confidence we cannot assume that the recipients come from
different popul£;tions.
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TABLE 6-31
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF RECIPIENTS THAT IF NO!
ACTIVELY LOOKING
,
j^^JliyERTIlELESS INTERESTED_J[^/^IjILj^i^^^
ROU CODES;
1 ^ Rocipient Selected in a Student-Administered
rro-ram
2 := Recipient Selected in a Non-Student
Administered Program
COLUIDl CODES:
1 Yes
2 No
FHEODENCY T A8lE . - . -
1..
1 1'*
2 _ 10
? 5 3 ^
2 f, . 3 b
m 75
'
* chi-souane
DF(3PEE^ OE
TARLK
..J- - ^
'
"
V
2 133
320
333 520
3^7 A BO
f,p.o inou
R 0'.-^ PFd'’
CE.NIAOF S_( 1 L yXO.S ,.y_r A
1 2 -
-
'“r 3^^
„..2 '278
320
~ 6aT~ 1 OiUl
_
722 1000
680 1000
.
cclomm
1
pf-;Ci:nT,l
(3 P3 4Q0 ^
2 _/.17 3^ 16) - 6
PO
1000 1000 lOOu
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KmiffiCE AS A mWTlIE aji»IT,iRX TEACHER, SUPERVISOR ^ primcipal .
TABLE 6-32
Fow recipients have had elementary school teachlne experience.
Ho ; Stndent selected recipients, and four non-student selected re-
cipients replied that they had had experience at this level. Because
of the fev, frequencies, a Chi-Square test was not employed.
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TABLE 6 - 32
TABUlATIOW of the variable of recipient ILWIMG EXl^ERIFNGF
,
SUPERV ISOR OR PRIME IPA1
ROW CODES:
1 = Rccipi.ent Selected
2 = Recipient Selected
COLUMN CODES:
1 Yes
2 = Mo
in a Student Administered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
FREnuFMCY_
1 ?
,
1 0
? A
U
4*6364
_T A FM. E f F F C F '
'
f A G F> ( l E .m
T
r i S OF 4 o 1
1
c
f m
T
')
— 1 2
1 0 9 24
? 40 427 4+76_._
4 9 99 1 1000
-
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X
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1 0 1000 1000
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49 961 1000
_CCLFIMN PE9CENit-\ges (Tenths of a pfpcemti
1 2
1 0 69 1 92h
'
2 1 OOO 4a9 4 76
1000 1 000 1000
C o I - 5 Q y /V p p
OFCW^EFS CF_. F
4 3 4 3
—3F> 39
78 82^
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FULL T IM!:;
TABLE 6-3:
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF
REGiriEMTS ILiVIMG ILAD EaTERIENCE AS \
RON CODES:
1 = Recipient Selected
2 = Recipient Selected
COLUIM CO:>ES:
1 =-- Yes
2 No
in a Student-Administered Prograia
in a IJon-Student Administered Prosram
_FRF.foilt>'CY_ pAGLf
] 2
1 b 3 B 4 3
2 S 34
_39
10 72 B2
CH I -"SOUANF
-OEGOLt;:;, OP FNp;r[)0'/i_
— TABL.E Hp;PCL!vT S (TEf-.TOS„C^ PERCENT i
1 2
0.O272
1
1 61 4 A 3 524
-„..2 -- 61 415__476
122 875 lOOo
1 X) o .'L_ P£PCc 'V 1.,a.G F 5, . ( f F m T H S 0 A P K c F •'Vi T )
1
_
2
1 1 1 6 884 1000
2 ... 12F __H72 1000
122 8 1 h 1 'lOO
CC|'JIMN P F P C F
'
!laOE5 (iroiHS OF (:- PFPCFNT)
1
1 500 5?A S2m
-2 50U A 7 2._ 4 76
1000 ] fjOO l OOo
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MPSMBlCii M A Jjmoi! COLLSGS Ta\C!lSR : TABLE 6 - 3A
DlEforonccs exist In this chnractoristlc. Non-student recipients
tend to be core llhely to hare had exposure to junior coUeso teachlns
experience, but the overuheirnins majority oj both groups (S.S.
- 987.,
H.s.s. - 87;.) have not had this experience.
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table 6 - ;;4
TABULATION OF THE V.LRIABLE OF
RECIPIENTS ILWIMG ILAD ELPERIEMCE AS A
ROW CODES:
1 = Recipient Selected in
2 Recipient Selected in
COLUMN CODES:
1 = Yes
2 - No
Student Adninistered Program
Non-Student Administered Pro,
_FRt:OliKMC Y T AdLF
CHI - SOijAHr
OFGHIES OF FHFf-;(^OM
T A H L. F P F R C F m T A g p S ( T F T H S o F__/\ g’ F R C f- n T )
1
1 1 ?' 51 ;:^
- -2
- 6] . 4,76
73 9?7 1000
—ROW PFRCF_wl aGfS ( TF^ThS _0F <a RFHCFi'xiT )
1 ?
1 ?3 ’9>7 1000
2.
_
12R 000
73 9? 7 1000
RPJRCF'YT AgF
S
J 1 F'^ilHG _GI' A PFRCENj)
1 ?
1 1a7 5?h
? R33 An 7 476
1000 1000 lOOU
,ram
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as a teaching assistant
: table 6-35
Althoreh cli£fo,;3ncos appear to exist in this category, the majority
of non-student selected recipients have been teaching assistants, but the
majority of student selected have not (S.S. - 44.2, H.S.S. - 53.8), the
dlfferenc es are statistically not substantial. The Chi-Square statistic
indicates that at the 57. level of significance v;e cannot assume that the
recipients co;ae from different populations. Having been a teaching
assistant is hardly discriminatory within groups, and it is only slightly
niore discriini-nating between groups.
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PART TIMJ
TABLE 6-35
T.\T,ULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF
RECIPIENTS HAVING HAD EXPERIENCE AS A
l^MPifJTJp.ASSISTAN^^ FSLL05J liHILE IN GRADUATJ^.
RON CODES:
1 “ Recipient Selected
2 " Rccip-'cnt Selected
COLUITJ CODES:
in a Student-Administered Program
in a Non-Student Administered Program
1 “ Yes
2 == Mo
ncy
_1
_
2
_
1 19
2- 21
24 4 3
ly
_39
40 4? 82
CM 1
-SOUAME
f ) F- 0 F' t F- . S Cf_ r M f p L) 0 • i
76'^R
1
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.
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1 2
1 232 ?03
_ ?„ 2So._ 220
5?4
__
AB8 512 1000
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1
1 44? 558
2 - 5 3 8 4 8 2
jooo
J.ooo
488 512 1000
— COLUMN P h R C h. M 1 A. (3 E S ( T F.; N l hs_
q
t A_F^E.PCEiMT F
1
_
?
1 A / b 5 7 1 5 ?
? SHS
^
A 20 4/0
1000 loo:i in{i()
SCHOOL
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OP HCM ™ moii. TO. aiAOJ. COIX^OH
,T^ SI^JSIAUPP:
TivBLE 6 - 3S
This table attempts to dotor^ino the relationship between the re-
cipient's decision to teach, to teach collese and to speclalUe. The
analysis oi the column percentages shows that there is a rather even
distribution among the categories. Half o£ the non-student selected
Sroup (50,0. as distinguished frora 427. of the other group, decided on
their field before they decided to teach. Thirty per cent of the
student selected group, and 187. of the non-student selected group made
all three decisions simultaneously. The rank orders and the similarity
of distribution leads one to suspect that in this category, the groups
are more alike than unlike.
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table 6-36
JABU6ATI0N OF THE VARIABLE OF SEQUENCE OF DECISIONS
COLLEGE, AND ON FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION
ROW CODES
:
1 = Recipient Selected in a Student Administered Prooram
TOLU^ir^DES:
" Non-Student Administered^Program
first d<_cided on fielo of specialization, then simultaneously toteach and to teach college
Decided simultaneously bn field, to teach, to teach college
- decided simultaneously on field and to teach, then to teach college
- Decided on field, then to teach, then to teach college
- Decided to teach, later decided on field, last to teach college
- Decided simultaneously to teach and to teach college, later on field
- Decided to teach, then later simultaneously to teach college and fieldDecided to teach, later to teach college, and last decided on field
FRFODENCY
1 2 3 6 7 8
1 18 ] 3 3 ?. 2 ? 1 A 3
2 19
_.
7 3 3 2 3 1 0 3M
37 20 6 b u h 3 ) 81
CHI-SQl.'AK’f
^
nFGWH-t-' f '-NC'M 7
..
T A U K p F R c F T a r, t S { t f i S_ p t- A R F R C E N T )
.
1 2 3 A b 6 7 8
1
j
1 2?? 180 37 2S 2b 2 b 25 12 '531
..„.2 . 235 3 7_ 37 _37., ...12 0 _ A69
AS 7 2'* 7 74 62 4R 62 37 12 lOCK'.
_
PERCF^'T A(3FS ( 1 Fm1 hs OF a PFFCFnT
)
1 2 ' 3 4 6 7 6
r A 19
"
302 70
'
47 4 7 ' 4 7 ' 23“ 1 000
^
5 0 0 184 79 79 S3 7 9 26 0 1000
4S7 247 " 74
'
' 6? 4 9 62 37 12 1000
ccLUMN PF'RCFNTAGFS 1 TF^n oS f' t\ PFRCFNT
)
1 2 3 4 b 6 7 8
1 48f^ 6b0 bOu 4 00 5 1
1
0 40t^ 46 7 1 (lOO b3l
2 514 35 0 boo 4 00 S0(' 600 333 0 469
moo icon 1000 1 000 1 (K.H'' 1C) 00 1 000 1 000 1 00(
)
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T£ TEACJI: table 6-37
No clear cut distinctions can be made about tlie time when re-
cipients of either or both groups decided to teach. A scanning of
the io^'7 percentages fails to show any trend or any category that v;as
used by the majority or close to the majority of either group of re-
cipients.
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TABLE 6-37
recipient. D.crn.n Tn .......
ROW CODES:
1 - Recipient Sciectecl in a Student-Administered Pro-^ram
COLwreODES-
“ N““"Stv=<lont AtolnistorcLl-rcsram
1
2
3
4
5
8th G'^'ade
High School
Freshman or Sophomore in college
Junior or Senior year
Betv;een graduation and graauate
school
- 1st year of graduate v;or-k
= Later graduate v;ork
= Later in life
= Other
FREOUEr'CY TAi-ikE
1 2 3 4 S b 1 ' 8 9
^
1 0 4 3 10 4 6 9 4 0 40
2 0 4 2 7 h 6 1
0
3~
0 37
- - 0 1P_ 5
_
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CHI- SQUARE 0.0205
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—
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.
1 3o ' S 2
..
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“
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'
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"
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1
r 1 o
- V
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0 lOOO 1000 lOOO loot.' 1000. 1000 1000
- 0 .1000
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.Q]‘. to TEACH COLLEGE; TABLE 6-38
The data in the Row Column Percentages seems to indicate that
alrhoush the student selected group had twice as many recipients who
made tl.eir decision to teach prior to graduation from college than
did_Jie other group, the majority of recipients (S.S, - 58%, N.S.S. -
65%) in both groups did not malce their decision
after they were in graduate school. Both groups
recipients made their decision to teach college
to teach college until
seem similar in that
late in their student
experience
- 222-
,
TABLE G - 3B
ROW COBSS:
1
^
Recipient Selected In a Student Administered Progren
COtuarSDls:'
® Administered Program
1 = 8th Grade
2 - High Echool
3 rr Freshman or Sophomore in college
4 = Junior or Senior year
5 = Between graduation and graduate
school
6 = 1st year of graduate v/ork
7 - Later graduate v/ork
8 rc Later in life
9 - Other
FREOUhf'CY TAdgr
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B
...
- 1 0 ... 0 2 ._ 1 0 ._ b... 6 12 b
- .0 402 0 0 ) s 10 10 b 0 37
0 0 3 .lb
.. 11 16 2? 1 0 r'j 7 7
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V f '
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table PpPCliv T A (t £ g ( -tenths of A P£BC£HTt
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-
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1
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T
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.1 0 .0 ... .50 ._250 . 12b_„..150 300 125 . . .0 1000
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0 0 39 1 9b ... 1a3_ vnB ?H6 1 30 0 lOQO _
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1 2 3 4 6 7 8 0
1 0 0 6 A 7 0 6 7 a b 'a 375 S4b 500 0 5)9
2 0 0 3 33 333 b<.i "» 6pb Abb boo 481
0. .0 1000 1 000 1 Hl.K) 1 000 100(' fOOG f1 10()0
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TO SPECIALIZE TABLE 6-39
T1.C data 1„ the catosorlos in the table fails to shov: clear cut
differences betoeen the groups. A largo group of non-student selected
recipients made their decision on their field prior to college (S.S. - 117
.,
N.s.s. - 29V.). The tendency to nahe an early decision on one's field
docs not grow geometrically for the non-student group. More decisions
to specialise occur during the undergraduate years of college for the
student selected group (s.S. - 567., N.S.S. - 36%), than for the non-
selected group, so that both groups have equivalent percentages
(657.) of recipients v,hc chose their field of specialization by the time
they received their bachelor’s desree.
Some of the frequencies in the catesorics to the far right, those
indicating a late decision, hint that a semantic problem may have existed
Wliat is one’s field of specialization? Is it English? If so, one
normally makes the decision to specialize in English early in one’s
undorgraouaie experience. Is one’s field Contemporary British Poets?
If so, this decision would be made later in one's collegiate experience—
pernaps even "later in life." A scanning of the data in the far right
section of Column Percentages, as well as the other categories, suggests
that proportionate numbers in each group interpreted the terra in the
same \/ay.
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TA13LE 6-39
TA33ULATION OF THE \A\RIAr.LE OF TIME
MCIPJjnrS MC^IDE
ROW CODES:
1 ^ Recipient Selected in a Student-Administered Prosram-
COr^reSDS:
" Ad™inl.tered Program
1 = 8 th Grade a i 4.
2 == Hieh School T Sraduate work
_ VT-,-.r.n„ o •,
' “ Later graduate workd - Preohman or oophomore in college 8 Later in life4 r-. Junior or Senior year 9 _ Other
5 " Botv^ecn graduation and
graduate school
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^OyiQpL ?*^/^ching e)cpert.emcs : table 6 - 40
The characteristic of teachins sir.rner school last summer is of
no assistance in' seckins to establish differences betv7een the two
groups. The Chi-Square test statistic indicates that at the 5% level
of sisnificance we cannot assume the reeipients come from different
populationo. The differences within the groups are greater than dif-
ferences between the groups.
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TABLE 6 ~ /|0
TABULATION OF THE VARIABLE OF
SU1-5IF.R SCHOOL LAST YE/Hl
ROW CODES:
1 = Recipient Selected
2 = Recipient Selected
COLUMN CODES:
1 - Yes
2 r. No
in a Student Administered Prosran
in a Non-Student Administered Program
FREQUE^'CY_ tahlE
] 2
1 25 18 43
2 17 _2 1. 3H
42 39 81
Chj-sooa^'f IVaE]'^
DKOREES CE.J-^feDC'^ \
table E R C r w I A G E S T E >'i 1 ny,, 0 E . A p e p c E n T ”)
1 ?
1 309 222 531
2 2 1 fL. 24 9
_
__4 4 9
519 4 8 1 lOOU
’
.PER’CEoT aG e S (.I E3_T Q ‘•’LACE 0 TJ
1 ?
1 58] 41 Q 1000
_ 2 447 553 1000
510 48 i 1000
COLUMN- RERCEM A0ES_ ( 1 ENTriS , C>\,.A . RE'-^CENT )
1 ?
1 595 4 A?
2
405 538 A 4 y
looo 1000 1000
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AIJP
-I liO C|UCS C lOtlG VlSGcl Xn tIlX*n T rsr» -\-P -i "Usection of the quootiounaire vrere created
by Dr. Ruth Eckert and John Stecklein Thf^^v o^ i -i ,..ie . i eir study employed an open-ended
cjUus dom*icHjro
5 cind coclino r^-P t-K,-s <-> i-. • a. •, T.a .11 s of the subjective responses of their sub-
Jocts, Him,o=ota CoUese Teachers, provided this study with the options
recorded on the questionnaire. Their work was of sufficient scope that
It is likely that most of the possible responses were Included as check-
off items in my questionnaire.
Responses to these questions did not allow the use of the Blffl20s pro-
sram. Subjects were told to check off items and were not asked to rank
order them. There was one exception and it was treated like the prior
characteristics. To facilitate analysis of these unique characteristics,
a chart of frequency and percentage of respondees reacting to this Itmn
was prepared. In addition, a summary sheet containing the Items checked
by 25Vo of either group precedes each table.
In the examination of the data on job motivation and characteris-
tics obtained from the questionnaire, the reader should be sensitive not
only to the items that were checked by 25% of the recipients, but also
to the items that were ignored by the large majority of recipients. It
would be an oversimplification to say that a failure to check an item
told us as much as the positive act of checking an item, but it would
be ignoring data not to note the similar treatment of a possible re-
sponse by both groups.
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ra^ScijiG KHnwm'.s choke of teaching as a career :
Ti\BLE 6 a 6; b
-CEponses to this question have been grouped by Eckert and Steckloin
into tvro categories: internal motivational factors and external faetors.
The table is arranged aecordingly. Although no item was checked by the
majority of either group, there is a similarity in those responses that
were checked by the largest number of recipients. See TABLE 6 - 40a.
The two items chosen by over 257. of the student selected recipients
were also chosen by roughly the same per cent of the non-student selected
recipients. Even those two items chosen by over 25% of the non-student
recipients, but not with the same frequency by the student selected
("Desired to work v/ith college age students," "Felt I could contribute
more to fie^d by teaching"), are not far from qualifying for inclusion
in the top list of both groups. It is also important to be sensitive to
the numbers or quantities we are dealing \?ith in this section. For ex-
ample, 30% of the non-student group is twelve of the forty non-student
selected recipients; 194 of the student selected group is eight out of
a total of forty-three.
It is i.nteres i_ing that no external factor v;as checlced v/ith any
frequency by either group. See TABLE 6 - 40b, The "Just drifted into
college teaching" category responses is surprising, and I offer no ex-
pinnation foi it, VJith tne exception of that response, the groups seem
to be alike, with sizable numbers in both groups entering college teach-
ing because of an interest in the subject matter and the desire for an
intellectual challenge.
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table 6 - 40a
ITEMS CHECKED BY OVER 25% OF THE RECIPIENTS AS FACTORS TiUT
T^^^ A CAREER
S tvid GTit. S c l v,ct od Roc I'D i ent s Non-Student Selected recipients
Ranic Item
Per
Cent Rank Item
Per
Cent
1 Sc interested in subject
I v/anted to continue its
study 40%
1 So interested in subject
I v/anted to continue its
study 42%
2 More of an intellectual
challenge 35%
2 Desired to work v;ith
college age students 35%
3 More of an intellectual
challenge 30%
'
4 Felt I could contribute
more to field by teaching 30%
Items listea belo'; ;;ere tallied by 257c of only one group. The rank and
per cent for the other group is shovm belov; for comparison.
6, Desired to v;ork v/ith college
age students 197,
7, Felt I could contribute
more to field by teaching 19%
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lABLE 6'
— AOb
CHOICE OR T|.-.ArnT,.,c «o <
^Tr-l
FREQUENCY PER CENT
Recipients Recipients
Selected by:
Non
Selected by:
Nor,
StU” Stu- Stu- Stu-
External
dents dents dents dents
High school staff meraber suggested it 0 1 07; 2%
College teacher recommended it
College administrator or counselor
8 4 l97o 10%
encouraged me
Parents, relatives or friends
5 3 127; n
favored it 3 1 n 2%
Graduate fellov7ship or assistantship
College teaching job offered although
9 10 21% 24%
I had not sought one 8 6 19% 15%
G, I, benefits aid to advanced work
Armed forces training led me into
7 4 6% 10%
field
Husband (wife) V7as or planned to bo
2 1 5% 2%
a college teacher 0 0 ' 0% 0%
Just "drifted” into college teaching
Internal
8 0 19% 0%
So interested in subject I v/anted to
continue its study
Decided to work vrith college age
17 17 40% 42%
students 8 14 19% 35%
Wanted a job v;ith security and prestige 1 3 2% 7%
Felt I could contribute more to field
by college teaching 8 12 19% 30%
Wanted to be part of the college
academic and social life 6 7 14% 17%
Desired to emulate a certain college
professor 9 7 21% in
More of an intellectual challenge 15 12 3.5% 30%
Other 6«v 6** 14% 15%
*3ee next page
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lABLE 6 •• ^'b^conl; inuecl)
"Th= fact that my father vAo died was
decision'
““= "nreaUzed inflnonce on my.
.trjoy teachins and practice of (disclnline).
.
research, teaching jo-s
..Retired from indnstry to take upteachins. (5 otners checked this category but did not specify.)
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SAMSPAOT^ Of com^ IJliACjmjG: table 6 - Ala & b
The Items "Sheer enjoyment of teachlns" and "Freedom and Inde-
pendence of work" attracted equally large number of tallies In both
groups. See T.VBLf 6 - Ala. It is interesting that "Observing student
growth," which was a popular response for the student selected recipients,
was far less popular with the other group. A comparison was made with a
like iten in the prior qucction:
. INFLUENCED^
. . . CARHER”
Dcsired to work
-;ith collese age students
. SATISFACTION OF COLLEGE TEACHING"
Observing student grovrth
S.S> N.S.S.
197, 357,
A27, 177,
There are a number of possible explanations, including the fact that
x^e arc again working with small numbers; but it would seem that when asked
to check off "two or three" satisfactions of college teaching that recipients
would include a satisfaction dealing with students per se. Thus, th.e
items in the question that include the v/ord "students" or "young people"
are segregated belov;:
s.s. MeS.S,
Association v^ith college age students 23 20
Helping young people grov; 23 12
Observing student growth 42 17
Opportunities to influence young people 8 6
As the above table indicates that the first tv;o categories may have
been checked by many recipients to indicate that one of his satisfactions
did relate to involvement with young people, the data was re-analyzed,
grouping together all four responses dealing with young people or students
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that relate to conditions of work. The purpose of
identify hov.' often, if at all, a rospondee checked
the word student or youn3 people.
this analysis v?as to
oif an item containing
S.S
. N.S.S.
NUl'lBER CF RESPONSES DEALING WITH CONDITIONS
OF WOPdi CHECKED BY RECIPIENTS THAT CONTAIN
THE WORDS; S'TUDENTS OR YOUNG PEOPLE-
527. 457,
More than one, less than three 147, 27,
More than tv/o, less then four
27, 57,
All four*
57, TL
737, 547,
None
287,
__.A57,
Total; ROUNDING OFF PREVENTS TOTALS OF 1007=,
The re-analysis of the data susgests two things: One, that the dif-
ference betv^een the groups in terns of involvement x/ith students remains
even^ though all responses to "student” items are grouped together; and tv;o,
that there exists in both groups large numbers of recipients who do not
seem to rate involvement with students as a major satisfaction.
The majority of both groups consider involvement with students a
major satisfaction, but a student selected recipient is more likely to
indicate that it is one of his two or three major satisfactions.
*Somc respondees ignored the directions to check "tv,-© or three”. The
"Cther” section of TABLE 9 - 41b notes others v/ere equally frustrated
by the limitation.
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TABLE 6 - 41a
ITEMS CHP:CKED BZ over 25% OF THE RECIPIENTS
.\S CTUPir
—
— teaching
'
Sc-1 octcd RjGciDients
Rank Item
Per
Cent
1 Sheer enjoyment of
teaching 51%
2 Observing student
grov7th 42%
3 Freedom and independence 4CE4
4 Intellectually stimu-
lating associations 30%
5 Sense of social use-
fulness 30%
6 Appreciation expressed
by students 26%
Non- Selected Rccinirints
Rank Item
Per
Cent
1 Freedom and independence
v;ork
SO!/,
2 Sheer enjoyment of tea-
ching 47^4
3 Transmitting knowledge 2TL
4 V/orking and studying in
o-m field 32%
5 Intellectually stimu-
lating associations 30%
Items listed below were tallied by 257, of only one group. The rank and
per cent for the other group is shown below for comparison:
10 Transmitting knowledge 19% 6 Appreciation expressed by
students 22%
10 Working and studying in 8 Sense of social useful-
ovm field 19% ness ITL
8 Observing student grov;th in
t RLQUENGY PER CENT
Kecipionts Recipients
Selected by: Selected by:
Stu-
dents
Non
Stu-
dents
Stu-
dents
Non
Stu-
dents
^^u^e__^of Work
Association v;ith college-age students 10 8 23% 20%
Helping young people grov/ 10 5 23% 12%
Observing students’ gro;7th and success 18 7 42% 17%
Transnit t i.ng kno - /I edge 8 15 19% 37%
Lorking and studying in own field 8 13 19% 32%
Opportunities to influence young
people 8 6 19% 15%
Sheer enjoynent of teaching 22 19 51% 47%
VJork ing CpndJ._t ions
Range and variety of activities 3 5 7% 12%
Able and well-notivated students 5 5 12% 12%
Fine colleagues and administrators 4 1 9% 2%
Intellectually stimulating associations 13 12 30% 30%
Opportunities for research 7 9 16% 22%
Opportunities to attend professional
meetings 0 3 0% TL
Desirable environment 9 7 21% 177;
Freecom and independence in work 17 20 40% 50%
:^^^_^ciations and Rewards
Security (Salary, tenure, etc.) 1 3 2% 77,
Prestige or general recognition 2 3 5% n
Sense of social usefulness 12 7 30% 17/,
Appreciation expressed by students 11 9 26% 22%
Recognition by administrators 1 1 2% 2%
Porsoual satisfaction 8 11 19% 21%
Additional Observations by Student Selected Recipients: "Lots of satisfactions,
Unknovm."
Additional Observations by Non Student Selected Recipients: "Could easily check
half a dozen of these."
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xon
CF TEACHING : T.VBLE 6 - 42a & b
The svxnxnaxy TAbLE 6 - 42a seems to indicate that there are fev:
dissatisfactions that the recipients agree upon. Contrast the suimnary
TABLE 6 - 41a "Satisfactions
. . with this table. The directions
are identical. The number of options were similar: 25 satisfaction
items, 21 dissatisfaction items; yet respondees were far less energetic
in checking off items. The mean number of tallies in the Satisfactions
table
.-ras 4.1 (S.S. - 4.1, M.S.S. - 4.2). Respondees ignored the direct
of choosing two or three. In the dissatisfaction question, the mean num-
ber of tallies v/as far lov;er: 2.1 for student selected, 2.3 for non-
student selected. This would seem to hint at a similarity betvrccn groups
in terms of the depth and uniformity of dissatisfactions. It should be
noted that "Other" qualified for inclusion in the over 25% summary table,
but three of the eleven non-student selected recipients who checked "Other
explained that they had no dissatisfactions.
Regrouping the data using the three general classifications of
Eckert and Stecklein, again shov/s parallel distribution of responses:
S.S. N.S.S,
Demands of v;ork
,31% 34%
V/orking conditions 34%
.
26%
Rev/ards and appreciations 24% 29%
Other 11% 11%
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table 6 - 42a
ITEMS CHECKED BY OVER 257. OF THE RECIPIENTS AS
PISSATISFACTI^ COLLEGE TEACITTI-Jn A.<^ a
Litd gilt Sglectgd Rgcioignts ijHH—^Lucignt Selec ted Rec^jp i ent
s
Rank
Per
Cent Rank Item
Per
Cent
1 Too much red tape and 287,
routine duties
1 Other-’' 277,
1 E-cess ive committee work 287, 1 Excessive committee work 277,
Items listed below were tallied by 257, of only one group. The rank and
per cent for the other group is shov/n for comparison:
5 Too much red tape and routine 127,
duties
*The items listed "Other” have been analysed in the succeeding table.
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FOTcmjjrrs
TABLE 6 -
VJITH
A2b
^PJ/IrljlGE AS A CAREER
Demands o f v7ork
Too heavy class load
Too long hours
Too much preparation
Too lauch v7ork outside teaching
Excessive coramittee vrork
Too much red tape and routine duties
No time for study
No opportunities for research
Work ing Conditions
Poor or unmotivated students
Poor faculty attitudes
Narrow interests of colleagues
Poor intra-faculty relations
No policy making by faculty
Poor facilities
No oppvortnnity to attend
professional meetings
Classes too large
Revrards and x\ppreciat ions
Poor salary
Low status of profession
Inadequate appraisal of vrork
Little student appreciation
Little recognition for good teaching
Little appreciation of contributions
Degrees overemphasized
Stress on research too great
Slov; promotions
Other ;'
FREQUENCY PER CENT
Recipients
Selected by:
Stu- Non
dents Stu-
dents
Recipients
Selected by:
Stu- Non
dents Stu-
dent!
1 1 27, 27,
0 4 07, 107,
0 0 07, 07,
1 5 27, 127,
12 11 287, 277,
12 5 287, 127,
1 4 27, 107,
1 1 27, 27,
6 7 147, 17%
5 5 127, 127,
6 3 147, 77.
5 2 127, 57,
1 3 27, 77,
1 1 27, 27,
0 0 07, 07,
7 3 16% 7/,
2 3 5% TL
2 0 57, 07,
2 1 57, 27,
0 1 0% 27,
5 3 127, TL
1 2 27, 57,
3 7 77, 17/,
7 8 167, 207,
0 2 07, 57,
10* 11** 23% 277,
*3ce next page
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TA}3LE 6-4 2b (continued)
Recioients* ”Tho oT-^riir^
chansine the V70i'ld ' ^ •
" system.
. .Am I really
. .
' °^-*-*^*
• tE.^cessive administrative dutinq ir,^i
•'--.eopxns c;;:?:;:
;
Adr,,inistr..tors.
. .1 m^>do Issociate ProfesfdJ (TvdLdrrr-"^'°’ ’ ’
llttirddy^trmdr that made the d'lftereLc" ,"!veryJ.i u.e \.ay to make experimentation in teachinc^-learnin- mv ^professtonally... (Two others checUed this categody^^^djfndfspecify.)
^ '=’’===• • -N®"® °f these Ifind the inability to Know more than I do frustrating Whil^ typage appeals to gripers, there is little real rdS^h; dh^jd h^rdprestigious undergraduate college)to do so, of course everyonewan s more money, etc.
. .Present teaching methods are inhfectiveToo mud, phoney interest in research and publication.
. .Too ^cd
' '
emphasis on research contracts.
. .Too much academic booUkedp!”.
rcpa. j.ng nni grading exams.
. .Lack of non-profossional support
-
. secret draftsmen, etc.
. . .Too unvaried afth 20 years.
. .BlT-ociLisfaction v;ith my own failures as a teacher."
The followins paragraph was written on the back of one ouestionnaire:
of t-e truS'°%ho!
dominated by men of honor, courage and seekers
1
•
who have achievedeminence, and^ in some cases dominance by the use of chicanery, public
relations tecnniquos and plain lying and deceit to make me v;ant to stayin the fiela." (Signed by a national Av/ards Winner) ^
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H^RES TO ENGOUJtViS OU^KD PEOPLE TO ENTER COLI^e TEAClimO :
TABLK 6 - 43
Wltl, tha exooption of the item "Hisher Salnrlos" there seems to
be little difference in measures
groups perceive the same factors
teaching.
cither group v.’ould recommend. Both
as encouraging people to enter college
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TABLE 6 ^ a:; a
w. f RECmENTS ASiLbi. JOliLO UiiCOMI-lbND COLLEGES AND Ur^IVEPSTTTF'^.,l E.SlriES
pti_l^c?P._3e_l c_^e d Re c ip i en t s
Rank It_em
Per
Cejit
1 Stress on quality of
classroom tes’-ching
63%
2 More recognition of
good teaching
42%
3 Higher salaries 35%
—
^nt S e1 ected R oc i ]5 i e iit s
It
1 Stress on quality of
classroom teaching
2 More recognition of
good teaching
3 More clerical help
Per
Cent
52%
42%
27%
Items listed beio:; were tallied by 25% of only one group.' The rank and’
per cent for the other group is shown for comparison:
5 More clerical help 16% 5 Higher salaries 15%
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table 6 » 43^
MilASURES THE RECIPIENTS WOULD RECOMMEND T1I\T COLI FpES ANn
PERSONS TO
K^cxiUting and Preparation
Broader publicity concerning academic
FREQUENCY
Recipients
Selected by;
Non
Stu- Stu-
dents dents
PER CENT
Recipients
Selected by;
Non
Stu- Stu-
dents dents
life 9 4 21% 10%
More scholarships and financial aids 6 5 14% 12%
Better "selling" efforts by teachers 3 4 7% 10%
Better counseling and guidance
Better pre-service training
6 6 14% 15%
opportunities
Progr arn Ad i u s ti iiejvt_s
1 3 2% TL
Lighter v;orkloads for teachers 0 2 0% 5%
I-'ore time and money for research 2 5 5% 12%
Improved V7orking conditions 1 2 2% 5%
Stres on quality of classroom teaching 27 21 63% 52%
More clerical and other help
Increased Rewards
7 11 16% in
Higher salaries 16 6 15%
More prestige for college teachers 2 2 5% 5%
More recognition of good teaching 18 18 kTL 45%
Other 7** 9% in
*Py Student Sel ec ted Recinients ; "We have enough people now and too many
who go into teaching because they think it is a soft life. , .An opinion
only--not applicable to me.
.
.Ask qualified people in non-academic
fields,
. .More research opportunities.”
Add it
l
ona.l Observations ; "Access to more students, especially in medical
school
Non Student Select ed R ecipi ents; "Listen to students,
.
.Freedom to
teach without syllabus,
.
.More money for research. , .Reform medieval
methods, etc.
.
.Since there is a shortage of teaching jobs, I don't
see the relevence of this question. , .Requiring the Ph.D. as a union
card to enter field at this time should be eliminated, , .Better respect
by administrators of teachers,"
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ilEASURK TO RETAIN lACUm MEMBERS
: TABLE 6 - 44
MMoroucAs sAe:, to o::lr,t botv,oou tho two groups. Although both
r,roups agree that
.Slore rocogultlou of good teaching., would retain good
fcculty
.embers (S.S. - 52%. N.S.S. - 40%). differences exist about the
obvious vatue of
..promotions and other recognition based on nerlt.. (s.S.
19%. N.S.S. - 4(%0 and also the use of
..Higher Salaries.. (S.S. - 37%,
H.S.S.
- 17/.). Differences exist between the two groups that relate to
rani: and age. An attempt was raade\o see if ra,& or age differences be-
twcGU the groups was a cause of the dissimilarity.
AIn’ALYSIS of RESPONSE:
Total Sub iccts
Professor 49
Assoc. Professor 17
Assistant Professor 15
Instructor 2
"HIGHER SAL'MIY” BY Ri'iNK
Checked "Higher Salaries"
FreGuoncv
10
7
6
0
Per Cent
IQTL
41
40
0
Even ignoring the fact that neither instructor indicated "higher
salaries... It appears that rank is really not a better determiner than
selection process.
An analysis v;as then done of those who responded "higher salaries"
to determine if interaction between rank and selection process was a
bettor predictor. In this case we are dealing with smaller nu.mbers,
(S.S.rrl6, N.S.S, =7), so that it is possible for the data to be mis-
understood.
Ranic Checked respons e/total in the category Per Cent
N.S.S.
Professor 8/23 2/26 357. 77.
Assoc. Professor 3/8 4/9 387, 447.
Assist, 5/10 1/5 507. 207.
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Focusing only on tho student selected it sppears that interaction
does occur bGtv7ecu the tv?o variables.
An ianalysis \ias also done by age:
As® Subjects
Subjects checked Per
^agher Salaries Cent
Under 30 3 2 66%
30 - 39 20
7 35%
40 - 49 28
7 25%
50 - 59 19 5 26%
60 - 64 5 2 40%
Over 64 4 0 0%
Collapsing the six codes into equivalent size groups docs not produce a
better predictor:
4^e Subjects Checked higher Per
Salaries C cut
39%
Under 39 23 9
40 - 49 28 7 25%
Over 50 28 7 25%
The distribution among the three categories suggests that age is not
a strong predictor of a response to ’’higher salaries" and it will be
assumed tliat differences do exist between recipients in the two selection
processes for this characteristic.
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TAELE 6 - 4^1.1
ITEMS CHECKED BY OVER 25%
RECoi-MEND colleges' A^ruSv^PsiTlvs
COIXEcfCAMp'sg
THE RECIPIENTS AS
ec t ed Rec i d 1 ent s I^on elec ted Recipients
Rank 1 1 em
Per
Cent Rank Item
Per
Cent
1 More recognition of
good teaching
52% 1 Promotions and other recog-
nition based on merit
40%
2 Higher salaries 37% 2 More recognition of good
teaching
35%
3 Other 25%
Items listed belo’.-/ v/ere tallied by 257o of only one group. The ranl'C and
per cent for the other group is shovm for comparison:
4 Promotions and other 19% 5 Higher salaries 17%
recognition based on
merit
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table (3 „
Tighter workloads
Bettor atmospliere for v7ork
More time for research
More time for study and preparation
Better facilities for research and
teaching
Rel at ionsh ins
More policy making by the faculty
Better communication
More cooperative or competent
administrators
Greater academic freedom and
encouragement
Increased Reward^
Higher salaries
Increased prestige for college teachers
More recognition of good teaching
More security and fringe benefits
Increased provisions for study leaves
Promotions and other recognition based
on merit
Commendation for individual achievement
Other
frequency
Recipients
Selected by;
Non
Stu- Stu-
dents dents
PER CECT
Recipients
Selected by;
Non
Stu- Stu-
dents dents
2 2 5% 5%
1 3 2% 7%
7 4 16% 10%
8 2 19% 5%
10 4 23% 10%
2 6 5% 15%
7 6 18% 15%
7 6 16% 15%
A 1 9% n
16 7 37% in
2 2 5% 5%
22 14 52% 35%
1 0 2% 0%
5 6 12% 15%
8 16 19% 40%
6 '9 14% 22%
2* lO’r.V 5% 25%
ion in v;hatev er individual is
1
,
currjLculum development
,
idea
financeo public institutions in New Englandj questions like better
facilities xor research and teaching do not apply in my case as they
might in others."
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TABL];. 5_44ij (continued)
"Chancellor Durake of the Cinr c
-oiu-se said in .u. S. Kev,s and World Report" last Jal, ''’i’ e'”'"
:oura,.cinp nror^oors-v-e, . ^ icol t l-.-v/o better
alone.
.
^
uu idoria K ’ 1^tert encou .gi g p ofes ors who want to tAttempt to change li-rn't-ori ^ j- teach. , .Leave usn ^ imi ed attitude of most faculty members."
"By Non Student Selected Recipients- ^ ^
as one of keeping
-ood peonle i
^ the problem
colleges are very fc^rcT "^ I them-jobs at good
needed.
. .More
.none; f"; ;e;earir letftechnical, operational.
. .Better le'der^h
'' support-clerical
,
. .Don't know.
. .Clerical or other help- monev ^
students.
A clearly defined distinction Krai-" ^ u
‘-‘oney for research.
. .
and the person hire^^rd^ ^he person hired to teach
for both.
. .Better eval uatior^^o
^
ong with promotional recognition
Additional O^seivSi^s "Lot T'
‘
. .Abolish tenure."
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<?0I4iEG_E tiiainimg
; table 6 - 45
It Is ln.s.ostin3 to note that within both groups, there is an
onthusias™ tor teaching: 61% of the student selected, and 677. of the
non-student selected noted they were very satisfied. Again, it is
interesting to note, especially as this is the last variable, that a
re-occurrins factor seems to be present AlMa. t ,. though both groups are
satisfied, the student selected group sees,a to be ,aore satisfied: 987.
of the student group noted a positive attitude, 907. of the non-student
group; 817. of the student group were very satisfied, 687. of the non-
student group. There are differences, but the differences are of de-
grec, not of kind.
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T/JiLE 6 - 4^
of the variable of
2. iCD
ROW CODES:
1 Recipient, Selected in a Student-Adulnistorcd Program
CoZufsrcJJpS!
^ «o-^tedent Ad.inicter^^pTo;
Very DiGsatisfied
2 = Dissatisfied
3 = Indifferent
4 r:; Satisfied
5 1= Verj' Satisfied
FREOUF^'CY T;\hlf;
1
_
_? 3 4 s
1 1 0
— 1 3_,
0
0
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SUlO-I/iRY
The object of this chsptor
..,as to cletor.ln= the sl.llatitios bo-
tween groups Identified by different selection processes. As the pre-
ceding tables have Indicated, the overwhelms majority of the char-
acteristics of both groups are similar.
In terms of personal background, the teachers profiled seem to be
Identical. Mlnety-flve per cent of both groups are male. Marital status
falls to discriminate between groups, as both groups tend to have re-
cipients that are currently married (S.S. - 8A7., N.S.S. - 8aO. Two out
of three recipients in both groups have a doctorate. The majority of
recipients In both groups are between forty and fifty-nine years of age
(S.S. - 5«, N.S.S. - 667.). However, the student selected group has
many more recipients under 39 (S.S. - 40%, N.S.S. - 19%).
Differences in degree but not in kind are noted in the three dif-
ferent characteristics relative to the education of relatives. Although
the majority of recipients have v;ives who have completed college, the
student selected group has more v/ives who have been to college, Within
both groups the education of the recipient's parents varies. However,
it does appear that the student selected recipients tend to have mothers
with less education. This difference in background reoccurs in the
characteristic of the education of the recipient's father; backgrounds
vary too V7idely v/ithin a group to make a generalization other tlian noting
the variety, but there is some evidence that non-student selected re-
cipients tend to have fathers with more education.
A variation does exist in the characteristic of field of specializa-
tion, This difference is caused by the existence of national awards,
non-student selected, in chemistry and physics.
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Bot,.
enjoy Jn,,.Un«onal statnn.
.h.o 3 .„i-
laruy,
...hlC, „a= laontUied by
.„edU„ and
.odal cabe.ondoa v,Ubi„
cBaracteriatica, dooo not preclude the existence of a visible group of
student selected recipients who have less status.
Status here refers to a nan's professional standing. It would
see. logitinate to say that a nan had nore professional status if he
had the rank of professor; had tenure; was a departnent chairman; was
not working on a degree; had a light teaching load In credit hours; few
preparations; smaller enrollments In lectures and laboratories; higher
enrollments in individual instruction; had published many articles and
books; and had published recently. One can quarrel with the propriety
of 'Including some or oven many of the characteristics above, but given
the academic millieu described in Chapter One, they are viable components
Of an operating definition of institutional status.
Recipients of teaching awards, regardless of selection process,
seem to have high institutional status. Both groups have chosen a
majority of professors (S.S. - 54%, N.S.S. - 65%). As the percentages
hint, student selection programs are more likely than non-student pro-
grams to identify outstanding teachers with junior rank. A strong
partiality exists in both groups for tenure faculty (S.S. - 72%, N.S.S. -
93%). One student selected award program is restricted to non-tenure
faculty. Here again, student selected groups are more likely than the
other group to identify a man with less status, but too much should not
be made of this tendency: the heavy majority of student selected re-
cipients have tenure. Twenty-eight per cent of the recipients of both
programs are department chairmen. Rarely is a recipient v/orking on a
degree. Both groups have a median and mode of 6 credit hours of
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luo.c are no differences In level taught most.
apparent in the report of teaching load in credit
>.ouro= recipients 6f student selected progre-ns tend to have Kocvler
tenchins loads. The mean of the student selected group Is S.3 credit
hours; the mean of the non-student selected group Is 6.7 credit hours.
Although the median recipient of both programs has a class enrollment
in the. category of 50 - 99 students, student selected recipients tend
to have larger classes. Two out of three recipients do not have labora-
tory enrollments; therefore, a discussion of the differences would seem
Inappropriate; however, there are almost twice as many non-student re-
cipients as student selected recipient- ii-aeipien o v7ith laboratory enrollments.
This dissimilarity is caused by the
-unproportionate distribution in
fields discussed earlier. The majority of both groups arc involved In
Individualised Instruction (S.S. - 69%, N.S.S. - 52%). The majority
of recipients in both groups involved in individualized Instruction are
responsible for one to ten students. Student selected recipients are
more likely to have larger enrollments.
Recipients of both programs are "productive." The majority have
published St least one magazine article (S.S. - 707., K.S.S. - S07,). Of
those recipients who have published, the majority of both groups had an
article accepted within the last eighteen months. The majority of re-
cipients, of both programs, have published over eight articles.
D.\fferences do occur in the characteristic of books published.
Non-studont selected recipients V7rite more books. Within the group who
have published, the non-studont selected recipients tend to publish more
books. However, the student selected recipients tend to have published
more recently.
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of Institutional Identification involved looUna at
Pilot student status at the institution, hou long ho h.ad been at the
Institution, and to uhat extent he was Interested in leaving the in-
stitution. TO tahe on analog, fro. the literature of acade.ia,
I.sd instituttonal identification; Halanud's Stronger did not.
The „,ajorit, of the recipients of both groups did not receive a
bachelor's degree from the institution where they are no ^ i *v,4.t_ie cn w tcachinct.
student selected recipients are
.ore llhely than non-student selected
recipients to have been on undorgraduote ot their teaching institution
(S.S. - 187,. K.s.s. - 107,)-but the difference secs snail. There is
no difference between ;»ronno %Sioups in the characteristic of having received
S higher degree fro. the institution where they now teach.
Differences do appear between the groups when ashed if they intend
to remain at the institution until retirement. Student selected re-
cipients are much less certain about a long term coaioitment to an 1„-
oticution: 517. of the student selected
-Don't Know"; 18% of the non-
student selected "Don't Know." The groups responded in Identical ratios
to "Probably Hot." Explanations for this variance probably cannot be
found in factors related to tenure, newness at the institution, or oppor-
tunities to move. Recall that 72% of the student selected group had
tenure. Although there Is a difference of five years in the mean number
of years between the groups in the "Years taught at this Institution,"
student selected recipients have been at the institution for a mean of
12.4 years. The majority of both groups have received an offer or an
inquiry of availability this year. Approximately 95% of both groups are
not actively looking for a position, nor were they "Interested in another
pcsltiori" (S.S. - 64%, N.S.S. - 72%).
The groups seem to be alike in that for tto • ..- i One \cxot majority of
both groups of rocipients, their teoching experience had been limited
to colleeo. No student selected recipient and only 11^ of the non-
atudont selected recipients had elementary school experience. Less
ttum IW of both groups had taught at the Junior college leve]
.
About half of both groups had been teaching assistants.
chapter, a comparison will be made between the job
motivations and satisfactions of the recipients and another group
of college teachers. It seems legitimate to group the two sets of
award recipients for comparison of attitudes as their responses to
questions produced similar profiles. For example, although there
Ov.r twenty possible responses to each question the two items
receiving the largest number of checks were generally the same for
both g,roupr.
When asked \^hat factors influenced them in their choice of
teaching as a career, both groups ranked: "So interested in subject
I wanted to continue its study" as their first item. "More of an
intellectual challenge" was ranked second by student selected recip-
ients and third by non-student selected.
Both groups agreed on the two most popular responses to the ques-
tion what are the chief satisfactions of college teaching. Responses of
recipients tiaat used the words "Students" or "foung People" were groups
to fathom the degree of satisfaction each group had in being involved with
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PU.dents. The results indicated that the majority of both groups con-
slderoc; lnvol,vo..ent with studonts one of ti.eir chief saticfnctioac. It
reuot be noted that student selected candidates are more likely to tally
a response that include a word like ‘'Student" (S.S. - 737,, H.S.S.
- 547.).
The responses to the question Inquiries what the recipients' dissatis-
factions were with collese teachins failed to result in one item re-
celvins larser responses. This was true of both groups. The largest
tally was 2o/.. Both groups ranked "Excessive Committee '.lork" first. An-
other item checked by 287. of the student group was tallied by 127. of the
non-student group.
Both groups agreed on the top two responses to the question how
to encourage qualified people to enter teaching.
Both groups agreed on one of the top tv7o items checked in the quer-
ticu dealing with how to retain qualified people in college teaching.
)
’’Higher Salaries" was checked by 407. of the student group but by only
177. of the non-student group. "Promotions based on merit" was checked
by 47. of the student group but by 19% of the non-student group. An
analysis of the difference in the response "Higher Salaries" suggested
that rank was also a controlling factor—the student selected group had
more men in lower rank and there seemed to be interaction between rank
and selection process.
Both groups indicated that they v/ere very satisfied with college
teaching: Student selected: 817., non-student selected: 687..
The recipients in student selected award programs and non-student
seleccea award programs are not identical. Differences are apparent.
Yet, despite some dissimilarities betvroen the groups if one should
describe the "average" avmrd recipient, for the most part, it v/ould make
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no dlf.erouce wl.eth.r he worhed with the doto doscrlblns the student
Icctcd rtcipten. or the non-student selected recipient. The recipient
would be „sle. ,„arrled. have a doctorate, and be between 40 and 49 years
of age. His wife completed college, hut neither his mother nor father
entered college. He is a full professor, has tenure, but is not a de-
partment chalmaan. He teaches from six- to nine credit hours, and has
six credit hours of preparation; there are from 50 to 99 students in his
el.ass. He does not conduct laboratories, but he has been assigned stu-
dents. from one to ten. for individualized instruction. He has published
over eight articles, the last within eighteen months. He did not receive
a bachelor or higher degree from this institution but he has taught here
between 12 and 17 years-he taught elsewhere but for less than five years.
Ho has received an offer, or inquiry about availability this year, even
though he is not actively looking. He says he really is not interested
in another position. The first time he taught was at the college level
and as a career he finds it very satisfying. One of his chief satis-
factions of college teaching Is working with young people. If you asked
him what he would do to encourage qualified people to enter college tea-
ching. he would suggest a stress on the quality of classroom teaching.
Hg alco has won an av^ard for outstanding teaching.
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( 1 )
( 2 )
^B^iUx/. University of California Press,
Wilfrec! J. Dixon and Frank J. Massov J-10 STai'lSTICAL analysis. (New York: HcGra.Company, Ind.
,
1957), p. 222.
^r. Pv.cvised
1568), p. 34]
INTRODUCTION
Book
CHAPTER 7
comparison of job motivations and satisfactions of award
recipients with college teachers in MINNESOTA
CHAPTER 7
This chapter wishes to compare the attitudes of award recipients
with the results of a large scale regional survey of the attitudes of
Minnesota college teachers done by Eckert and Eteckleln. The study
was reviewed In Chapter Two. The comparison of the job motivations and
satisfactions between award recipients treated as a group and the Minne-
sota teachers must be done with an awareness of the effect of two dif-
ferences between the study. First, there was a variation in the type
of Instrument used to survey attitudes; the questionnaire used to sur-
vey award recipients contained identical Items and directions, but the
Minnesota study employed open-ended responses (for 4 of the 5 character-
istics In this chapter) whereas this study provided the respondee with a
number of optional choices. The options were the codes devised by the
Minnesota researchers when they attempted to analyze the open-ended data.
The second factor which restricts the type of judgment that can be made
from the comparison Is the nature of the population. To paraphrase the
vaudvllle parody, Minnesota Is a long way from New England. Both studies
are regional ones, rather than random samples of a national population.
Regional studies are valid themselves and, to a certain extent, may help
us understand phenomena about the population outside a region; but a de-
tailed argument developing the point that college teachers in New England
and college teachers in Minnesota come from the same population would,
it would seem to me, be begging the question. Due to the differences In
instrumentation and sample population, the value of this comparison is not
in discovering differences in responses between the tv;o groups; rather,
the value of this analysis is the possible information that might be
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disclosed if ve examine the dntn f-clata a„ extremely conecrvatlve point
ol view, i.e., if differences m^oh^ >mifiht bo expected becanae o£ differences
1" closign, then it would appear tl.at the desion 1. not • .c g is prejudiced in favor
-cloalng similarities. Thus, should similarities appear between thetvo btoups we can learn something about the similarity between award
recipients and college teachers. The focus of \r the chapter will be on
discovering attitudes in which there is no diffmer difference. The world of
txtutes chaiacLeristics of outstanding teachers by isolating
characteristics that are not unique to outstanding teachers. Should
dissimilarities be discovered they will be recorded, but whether the
differences were caused because of differences in tho ie population or dif-
fereaces relating to research design will not be resolved.
factors TIM imdJE^ the TEACHER'S CHOICE OF CAREER
The instrumentation used to measure the characteristic factors that
teacher s choice of career is similar for both populations.
Minnesota study, the subjects were given a list of items headed
by the title; "External Factors"; adjacent to the list was a parallel
list of "Internal Factors." Written across the top of both lists was
the direction: "Please chock the factors on the lists below that In-
fluenced your choice of career." (1) The directions and list of Items
sent to award recipients and Minnesota teachers were identical, but the
columns in the recipients' questionnaire were not headed by: "Internal"
or "Externa].”
Comparison of the percentage of respondees checking each item must
be done with the knowledge that the Minnesota teachers were more energetic
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chocking Items, 1.0.
,
on the average, each Minnesota teacher chocked
137; 0 £ the Items on the list of externa, factors, or one out of every
Ihoy so cl'’orl\pr1 9s®/hecked 2a/., or one out of every four Internal
Xtoms* On tlio OtliOT Vt.pnrl • •
-r ha d, the reciptents checked less; they checked
10;c, or one out of ten external items and 207Lo , ZU4, or one out of five in-
ternal items. As there exists differences In the frequency In which
the two different sets of teachers checked items, focusing on rank order
flight surface more similarities.
Although the percentages are smaller for the recipients, as would
be predicted from the discussion above, both groups Include the same
items in the three external factors receiving the highest number of
tallies. See 1AM.E 7-1. The Items Included In the list of the five
factors receiving the highest number of tallies is also the same. The
rank order differs, but the items included in this top group remain the
same. The items chocked m.ost frequently as internal factors also have
expedience, the groups agree on the three items that were
checked most often, but the rank order varies.
The strongest evidence of similarities between the groups are listed
below. It is Interesting to note chat the relationship between the
responses of recipients from two different selection processes are more
similar than are the responses of the recipients grouped together and
contrasted with Minnesota teachers.
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Factor
EXTERNAL:
Item: Graduate fellowship
Rank
:
Percentage
:
INTERNAL:
Item: So interested in subject
I wanted to continue
its study
Rank
:
Percentage
:
Minn.
Teachers
All
Recipient
Student
Selected
Non-Stu.
Selected
3 1 1 1
257. 237. 217. 247.
2 1 1 1
^37, 417. 407. 427.
Yet, despite the similarities between the recipients and the teachers
on these items, we cannot say that the groups had, as a whole, similar
profiles of factors that influenced them in their choice of career.
The Minnesota teachers checked more items which suggests differences
in the perceptions of factors that led the two different groups into col-
lege teaching. Focusing on rank order which is not effected by frequen-
cies does show the similarities we discussed earlier, but a conservative
analysis would have to concern itself with the fact that within the top
items selected by both groups, there are real differences. For example,
in the top list of external items, the item found to be selected most
frequently by the Minnesota teachers was third on the recipients' list.
The Item selected first by the recipients was checked third by the Minne-
sota teachers. In the list of internal factors, the item ranked first
by the Minnesota teachers is listed third by the recipients. The item
listed first by the recipients is listed second by the Minnesota teachers.
In summary, the rank orders, and the percentages of responses for both
groups do not dramatically, or even strongly, indicate similarity. Thus
we must conclude that the populations may be different because of the
nature of the regions bein
teachers, and recipients
suited in their choosino
compared, or that we do not know if colic
of awards have similar experiences that re-
college teaching as a career.
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TAI3LE 7 - 1
ly^CTORS THAT' INFLUENCED THE TEACHER'S rnoTpp o- CAREER
RANK
Mi nn. Award
PER CEOT CHECKING ITEM
Tfsachers Recim'pni-c an. Av;ard
Teachers Recipients
external ITEMS
1 2 College teaching job offered 39% 1 7®/
although I had not sought one
1 / /o
2 3 College teacher recommended it 27% 14%
3 1 Graduate fellov/ship or assis-
tantship
25% 23%
A 5T College administrator or coun-
selor encouraged me 24% 10%
5 4 G.I, Benefits aid to advanced
work
17/o 13%
6 lOT Other external 16% 1%
7 8 Parents, relatives or friends
favored it 11% 5%
8 5T Just drifted into college
teaching 8% 10%
9 5T No response 6% 10%
10 lOl’ High school staff member
suggested it 4% 1%
11 9 Armed forces training led me
into field 2% 4%
12 0 Husband or v/ife v;as or planned
to be a college teacher %% 0%
INTERNAL ITEMS
1 3 Decided to v;ork with college age
students 46% 27%
2 1 So interested in subject I wanted
to continue its study 43% 41%
3 2 More of an intellectual challenge 41% 33%
A 4 Felt I could contribute more to
field by college teaching 33% 24%
5 8 Wanted a job v;ith security and
prestige 14% 5%
6 9 Other 10% 4%
7 5 Desired to emulate a certain
college professor 8% 19%
8 7 No response 4% 10%
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CJiLP^ ^ teaching
: TABLE 7 - 2
TMs c„AAa«..UlU, X,Ke U,e
.e,„,lnl„, I,,.. cH„..c,leH.»cs.
measured by opon-ended rospouses In tho Hlnnn.cta qucatlonnalre and by
check-off- in the questionnaire sent to the recipients.
The ranb order snegosts few sl.UarfUcs-the ite„.s checked first
by recipient Is tied for twelfth of the Ite^s listed by Minnesota tea-
chers. The lte.s listed first by teachers was the tenth :„ore popular
Ite. checked by recipients. The Ite. listed second by Minnesota tea-
chers and third by the recipients,
"Intel lecutally stimulating associa-
tions," was checked or vnrltten with equal frequency by both groups:
tiinnesota teachers, 297. and award recipients, 307.. As this item alone
indicates similarities, we cannot conclude that there Is evidence that
teachers and recipients have similar satisfactions in college teaching.
-2C6
TABLE 7-2
ciiiEFj^m^
rgo,,,
Minn.
PER CENT CHECKING ITEM
Av;ard
Tnachcrs Recipient Minn,S m 1 Av/ardTeachers Recipients
1 10 Association v/ith collegG-age
2
students
317. 17%
3 Intellectually stimulating
associations
297o 30%
3 14 Fine colleagues and admin-
istrators 25% 11%
A 3T Observing students' growth and
success 21% 30%
5 6 V/orking and studying in own
field 19% 25%
6 14 Helping young people grow 17% 67>
7 2 Freedom and independence in v;ork 17% 45%
8 13 Able and v/ell-motivated students 12% 12%
9 8 Sense of social usefulness 9% 23%
lOt 11 Opportunities for research 9% 19%
lOt 5 Transmitting knov/ledge 9% 28%
12t 11 Desirable environment 7% 19%
12t: 1 Sheer enjoyment of teaching 7% 49%
14 12 Opportunities to influence
young people 6% 17%
15 0 Other (working conditions) 6 .4% 0%
16 8T Personal satisfaction 5% 19%
17 15 Prestige or general recognition 5% 6%
18 7 Appreciation expressed by
students 3% 24%
19 0 Other nature of v;ork 3% 0%
20 16 Security (salary, tenure) 1% 5%
21 18 Recognition by administration %% 2%
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or COLLEGE nmUJK-. TABLE 7 - 3
The item v;ritten most often - rin. ras . oissatisfaction of college teach-
ing by the Hiiinesota teachers was "Poor Salary" (477) it ^ ^Ocixa It was cliecked
by 6% of the recipients and listed 3th. The Iton. chocked nost often
by the recipients (787.)
looatisfaction written with the second most frequency by the Minnesota
teachers (1A7.).
unmotivated students- suggests stallaritles
as It v,as ranked 3rd and ,bitten by 127. of the Minnesota teachers and
received the second highest tally by recipients (287.). Houever. the
fourth most popular response:
-Too much work outside teaching- for
Minnesota teachers was not checked by any of the award recipients. Some
of the recipients Introduced dissatisfactions that did not seem to fit
into any of the Minnesota categories:
-None
. . . Dissatisfactions with
t.y own failures as a teacher ... Am I really changing the world?"
Into which of the dissatisfaction categories could one classify the rage
of a national award winner:
-Education was formerly dominated by men
of honor, courage and seekers of the truth. There are too many men of
limited talents who have achieved eminence and in some cases dominance
by the use of chicanery, public relations techniques and plain lying and
deceit to make me v;ant to stay in the field,"
Ihe data fails to give evidence that we can conclude that the two
groups are similar.
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table 7-3
glEF M^Smj^AOT_OHS OF COLLEGK rPArm,,r
RANK
Minn. Av/ard
1
2
3
4
5
6
7T
7t
9
10
11
12
13
14
1ST
15T
17
18
19
IIT
IIT
IIT
9T
3
IIT
6T
6T
4
6T
IIT
9T
PER CENT CHECKING
;
^ Item
Minn, Award
Teachers Recipiei
Poor salary
477, 67,
loo much red tape and routine
duties ....
147, 287,
Poor or unmotivated students 127, 167,
Too much v7ork outside teaching 77, 0
Too heavy class load
57, 27,
Too long hours
67, 27,
No opportunities for research 57, 27,
Other (working conditions) 57, 47,
Narrow interests of colleagues 57, 97,
Poor facilities
57, 27,
Other (demands of v^ork) 57, 57,
No policy making by faculty 47, 57,
Poor intra-faculty relations 47, 87,
Too much preparation 37, 57,
Lov; status of profession 27, 27,
appreciation of contri-
bution
27, 0
Other rewards and appreciation 27, 0
Slow promotions 27, 0
Degree over-emphasis 27, 0
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mmSi TO BCOUR^
--- teaching:
The Uer.,e vnrltten most often hy the Minnesota teachers
"Hlsher
Salaries (607.), and "Broader publicity enterino academic life" (21',;)
«ere also popular with the recipients. On their list, the Items are
respectively ranked 3rd (39'/.) and 5th (167.). Yet the dissimilarities
arc too dramatic to allow us to use the data gathered. "Stress on the
Huallty of classroom teaching" checked most often by the recipients (587.)
was rn:ltten by only /,'/. of the teachers. "More recognition of good
teaching" was the response with the second highest number of tallies by
the recipients (437.), but only 37. of the Minnesota teachers Introduced
this concept.
We do not have evidence to conclude that both groups agree on the
measures to encourage qualifieci persons to enter college teaching.
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TAB1.E 7-4
qualified TO_ENm COU.J^^ ING
PER CENT CHECKING
Minn, Award
RESPONSE
archers Recipi ents Minn. Award
Teachers
^Recipients
1 3 Higher salaries 60% 39%
2 C
Broader publicity concerning
D academic life 21% 16%
3 7
More scholarships and financial
aid
20% 13%
4 6 Better counseling and guidance 13% 14%
C
Better "selling" efforts byj 9 teachers
12% 8%
6 lOT Other program adjustments 6% 5%
7
8
14
0
Lighter workloads for teachers
Better security (tenure, re-
9% 2%
tiremcnt) 8% 0
9
10
0
8
Other— increased rev7ard
More time and money for
8%
research 7% 11%
11 13 Improved working conditions 7% 4%
12 0
Other—recruitment and pre-
paration 6% 0
13 lOT
More prestige for college
teachers 6% 5%
14 lOT
Better preservice training
opportunities 4% 5%
15
Stress on quality of class-
1 room teaching
More recognition of good
4% 58%
16 2 teaching 3% 43%
17 4 More clerical and other help 2% 22%
15T Have enough teacheT-s 1%
15T No response 1%
15T Don't knov7 1%
15T Listen to students 1%
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MASUMS to MCOliMGJi QUAUmS PERSC^ TO REi-WIN COLLEGE TEACHERS •
TABLE 7-4
The croups had dramatically different views of what measure would
encourage qualified people to continue as collece teachers. Although
the rank orders are similar for the Item
...,t,„r Salaries.. (Minnesota
teachers-lst, Reclplents-3rd), the
./arlatlon In the percentage of
people maUlnc the response dissipates any similarity: 717. of the Minne-
sota teachers wrote It In but only 287. of the recipients checked It.
Other examples that discourage one from saying that the groups had
s-milar vlev/s can be seen by scanning the rank order of TABLE 7-5.
A dramatic example is that Item tallied most by recipients (A37.) Is
ranked ninth (6%) on the list of Minnesota teachers.
The analysis prevents us from making an observation about the
similarity of the tv/o groups.
table 7-5
measures to en p.ourage QUALIFIED PERSONS 1-n
-REMAra COLLEGE TF.AGTIRRc:
RANK
Minn.
X£.gchers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9T
Award
Recipients
3
14T
7T
2
12T
18T
11
12T
18T
PER CENT CHECKING
RESPONSE
^inn. Award
T^l^^ Recipients
Higher salaries
717. 287,
Lighter v;orkloads
197. 57.
More time for research
147. 167.
Promotions and other recognition
based on merit
137. 297.
Better atmosphere for work 127. 67.
More security and fringe benefits 127. 17.
More policy-making by faculty 87. 107.
Greater academic freedom and
encouragement
87. 67.
Other program adjustments 77. 17,
More recognition of good
1 teaching
67. 437,
IIT 5T
Better facilities for research
and teaching
67. 177.
IIT 0
Other faculty and administration
relation
67. 0
13 7T Better communication 67. 167.
14T 10
More time for study and
preparation
57. 127.
14T 9
Increased provisions for study
leaves
57. 17.
14T 16 Other increased rev.-ards 57. 27.
17 14T
I^^oreased prestige for college
teachers
47. 57.
18 5T
More cooperative or competent
administrator 47. 177.
16T None of these
27.
18T Don’t know
17.
18T Listen to students
17.
18T Abolish tenure
17.
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SmiilARY
Th= results of the tabuUUou of the responses of the recipients
compared with the responses of the Mlnnesotta teachers and the
cons Gt'vr* t ivi„ anal vs is of i Kcr a-M i ity.x. the data precludes making any observations
about the similarity or di ff erenroc: o^ n,, iy a _i c ces oi. award recipients £ind teachers
in other institutions.
~71h~
( 1 )
• footnotes
SA^I-F^r-TOMo'- Stcckleil o ACiIONS OF COLLEGE TEACHERSPrinting Office, 1961) p 93
n, JOB MOTIVx\TIONS
(Washington: U. S.
AMD
Government
CHAPTER 8
COMPARISON OF
AND
THE CHARj\CTERISTICS OF AWARD RECIPIENTS
TEACHERS IN LIKE INSTITUTIONS
CHAPTER 0
GU"-
It v»uld seen th.. the date e.e.lned thee fat would encouraoe us
to group together the recipients chosen frou, student and non-student
administered award programs. Generally, both groups have the same
-dlan and modal classification of a characteristic, for some ques-
tions, particularly those dealing with attitudes, there is a wide dis-
tribution of responses by both groups and yet within this wide distri-
bution, the responses are surprisingly proportional.
Of the thirty-four characteristics identified In the U.S.O.E. sur-
vey of teaching faculties, there are only three characteristics that
gest the recipients of the two different selection programs come from
difrexent populations. Student selected recipients tend to teach more
credit hours per semester (S.S. - 8.3, K.S.S. - 6.7) and are far less firm
In stating that they Intend to remain at their institution until retire-
ment (S.S. - 677., N.S.S. - 377. "Don't know"). Also, there is an un-
even distribution between the groups In their field of specialization.
Ihe differcacos in the field distribution have been explained previously.
There are two national awards that are restricted to teachers In speci-
fic subject matter fields. As the remaining thirty-one characteristics
suggest that the recipients come from the same population, the re-
cipients have been grouped together in this chapter and compared with
teachers in like institutions. The objective was to learn if there
arc characteristics that an a'vard recipient is more likely to have than
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faculty ir,embers v/ho have not necessarn^. iu ily been so identified. The
assumption was that a random selection of eighty-three teachers would
probaMy produce a proflU not unlike that of a national pnofile of
teachers in higher education.
Award recipients from small universities will K.L be compared to
in small universities. Recipients from private colleges will
bo compared to teachers in private coUeses. Recipients In public
universities will be compared to teachers in •i u cu c n public universities. Re-
clplents at private universities will be compared to teachers In pri-
vate universities. Certain comparisons were avoided. No comparison
vas made with teachers in public colleges or large colleges as no re-
cipients came from that population. As only six recipients came from
large universities, It seemed Improper to make comparisons between this
6 up and teachers in large universities. The category of "Small Uni-
versities" seemed. In light of the distribution of recipients by size
of Institutions, to eliminate the need to make a comparison with tea-
chers in "Universities." As all recipients from colleges were at pri-
vate institutions, the U.S.O.E. category "Private Colleges" was used
rather than "Colleges.”
The nature of the data is the same as the material discussed in
Chapter Six and the same format will be used. The analysis will focus
on median and modal classifications within characteristics and will
use a Chi-Square Test to determine if the groups appear to come from
the same populations. The Chi-Square statistic will be reported only
for those cases in which the original distribution of the frequencies
was such that the general rule of the Chi Square Test can be followed,
l.e., no cell has less than one observation and not more than twenty
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per cenr
.ave loss than five frec,uonoios. Uhoro a Chi-Square Test
vas inappropriate with the data grouped In the original categories,
the categories were collapsed to create sufficient frequencies to per-
mit the use of the test. For ex.™ple, for the characteristic of age,
the application of the percentages in TABLE 8 - 1 to the original fre-
quencies indicated that over 207. of the cells had less th.an five fre-
quencies. Thus in order to legitimately use the test, the following
grouping v;as necessary:
CATEGORY ORIGINAL
Under 30 TL 47,
30 - 39 33 25
AO - 49 30 35
50 - 59 20 24
60 - 64 6 6
65 and over 4 5
COLLAPSED
T
,
R
Under 40 407, 297,
40 - 49 30 35
Over 49 30 35
^^^chers who have not necessarily received avrards
= Kecipients of teaching awards
It is obvious that collapsing of codes destroys some data as it
eliminates some classifications or categories. The original classifi-
cations are maintained in the supporting table. The value of using a
Chi-Square Test on the collapsed codes is that it provides a more sophis
ticated statistical analysis of what more primitive analytical measures
cell us about the data. For example, the median and the mode, as well
as an ’’eyeball ing , " of the data indicates that although some of the re-
cipients are older than other teachers, on the whole the groups have a
similar distribution. The Chi-Square Test tells us that at the five
per cent level of confidence we cannot assume that the groups come from
“279-
di.fferenl populations.
To f.cuit.te co.pa.i.o„s between secnps the date has been trana-
latod xnto percentage form. The reader should be sensitive to the ef-
feet of the translation of the data -ititr1 ito percentage combined v;ith the
reduction m the size of the groups caused by dividing the groups by
type of institutions.-percentages distort the fact that we are dealing
with s^all numbers. Specltlcally. we have Hfty-four recipients fro™
small universities, twenty-one fro. colleges, twenty-eight fro. private
xini vet's xt iGs 3nd th jirtv**'Fnifr j •nrr y fou from public universities. As we are deal-
C th o.all numbers, the response of one recipient has a poirerful
effect on the profile created by comparing percentages in classifica-
tions. For example, for private colleges, each recipient represents
five percentage points. Thus, for the characteristic of age (See TABLE
8-1). the recipients fro. private colleges and teachers in private
colleges would have similar profiles if two of the recipients were in
the "40-40 years of age" classification instead of the "30-39 years of
age" classification. Because of the potency of one or two subjects,
there will be a minimum of discussion of the differences between classi-
fications of characteristics within types of Institution, as the dif-
ference could be caused by an error of only one recipient In completing
the questionnaire. However, the arrangement of the data and the use
of percentages may Illustrate the existence of uniformity of the sub-
jects within institutional type. In other words, the distribution of
a small mur.bcr of subjects may be helpful In making a positive state-
ment. "The distributions of the two groups suggest similar populations";
but It IS less helpful for making the negative statement; "The groups
come from different populations." If there were six classifications
- 280 -
Of a characteristic, the respondee could destroy the similarity of
profile, by l„co.:«etly placing an
..x„
ficallons; f„n ehe respondoe to create the similarity of the profiles
by incorrectly placing an ..x- be would Have to avoid five possible
classifications.
Should a characteristic have differences In the distribution of
classifications between recipients and teachers; should this difference
remain constant when analysed by type of Institution; and should It be
sufficiently larse to Indicate at the five per cent level of confidence
that the groups come from different
tentatively identified a character!
populations, then vie will have
Stic unique to av;ard recipients.
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OF TABLE 8 - 1
Award recipients and other college teachers see. to share a con^on
P-fUo o£ age. An examination ol the total catogony,
-gn Inatltutlona..
Indicates that both groups share a mean classification: "40
- 49 years
Of age." This tendency occurs regardless of the type of Institution.
The Chi-Square Statistic computed by collapsing the classifications
Indicated that at the five per cent level of confidence „e cannot assume
that the groups come from different populations.
Collapsed
Classifications:
Under 40
40 - 49
Over 49
407, 297,
307, 357,
307, 357,
CHI-SQUARE: 2.518
(2df, 57, = 5.99)
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VARIABLE OF SEX: TABLE 8-2
Only three award recipients were female. The data on the follow-
ins Oahle wot..d sussest that the dlstrihution of the sexes between award
recipients and teachers in like institutions Indicates very real dif-
fercnceso The tendency to select male award
of the variable of institutional type.
Too few frequencies occur in the "female
recipients exists independent
cell to permit the use
of a Chi-Square.
tasl:
-28A-
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op; STATUS
: TABLE 8-3
I^ike the majority of teachers in higher education, the majority
of award recipients tend to be narried wt^e ix . Because of the few frequencies
the classifications other than "Married " thn rv. ' c;rxeci, e Chx-Square Test can
cm,
.se. .o.
..n u
.Hat „e
cannot atanne that the stoops co.o tto. autetent populations at the
confxdence. Marxtal status does not seem to distinguish the
two etoups ol couese teachets. This data and the data on the lltst
table of this chapter seen, to contradict the notion that award recipients
are young, single teachers.
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AL TABLE 8-4
Host faculty
,„o™bors have a Ph.D. as do most avatd reclplcUs.
recipients on the average tend to have higher degrees than other
teachers, mis tendency is dramatically illustrated hy comparing the
percentages of faculty memhers to auard recipients v,ho have an academic
doctorate at different types of institutions: colleges (T: 4«. R: 5r/.)
small^ universities (I: 54%, R: 68%), and private universities (T: 59%,
R: 794). The proportion among the faculties at public universities is
undoubtedly influenced by the auard program at the University of Vermont
v/hich is restricted to the Medinl un ical College where teachers are unlikely
to have an academic doctorate. The effect of the teachers at the Medical
College would also effect the category
..Small Universities., where the
Chi-Square Test indicated that the groups came from similar populations.
The Chi-Square Test employed with the total institutions indicated
at the five per cent level of confidence that the groups came from dlf-
fercnt populations.
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0^ SPOUSE : TABLE 8-1
Both sroups share the same modal classification:
"Five or more
years of college." This phenomena ocenrs regardless of Instltntlonal
type. Grouping the classifications:
"Completed college" and "Five or
more years of college" Into a category;
"College Graduate" would produce
a median educational level that would be valid for all groups at all
institutional types.
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JL^yCAT^ p^F Mp'mR: TABLE 8-6
Neither the variable of Inatitutlonal type nor possession of a
teaching award distinguishes between the educational level of the
mothers of teachers in higher education. The largest number of fre-
quencies occurs in the classification:
"Completed High School." This
holds true regardless of the institution or the possession of the award,
The collapsed categories produced a Chi-Square that re-enforces the
above observation:
Collapsed Classifications:
-T R
Not beyond elementary school 217, 307,
Elementary school, but not
beyond high school 397, A47,
College c::perience 297, 257,
CHI-SQUARE: 1.659
(2df, 57, =t 5.99)
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Er^ATIOK^ 1,EVEL OF FATHER ; TABLE 6 - 7
There Is a wide distribution among the eight classifications used
to IdontlfT the educational level of fathers of college teachers. For
the teachers, as distinguished from the recipients, no classification
is valid for twenty per cent of the population. To some extent this
is also true of the recipients, as the highest proportion In any one
of the recipient's classifications is twenty-one per cent.
A Chi-s,uare Test was appropriate for the original category of
"All Institutions." It indicates that at the five per cent level of
confidence we cannot assume that the groups come from different
lations.
popu-
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MNK; table 8-8
Rank clearly cllscrtalnates belweoe a„ard recipients and other tea-
chers in hlsher education. The majority of recipients in every type of
institution had the rank of professor. This Is not true of other tea-
chers. in fact there are twice as many recipients at the rank of pro-
fessor than would be expected. This cannot be explained by the inclu-
sion of national award winners or non-student selected award programs:
55/. of the local award programs had recipients at the rank of professor,
547. of the student selected recipients were professors.
As the absence of any recipients at the "Other" level did not per-
mit the use of the Chi-Square Test, collapsed classifications were used
to obtain a statistical analysis.
Col_lai5£e4 C lass if icatiori.c;
Professor
Associate Professor
Asst. Prof., Inst,
and Others
_
T R
2'/7, 597o
247, 217,
487, 307,
CHI-SQUARE: 15.725
(2df, 57, = 5.99)
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CHAIRI-IAN
: TABLE 8-9
Tho di.ri..„Uo„ or U.0 r.o,uoncios in «,o o.i.inal coteso.ioo oi
t>.o
..-ecipionrs oUo„s ns to use the CHi-S,u„e Test in tout oi t,.e five
classifications. The results are interesting. At the 57. level of con-
fidence, v/e cannot assume that thp • •nc e total recipients and total faculty
-.0 from different populations. The application of the statistical
tcrmula to the data about teachers and recipients at small universities
also discloses the same information.
Differences do occur when the data is analysed by other institu-
tional types. At colleges, recipients are much more liUely than other
teachers to be department chairmen. This is also true at public uni-
versities. There are not sufficient frequencies to perform the test
the te..chei s at private universities, but a visual examination of
the data indicates that at private universities, a recipient is less
likely than ether teachers to be a department chairman.
In summary, award recipients from colleges and public universities
are more likely than other teachers at the Institution to be department
chairmen. This tendency is not visible when recipients and faculties
from other types of institution are grouped with teachers from colleges
and public universities. This suggests that the variable of type in-
fluences this characteristic.
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HpURS
: TABLE 8-10
Award recipients tend to have
-lighter- teaching loads than other
teachers. A visual examination of the data on TABLE 8 - 10 gives more
detail Ox V7hy the following Chi-Square statistic is so large:
CJ^amcations: t R
Not on credit hours and
1 “ 5 hours
6 - 10 credit hours
11 or more credit hours
127, 19%
36% 66%
53% 15%
CHI-SQUARE: 32,192
(2df, 5% = 5.99)
There Is no question that other variables or factors could explain
the ditfciences in credit hours taught between recipients and other tea-
chers. Some of them were explored: in the North Atlantic region, the
median or mean hours taught is 10^“>; the median and mean hours taught
/ piofes.ois ij 9 ; men teach loss than women— the mean and median
for men is 10, for women it is 12. As has been noted earlier, the popu-
lation of recipients has a larger number of men and professors than a
random sample of teaching faculties would contain; yet despite the in-
fluence of these other variables on the recipient's teaching load, re-
cipients still have a mean lower than any of the other aforementioned
groups: recipients tend to teach less than other teachers in higher
education.
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TABLE 8-11
The nun,her of students enrolled in n teacher's classes does not
see™ to discriminate between recipients and other colleae teachers. An
enrollment of 50 - 99 students is the modal and mean enrollment for all
Stoups at all types of institutions, except for award recipients at
public universities where award recipients have a median enrollment of
100 - 199. It is tempting to suggest that larger enrollments at public
universities relates to receipt of the award, but as was noted in the
introduction to this chapter, one recipient has a great deal of power.
In terms of effecting percentages in sub-groups, and in this case
recipient caused the exception.
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WO^KIN^ 0;\\ A DEGREE : TABLE 8-12
Unfoitunately, the number ot observations in the original cate-
gories Of award recipients is not sufficient to permit the use of the
Chi-S,uare Test. This fact, and a scanning of the data would seem to
allow us to say that an award recipient is much less likely than other
teachers in higher education to be working on a degree.
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I<EVEL X6:y.GHT
is not available lot an analysis ol
InstUutional type; however, an examination of the data available on
«11 institutions and the use of the Chi-Square does indicate that there
are differences between the total faculties and award recipients.
As the data on the bottom of the page shows, recipients are much
-re likely to be teachers of juniors and seniors than other teachers.
Although the possible Influence of the senior members of the student
government might be causing the difference, it should be noted that
5 -% of the non-student selected recipients have as their primary teaching
load juniors and seniors.
The 67. of award recipients who teach mostly at the graduate level
tile inclusion of the University of Vermont Medical School
faculty.
Level Taup:ht Most:^^^^ T R
freshmen and sophomores 427. 447.
Juniors and seniors 407. 507.
Graduate students 187. 67.
CHI-SQUARE: 7,158
(2df, 57. = 5,99)
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PUBUSHED A,RTOL_E
ita lb not available to permit us to compare the percentage of
faculty In different types of institutions uho publish; however, com-
paring all award recipients to teachers in higher education, recipients
on the average are significantly greater publishers of articles. Fifty-
seven per cent of all faculty members have published at least one article.
seventy four per cent of all award recipients have published an
article.
.U the five per cent level of confidence we can assume that
the groups come from different populations. Other characteristics of
the recipients that also Influence "productivity" will be discussed in
the section "Published a Book."
Published an Article
; ( 14 )
None
V/ithin the last 4 years
Over 4 years ago
I R
A37. 267.
427, 597,
157, 157,
CHI-SQUARE: 7.050
(2df, 57, = 5.99)
-307-
fublished a book
Although It was noted oatliet that non-studont soUcted recipients
tend to have Published „ore boohs than student solectod recipients (S.S.
- 3//., N.S.S.
- 577.), either group has a bettor publishing record than
the national average. Oni, twenty-two per cent of teachers In higher
education have published a book. At the five per cent level of confi-
dence we can say that the recipients and other teachers coce from two
different populations.
Dunham, Wright and Chandler note that;
"Publishing of books and
articles was more prevalent among faculty who were male, had doctorates,
changed institutions, taught at universities and lived in the North
Atlantic Region." (15) The general profile of the award recipients
would suggest that they should be a productive group as the majority
are male, have doctorates, have taught in at least one other institution,
teach at universities and live in New England. The U.S.O.E. study does
not break do™ by institutional type, or characteristics of teacher,
those people who publish articles and books. Thus, it is difficult
to know which of the variables is most closely related to having a
high level of "productivity,"
PuMj^slied Book
:
(15) T R
None
787, 477.
Within the last 4 years 137. 287,
Over 4 years ago 97. 257,
CHI-SQUARE: 20.705
(2df, 57. - 5.99)
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PIOCR SWDJ* SATUS « ms W,STITyTI« TABLE 8 - U
^^UhouEh Ln e.,cK of U.e L^POS of fo.tftoffons
.epo«e8 oo fn
table 8 - 13, recipionts had
.ore experience as students In the Instl-
tutron where they are now teaching, the differences are not slgnlfl-
cantly great to be significant a rin- ottr . . A Oh,
-Square Test was valid for four
out Of the five categories of Institutions. The tests Indicate that
« the five per cent level of confidence,
„e cannot assu.e that the
groups come from different populations.
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lilSTiniTipj^^ M^nw: TABLE 8 - 14
Award recipionts are much more likely than other teachers to be
tenured laculty. Fifty-three per cent of all faculty members are
tenured but cighty-two per cent of the recipients have tenure! As few
recipients were non-tenured. this analysis is restricted to tenured
facul ty.
Institutional mobility is difficult to measure. A professor may
not be "Actively looking" for a position, but he might leave if he was
offered a position at a higher rank and a higher salary at another in-
stitution. Thus, many teachers are not "Actively looking" but are "In-
terested in another position." The U.S.O.E. survey attempted to collect
data on "Offers extended" and "Interest in another position" as well as
data on teacliers "Actively looking."
As the data reported in the national survey combines the answers
to three questions as a category, it is initially difficult to under-
Sec TABLE 8 - lA. Grouping identical responses to separate
questions helps us to understand the mobility of different groups. Both
groups of tenured faculty have a majority of teachers who are neither
Actively looking" or "Interested in another position," (T: 65%. R: 747.).
The teachers have a larger number of people than the recipients who
thougli not actively looking, are Interested (T: 327.. R: 267.). A larger
percentage of recipients seem to have the capability of moving in that
they have been offered positions even though they were not actively
looking (T: 487., R; 597,).
Although there is a tendency for more tenured recipients than
tenured teachers to indicate a stronger commitment to the institution,
and though recipients tend to be more "sought-after," differences between
-311 -
ll>= croup, do not see™ to bo sulfldontly great to cause one to say
that the croups are dUPereut in ter„,s oi institutional ™obiUty. The
nature of the items discourage, the use of collapsed categories.
u is. of course, possible that a question of this nature may be
too confioential to cause all respondees to be candid.
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mmrm OF
„as MUTION until R„i„: table 8 - 15
Asaln. the s.all nu.bet of non-tenuted toclplents caused the stud,
to ie.tr let Itseli to an examination of tenured faculty for this char-
acteristic.
With Che exception of recipients at public universities, the orlslnal
data permitted the use of a Chi-Square Test on each of the categories.
There seems to be no real difference between the groups In their Inten-
tion of renaming at this institution until retirement. At the five
per cent level of confidence we cannot assume that the groups come from
different populations. The presence of a aero classification In the
taciplents at public universities does not allow us to make a judgment
about this group. For this characteristic, there seems to be no dif-
ference in institutional Involvement of recipients and other teachers.
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EU^ENT^ SCHOOl. EXPERIENCE
: TABLE 8-16
Few reclplonts and few other teachers have been Involved with
ele.entar, school students. Hone of the award recipients who are
leadiing at the university level have taught elementary school. Four
recipients, all of them on the facultv nf nt y o colleges, did teach or had
an administrative no^it- at- t-n tpost at the elementary level. The Chi-Square Is
valid for the total group and at the five per cent level of confidence
ve cannot assume that the groups came from different populations.
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EXPERIENCF.
: TABLE 8-17
Experience at the secondary level as a t.n Ky ci eacher or administrator is
not unco-.mnou among faculty members in higher education. Thirty per cent
o. .U
ed.c.Uon Ha, seconaa., acHool oxpe.lonce.
A S.smncanu.y loss psopostlon o£ recipients have had this experience.
At the five per cent level of confidence we can say that the groups co^e
from different copulations V-ir i. Variations do occur depending on the Insti-
tution where the recipient teaches. The percentage of recipient who
are teachers at colleges and who have had secondary school experience is
proportional to the total number of college teachers with this experience.
The private university recipients also see™ to have a proportional rela-
tionship With other teachers at their institutions. The group that
aeen,s to bo influencing the total percentage appears to be at public
universities; here the sample had far less experience than would be
predicted, and the number is sufficiently great that it has implied dif-
ferences among recipients and all teachers that do not exist when the
variable of institutional type is controlled.
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EXPERIENC F.r TAJ3LE 8-18
It is possible tcdna^Vi-ic r^o do a
.hi-Square Test on each of the classifica-
quite clear that experience as a teaching assistant
fMls to dlocri.t„ato bet-.oen gteups. At the five pet cent level of
C-Udence. „e can assun.e that both stoops co.o fto„ the sa„.e popnla-
fhis la true whether we examine total faculty, small university
faulty, private college faculty, public university faculty or private
university faculty.
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COIAKOT EOTERj^,.^ XAB1.E 8 - 19
There is no difference between • .award recipients and other teachers
for the character i si )’ r r,fof experience at the junior college level. A
Chi-Square Test is possible for the total group, and it discloses that
the five per cent level of confidence we can ass™,e that both groups
come from the same population.
An
-eyebaiung.. of the data for those institutional groups for
Ch the test IS not permissible also suggests that the groups are
the same in terms of this characteristic.
<
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miWACTlOH V.™ TEACHiNG
: TABLE 8 - 20
No diffo.c.„co exists between tbe groups In ten.,s of hew they re-
spond to a question ite™ inquiring if they arc satisfied with a teaehlng
career. At the five per cent level of confidence we can assume that
both groups case from the same population.
Although a Chi-square Test is not appropriate for the other groups.
the distribution of percentages strongly suggests recipients and other
teachers have identical attitudes towards college teaehlng regardless
of their institution.
COMPARISON
OF
THS
DiSTRIBUTION
IN
PERCENTAGE
OF
THE
VARIABLE
OF
SATISFACTION
WITH
TEACHING
BETWEEN
THE
AWARD
RECIPIENTS
A.ND
TEACHERS
IN
LIKE
INSTITUTIONS
(23)
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;k^ElilRIENCE : TABLE 8-21
It appears that years of experience does not dlscrtainate between
recipientc and other teacher*! Fn-r- rs-i v.chers. For each group, regardless of Institutional
type, the median is found to be- in io ,a . 10 - 19 years. In addition, all groups
share tne same modal classification: 10 - 19 year— -nr it • ri.7 ars o it is one of two
Identical modes. It is necessary to collapse categories to obtain a
Chi Square statistic, the resulting computation indicates that at the
five per cent level of confidence we cannot assume that the groups come
from different populations. If the awards are being given as rewards
to older men, or are being captured by young faculty members, our data
does not disclose this.
Coll^.jTse^ Cat egories:
0-10 years experience
10 - 19 years experience
Over 19 years experience
I R
3l7o 28%
34% 32%
37% 40%
CHI-SQUARE:
.310
(2df, 5% = 5.99)
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SlIMMARY
The median award recipient appears to be little different from the
median teacher in higher education. For the most part, the distribu-
tion among the classifications of characteristics suggests that the re-
cipients and teachers come from identical populations. The differences
between recipients and other teachers consisted in most cases, of the
recipients having a larger proportion than other teachers in the median
characteristic, i.e., the curves would be similar, but the recipients
have a higher apex. In some cases, this difference relates to insti-
tutional status. Recipients tend to have more than other teachers.
The academic community does not tend to give awards to young, single
instructors \-jho have yet to complete their academic training. If those
characteristics describe a romantic, or woman’s magazine, concept of a
popular or outstanding college teacher, then the data obtained in this
study suggest something different. Recipients are mature men in many
v;ays« Like the national profile of teaching faculties, their median
rgc falls within the ”40 - 49 years of age” classification. Seventy
per cent of the recipients are over forty, whereas only sixty per cent
of the national sample are this old. There is a greater perceiitage of
teachers in the national profile who are female than vzere found to be
award recipients. There were, in fact, too few females in this study to
perform a statistical test, but it would appear that the higher propor-
tion of male recipients hints that women have a far less chance of being
a recipient than their numbers in higher education would warrant. Re-
cipients do not vary from the national average in marital status. The
great majority of them, in fact proportionately more than the national
sample, are married.
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lUfc, encco exist
•..•itliin insti HiUcns regarding the educational
level of rcciiuents-this nay relate to the nuances of one of the award
progra,,., described earlier in this chaptor-but on the whole a slgni-
ficantly larger nunber of recipients than other teachers have a doctoral
dsgreo,
Boeh gr.mps tend to marry college graduates. The educational level
of tl,e recipient's parents like that of the national profile, varies
videly, but the similarities within these wide distributions suggest
that both groups come from the same population.
The typical recipient, middle-aged, married cand a doctor, has
achieved institutional status or maturity. The majority of recipients,
unlike the majority of other college teachers, are full professors
and the difference is statistically significant. The variable of insti-
tutional type influences the characteristic of being a department chair-
man, but at colleges and public universities recipients are statistically
more likely than other teachers to be a department chairman. This is
not true at private universities.
As recipients differ significantly from other teachers in the
characteristic of education and rank, these factors may be interacting
to cause the significant difference between groups in credit hours taught.
Re»_ipienLS Lcach less, Hoi'over
,
there is no difference between the groups
in the median and modal enrollment of students taught last temi: 50 - 99
students,
Ihe fact that on the average there are three times as many teachers as
recipients v/orking on a degree also tends to re-cnforce the observation
that recipients are mature men, secure in their institutional status.
Recipients arc much more likely to have the teaching of juniors and
-329 -
sonior. thair primary toachlns responsibility than other teachers.
This ,„l£ht sngsest status,' however, less recipients than other teachers
have the teaching of graduate students as their primary teaching fune-
tion. Data was not available by institutional type.
Recipients tend to be more "productive- in the sense that they
are more likely (statistically significant at the five per cent level),
to have Witten an article and/or book. As sex (male), rank (professor),
educational level (Doctorate), also influence productivity, it is in-
teresting to note that for these characteristics the recipients are
also significantly different from the national profile.
For the characteristics that attempted to measure institutional
involvement, there seems to be little difference between recipients and
non-recipients. Recipients are significantly more likely than other
teachers to be tenured, which may relate to the characteristics defining
institutional status, but they are not really different than other
tenured teachers when both groups of tenured faculty are compared in
the characteristics of intending to remain at the institution until
retirement, prior student status at the institution, or institutional
mobility.
Teacliing experience at levels lower than higher education fails to
discriminate betv/een the groups. The only statistically significant
was caused by the fact that proporti-onally, less recipients
have taught high school. The years of teaching experience does not
distiitguish recipients and other teachers. The median category is the
same for both: ten to nineteen years. Both groups overv.'helmingly in-
dicated that tliey are satisfied with teaching as a career.
To sumuarire, the av/ard recipients in Nev; England institutions of
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hlshor education arc not out of the mainstream of American higher
education. To the contrary, they represent on the average, those
characteristics deemed most highly by those in poner In the academl.
community.
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Prior to recording the characteristics of ^ •'-Lci „^c i the recipients of "Out-
standinp Teacher" £.„ards, It was necessary to learn the answers to the
following questions:
2. Is the selection process that Is employed in Identifvine "Onrstandins Teachers" such that it is likhv th»; . • ®indeed "Outstanding Teachers"? ^ ecipients are
-ecipients selected! Is there any aspect ot the
of teachersr*'''™ °£ “V sroup
4. Are there major differences between award recipients Identified
programs?
programs and recipients selected by other
5. Are the characteristics identified as characteristics of award
recipients, unique to them or are they manifestations of char-
acteristics common to all college teachers in higher education?
Award programs are not uncommon on New England campuses. Although
less than five per cent of the colleges have local award programs, more
than half of the universities annually identify "Outstanding Teachers."
In the last five years national or regional "Outstanding Teachers" have
been identified on ton New England campuses by foundations or professional
societies. The practice of making awards is generally a contemporary
phenomena. Eleven of the twenty-three av?ards described in Chapter Five
have been Introduced since the academic year 1963-64. One school ter-
niinated the award. It appears that many campuses are involved in teach-
ing awards and there is some evidence that the practice may increase.
The components of award programs, number of recipients, amount of
the prize and the selection strategies vary from campus to campus. The
Danfortli program identifies tea recipients a year. The Western Electric
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Fund sponiors eighteen prizes a veir i
> ' . . ome local programs may select
<.p to four leopronts a year. In fact, some of the local progrmns have
tcsolvca the prohlem of selecting one winner, hy naming as many reclp-
s fulfill the qualifications. Prizes vary as widely as the num-
ber Of annual recipients. National prizes range from the ten thousand
dollar award given by Danforth to "Honor.'. Local awards vary from
University of Maine's fifteen hundred dollars to plaques. Although It
is possible to classify some common elements In selection programs, as
was done on Chart 5 - 1, the details of local selection strategies en-
courage one to say that each one Is unique. For example, one school
has a simple ballot, another an Ad Hoc Committee of students, administra-
tors, alumni and faculty, another has a review of the decision by the
board of trustees, while another submits the names of the final candi-
dates to the president for his approval.
Whether or not the variety of selection procedures prevents one
from grouping together recipients from different programs was discussed
under "Assumptions" and in the "Review of the Literature." Perhaps it
is inappropriate to readdress ourselves to the issue under the umbrella
of "Conclusions" but the concept is crucial to the entire study and to
future research on "Outstanding Teachers." This study would not say
that a particular selection process could determine "The" outstanding
teacher on campus. Hov;ever, the study does demand that the reader
recognize that there are local and national administrative structures
that do determine outstanding teachers without enclosing the word out-
sucAnuing in quotation marks. Perhaps the selection processes do not
identify "the" outstanding teacher, or all outstanding teachers but the
institutions seem to feel that they are successful in identifying a
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number of uniquely competent teachers.
The« is n. interesting InteUectuel base for the practice of „ahins
oustandins teacher awards. Within scholastic philosophy there is a pre-
t>lae that is assumed to be proved:
exist." To those of us conditioned by pragmatic schools of thought.
the prior statement is silly. Yet certain •> academic practices seem to
demand an examination by Thomlstic logic, for despite academic reserve-
tions about stating what is good teaching, academic men are functioning
as If outstanding teachers are visible. In fact, under the appropriate
circumstances, even the most rigorous, hard-nose researcher, sooner or
later, will speak nostalgically of the "great teacher" he had as an
undergraduate. To paraphrase Aquinas, "If we do know great teachers.
then we can know great teachers." At a minimum, it must be acknowledged
that some men, men of intelligence and integrity, believe that you can
know outstanding teachers. With this assumption, granted, one can
focus on the selection process employed to identify outstanding teachers
and evaluate the probable success of a program.
Although the type of program varies, a reading of the reports on
pages ICS to 135, would hardly cause one to call any of them arbitrary--
unless one labels the deraocratic process arbitrary. The programs are
stiuctured in such a v;ay that it is possible for a qualified nominee to
be rejected, but the possibility of an alpha error exists to discourage
a beta error, i.e., the selection process may fail to reward an outstand-
^®^'“bc-r, but it is less likely to rex'/ard an undeserving teacher.
A revicxv' of the description of selection process also indicates
that some teachers, for reasons not relating to their teaching competence,
are more likely than others to be identified as "outstanding." The
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Massacii’o&ctts Iiistir.ute of Technology r<'stricts ii-c;o/ i oLti Its nominees to non-
tenured teachers, St. Michael. s College requires recipients to have
taught a year on the campus, the University of Bridgeport
-prefers can-
didates with five years experience.- and the University of Massachusetts
prefers
-a period of years.- Four of the national awards are restricted
to specific fields: one is in chemistry and three are in physics. The
national award programs all inquire about a teacher's "productivity.
"
Productivity is embraced with quotation marks as, in this sense, it
does not refer to one's teaching productivity. Although the aforemen-
tioned qualifications undoubtedly discriminate against some faculty
raernbers, on the whole, they did not prejudice the results: there were
proportionately more tenured faculty than a comparison with the national
^
average would have predicted. The University of Massachusetts recipients
and the University of Bridgeport recipients were non-student selected,
but the median category of years of experience of student selected and
non-student selected were the same: ten to nineteen years. Both groups
were "productive.” The effect of the national av/ards did result in dis-
proportionate distribution of fields of specialization,
Ihe acquisition of a great deal of data on recipients and the
roughly proportion distribution of student selected and non-student
selected recipients permitted the study to examine the uniformity of
"outstanding teachers" in terms of characteristics held by the majority
of recipients. The observations made about the two groups are of course
tentative, for this study attempted to be consistently sensitive to the
conclusions that can be drawn using data acquired by a questionnaire.
Yet, the analysis of the data on student selected and non-student selected
recipients suggest that the groups, at least in the sense of having the
ae median classification of a characteristic, are more like than unlike.sam
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r.y n.ocllan
..lasaiflcatlon v,o r.,ca„ that if the cattsorias arc tvoatod as
continuous data, nathen than discroto data. ,,a can find a classlflcat
tJ.on of a charactorlstlc that more than half of the recipients possess.
The median student selected recipient differs from the non-student
selected recipient in credit hours tausht and in his Intention of re-
maining at this institution until retirement. The non-student selected
recipient teaches an average of 8.3 credit hours a semester, the student
selected recipient teaches 6.7 credit hours. Although both groups have
the same, small proportion of recipients who indicated they would
"probably not remain at this institution until retirement," a signifi-
cantly larger number of student selected recipients "Don't know."
With the exception of the variation in the distribution of field of
specialization previously discussed, the aforementioned characteristics
are the only ones in which the majority of both groups did not share
the same characteristic classification, or have a similar distribution
of classifications within a characteristic. It is very Interesting
that when the rcci.pi.ents arc contrasted with other teachers, even
these differences appear Less discriminating bct^/cen recipients.
j hero arc a number of similarities in characteristics relative to
persona] background. The majority, over 60%, of recipients of both pro-
grams are male, married, have a doctorate, are over forty, and have a
wife v'ho attended college. The educational background of the recipient's
parents varies too widely to make a gcncrali?,ation about recipients with-
in groups. Recipients of both groups tend to have institutional status.
The majority of both groups are professors; have tenure; are not working
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on a dagrca; have leas than six credit hours ot teaching per se,„estor-,
have published six or more articles; and have taught over ten years.
About one out of four of both groups are department chairmen.
Neither group is unique in its Involvement v,ith the Institution
either rn their past or in their future Intentions. Over sixty per cent
of both groups did not earn their bachelor's or a higher degree at the
institution
-ahere they are teaching. The typical recipient identified
in both programs is not actively looking for a position elsewhere hut
they have received an offer or an Inquiry about their availability for
the coming year. Almost half (497.) of the non-student selected recip-
ients, like a small majority of the student selected, are interested in
another position even though they are not actively looking.
Both groups have had limited experience teaching at levels other
than higher education. Over eighty per cent have not taught elementary
school, secondary school or junior college. About half have served as
teaching assistants.
Over sixty per cent of both groups decided first on their field of
specialization before they decided to teach, or made the decisions
simultaneously. There is no commonness within or between groups in
terms of when they decided to become teachers or to teach college.
The section of the questionnaire dealing with job motivations and
satisfactions presented each recipient with about twenty possible answers
for each question. Few answers attracted the majority of the subjects.
But the similarity in rank order and the frequency of responses strongly
argue th»at if the study failed to identify attitudes that a majority of
recipients shared, it did indicate that the groups are similar. When
asked what influenced their decision to become a college teacher, the
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ans,,=r that attracted four cut of ten subjects in both groups, and the
most popular response was: ug, i„cerosted in subject 1 wanted to con-
tinue Its study.’. When asked the chief satisfaction of being a college
teacher, the answer that received the largest number of checks by the
student selected recipients, and the second largest n™ber of checks
by the non-student selected recipients was-Sheer enjoyment of teach-
ing... Large numbers of recipients could not agree on the chief dissatis-
faction of college teaching. The item checked most frequently by both
groups (287. of the student selected, 277. of the non-student selected),
was: '.Excessive Committee work." The majority of both groups agreed
that the way to encourage qualified people to enter college teaching
was to ''stress the quality of classroom teaching." The same response
was also e:<tremely popular when the recipients were asked how to retain
competent people. It was the most popular reponse of the student selected
recipients and the second most popular with non-student selected recip-
ients.
As It seemed that with the exception of three characteristics,
recipients seemed to be more like than unlike, the groups v/ere put
together and contrasted with a national survey of teachers to discover
in what ways recipients were different from other college teachers.
An examination cf the median classifications of characteristics
suggests that the groups do not vary in personal background. The
majority of both groups are over forty, male, married, doctors and have
wives v;ho ronmleted college. Differences betv;een the two groups appear
if VC compare the percentage of subjects in various classifications.
For example, recipients are older; more are male; more are married; more
have the doctorate; more of their spouses completed college and more of
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thel. mothers did not attend high school. Despite these visual dif-
ferences, the Chi-Square Test indicated that only the recipient's edu-
cational level was statistically significant. There were too few
females to lest the significance of the distribution of sexes.
Differences do exist between the groups in institutional status.
Recipients were found to have more status in a number of characteristics.
Significant differences were found in rank, possession of a department
chairmanship, credit hours taught, research productivity and tenure. The
majority of recipients are professors, but only twenty-seven per cent
of all teachers are professors. Recipients are more likely than other
teachers to be department chairmen at private colleges and public uni-
versities. The majority of recipients teach between six and ten credit
hours a semester, but the national average is eleven or more hours. The
majority of recipients have published an article, the majority of teachers
in higher education have not. Eighty-two per cent of the recipients have
tenure, only fifty-three per cent of all teachers have tenure.
Statistical differences v/ere not discovered in any of the char-
acteristics that attempted to measure institutional involvement, such
as prior student status, intention of remaining at the institution until
retirement or interest in another position. In each of these character-
istics the lecipients indicated more involvement, but the difference was
not significant at the five per cent level.
Statistically significant differences v;ere not found betv;een the
groups in experience as an elementary teacher, as a junior college tea-
cher, as a teaching assistant or in years of teaching experience.
Statistically significant differences were found in experience in
secondary school. Recipients had less, Tv/clve per cent of the recip-
ients had had teaching or administrative experience at the secondary
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level, whereas thirty per cent of the teachers had this experience.
Recipients seen, to be unique from other teachers in higher educa-
tion only in institutional status. One must be very careful in stating
that ti.ese statistically significant differences in status are indi-
vidually important. They are not. The interrelationship of character-
istics that measure status is somewhat obvious as was pointed out in
Chapter Eight. Interesting hypotheses might hove been made if the
recipients had some characteristics that indicated high status and other
characteristics that Indicated low status. For example, if the recip-
ients had high productivity and low rank; or if they had heavier teach-
ing loads and high rank, or if they had high productivity and no tenure.
None of those combinations occurred.
To conclude, a descriptive study such as this one differs from an
experimental one in that descriptive studies report on the nature of
the phenomena, not on how it can be changed or hov? it came to be. Thus,
the writer v/ill avoid the temptation to give answers that explain causes
from data that originated as answers to "What" questions. In other
v;ords, the study seemed to indicate that the recipients had more status,
that in other respects differences were not significant. Other than
examining selection processes, v;hich was done, explanations as to why
recipients had more status, or were not different in other ways, v;ould
be mere conjecture and would attribute to questionnaire data more
scientif i cness than this type of study deserves.
The study described a practice, that seems to be flourishing, and
which, in light of the shortage of literature on the subject, needed
description. It was important to record that recipients of distinguished
teacin’ng awards have also experienced success in achieving certain symbols
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of inslij.t jt lonal schicvorriGnt" r-AnV ^
• ank, tenure, terminal degrees, light
teaching loads and publicat
er
ions.
RECOlFiENDymOT^
A m..nb=r o£ variations of this study arc possible such as, rcpoatins
the design but using state universities rather than New England institu-
tions as the source of subjects, or comparing recipients of national
teaching awards with recipients of national professional awards; or
extending the study to include all the North Atlantic States and compar-
ing these recipients to all the teachers in the North Atlantic States
described in the U.S.O.E. survey, but I am not sure that given the re-
sults of this study, that further surveys of this type would add
Significantly to an understanding of higher education. It would be
possible to go beyond the reports on pages 108 to 135 and by an in-depth
exa’nitiation of the selection processes to discover factors that result
in one nominee being chosen rather than another nominee, but this type
of researcn is expensive and seems more expose than expository. It
vould probably tell us more about the nature of man, than the nature of
the selection processes.
My recommendations reflect, in part, a point of view of the one
recipient who refused to participate in the survey. I suspect that my
letter of request led Professor De Mott to believe that I would write
in my last chapter that ’’Effective teachers are more likely to be Pro-
fessors, 40 - 49 years of age, authors of 1.4 books
. .
." This con-
cern seemeu to prompt his refusal.
If this researcher failed to communicate his goals to Professor
be Mott, De Mott did not fail to communicate to the researcher: "I
realize it must seem to you unaccountably rude of me to return your
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c,uc.tlo„„air= unanswered but 1 haven't any real choice. I don't think
you can find out about good teaching by concentrating on external cir-
cunistances. I hove to go further and say that the idea of trying seems,
if you will forgive me, ’v/rong headed.*" (l)
If the professor is seeking forgiveness, I forgive him. I only
hope that his interpretation of my letter does not cause him to casti-
gate and to quote a quantitative researcher in one of his frequent
articles in the NEW YORK TDlES-the questionnaire was returned, the
letter v;as not.
Although we clearly differ in communication skills, our orientation
is similar. He wrote: "What’s necessary is an attempt tc probe the
innerness of the man who can teach--v;hat are the man's central under-
standing oi ]?cfe, what are his inner decisions about the human needs
his 'subject' can meet, v/hat is his emotional landscape?" (2)
Who can quarrel with that statement? Not only should this be done,
but to a certain extent it can be done. To this end, I would like to
make two recommendations.
Bills, reviewed earlier, conducted research using outstanding
teachers as subjects. Administrators identified the teachers. He
administered a Q-sort called the College Teacher Problems Q-Sort. He
challenged the validity of labeling the A.A.C.T.E. teachers as "out-
standing" as Iheir scores indicated that they were not student orientated.
It V70uld be Interesting to gather together av;ard recipients and duplicate
Bills' study. His central hypothesis, that effective teachers are stu-
dent orientated, seems to be a core of much educational philosopliy.
What if individuals selected by a variety of processes also achieved
similar scores on the Q-sort? What if teachers identified as outstanding
-3A3~
l„3C.sUl.e to the emotional needs of the students on heUeved tnat
the student role, for the
.ost part Is a passive onel What If avard
^^cipicilts Ij’SllGVPcI
-f'Y'ni-T-t • • -that tiuth IS acquired through deductive processes
not inductive processes? What then?
It would seem important to learn not only the value system of
award recipients, but also their orientation to college problems. The
Aimcrican Association of Colleges of Teacher Education is to be lauded
for bringing together a group of college teachers and having them focus
on college teaching, but if Bills* criticism, that the group was not
•'outstanding,-' is valid, then the conference should be duplicated with
iT.en whose claim to be outstanding has more institutional support.
^he one hundred and four men recipients who might be brought to-
gether for this conference would represent a variety of educators. One
man holds a named chair at Harvard. Another responded to the question-
naire by writing me a long letter bitterly explaining why he left tea-
ching. Another, who won two av/ards^ is now an assistant provost. An-
other selected by students as outstanding has left teaching for industry.
Anothei le^. c teacliing to become an administrative assistant to a United
States Senator. Another student selected recipient, when asked how did
you become interested in teaching responded: "Wanted to do basic re-
search. Teaching comes with it." When he was asked "What arc your
chief sati.ifactions?"
,
he listed only one: "Opportunities for research."
Another responded to the questions dealing with retaining and recruiting
college teachers by vrriting on the form: "Listen to students." Another
volunteered the following: "Aspects of education with v;hich I am in
hearty disagreement (include) the fetish that learning and studying are
Joytul processes. Like hell they are!" Another responded suggesting
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h<! and I collaborate on a tmtlior study of av,ard recipients.
It wo arc entering the decade of the dialogue, it would seea. im-
portant that we should not only
-liston to students." but also that
we listen to teachers, especially those teachers who seem to be sue-
cessful as tieachers.
In order that this recommendation be explored, a proposal out-
lining a conference whose participants would be this study's award re-
cipients, college newspaper editors and representatives of the educa-
tional press, is being prepared for a foundation that has shovm concern
about the status of teaching in higher education.
The last rcconnaendation of this study is that a qualitative
description of award recipients be prepared. Description of the re-
cipient's educational philosophy, his interaction with students and gen-
eral life style might help us to understand something about teachers who
are reopec .ed by students and collecvgues. If it does not achieve this
goal, v;e will have at least given more recognition to men v/ho are suc-
cessful as teachers at a time when teaching needs recognition. If V7c
in education are right in expending energies in seeking the answers
to questions about what makes a teacher outstanding, then it v;ould also
seerri proper to expend energies to make knowi to the academic community
mcTi who have been discovered to be "outstanding teachers,"
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FOOTNOTES
(1) BenjTTiin De Mott, Personal Letter,
(2) Ibid.
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QUESTlONAIRE
STATUS AND CAREER ORTI-NTATIONS OF
of "OUTSTAMDTNG TEz\CHER’' AWARJpS_^-
1
.
2
.
3.
4
.
Sex:
Birth Date; Month
Marital Status:
Single,
Male Feinale
Year
Harried
„ ,
— Widov7ed, DivorcedNever Married c ^ i
r'l 1 1 • i SeparatedCheck tae highest educational level achieved by your spouse, father
and TTiotner® Mark all three colurnns.
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
No spouse
Did not complete 8th grade
Completed 8th grade
Seme higli school
(Beyond 8th grade)
Completed high school
Some college
Completed four years
of college
Five or more years
of college
Doa"t know
Spouse
("x” one)
Father
("X" one)
xxxxxxxxxxx
Mother
("X" one)
XXXXXXXXXX
5. Rank;
Professor
Associate Pr'ofessor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
No ranks designated
Other
6« Are you & department head or chairman or acting in this capacity?
Yes
_ _
No
7, Uhat is the -department to which you are primarily assigned?
8
.
9
.
Are you on tenure? Yes No
What is the enrollment in your courses this term in each of the follov?ing
categories? Where none, put "0",
Classwork and Lettures
Laboratory Work
Individual Instruction, Directing Theses, Etc,
10 .case ansv7or the follovrlna quest:.ons in terms of credit
hours^ Cvjhother quarter, semester, or equivalent).
a. lJhat“is your total teaching load this term?
b. How many CREDIT HOURS do you have of PREPARATION
FOR SEPARATE ^COURSES? (Example: If you have 3 sections
of the same 2 credit course, count it as 2 credit
hours of preparation.) If you do not teach any
class twice, your answer cnould be same as "a.V above
CREDIT
HOURS
11. In column A check the one level you teach most this term. If you teach
the sa;no number of classes at two levels, base your decision on the number
or students taught. Then check AS MANY OTHER LEVELS AS APPLY IN COLUMN B.
Be sure to check both columns,
LEVEL TAUGHT MOST "A" OTHER "B"
Lo.'/er Diversion (freshman and sophomores)
Upper division (juniors and sciriors)
Graduate division (graduate or advanced
professional)
None of the levels specified above
12. Recipient's Educational Level. Please check the highest level of
education;
Four year bachelor's and first-professional degrees
5 or mo'/. e year first professional degrees vMD, LLB, DDS, MI.S)
Master’s plus one year
All b^:t dlsssrtaion on dcctora»te
"
Second-level master's (LLM, M Arch, KEd, etc. Exclude first-
professional degrees)
Doctorate (PhD, EdD, DPII, ScD, etc. Exclude first-professional
» doctorates such as MD, DDS, DVM, etc.)
13a. Are ycu no’j v;orking tov^ard any degree?
_____
Yes
____
No
1
3
P
the degree you are vrorking on from the same institution
where you are teaching? Yes No
14a. Did ycu earn a baccalaureate degree from the same institution where
you are now teaching? Yes No
14b, Did you, earn any degree higher than a baccalaureate from the same
institution where you are nov; teaching? „„ Yes No
15^, Have you ever written professional articles or monographs which were
published in professional journals? (Do not include newspaper articles,
instructional material published only for your classes, book reviews,
end short notes of less than one page.) Yes No
15bc If yes, year latest article was published or accepted for publication __
15c. About hov/ many in all?
IGa. Have you ever written or edited a book in ' ^our field(s) which v;as
published (Include coauthorship), Yes No
16b, if yes, year latest book was published or accepted for publication
16co How many in all?
17* Do you c-xpect to remain at this
P-cbahly Yes Probably No Don’t Kno^
18,
a.
D.
C.
19;
19b,
Ye; No
During tliis academic year:
liavQ^you received an offer of another job or
a dcfiniye inquiry about your availablity for
a specific position?
Are you nov? actively looking for another
positi. n for the fall of 1970?
T.1‘ NOT ACTIVELY LOOKING, are you interested
in another position?
?eaohJ,-g Sd
^ , HOURS
the duties listed below'>Be sure the overall total (1 to 13) is 100%. Where none put ”0''IN PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES CONNECTED WITH YOUR POSITION Al’ * PERCENT
THIS INSmilTION:
OF TIME
1
. Scheduled instructicn and related duties (including
propa.riog class material, examining, etc.)
2, Individual student conferences (include advicing,
counseling, directing theses, unscheduled individual
instruction, etc.)
•5* Organized research (separately budgeted)
A, Departmental research (not separately budgeted)
5. Administration (include departmental cr institutional
"
administration, routine record keeping, preparing required
reports, committee vjork, etc.)
6. Public services connected vrith ycur institutional
activities.
7. Other (SPECIFY)__
IK PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES NOt'iN CONNECTION w'iTH’ YOUR
POSITION AT THIS INSTITUTION;
8« Public cervices not connected with your institutional
activities
9, Outside consulting for pay (include editing, v;riting,etc.)
~
10. Researcli for an advanced degree
Hr Other Research (Count research that is not college
snortdored)
12, Background 'reading in your field net counted above
13. ether (SPECIFY)
SUM OF QUESTION 19b (ITEMS 1 to 13) r. TOTAL
20. Have you ever been employed is any of the following?
Ansv/er all questions (a - d)
a, Ful.l time elementary school teaclior, supervisor, or
princ-ipal
br Full time secondary school teacher, supervisor, or
principal
c. Full time junior college instructor or administrator
d. Part time teaching assistant or tcaclung fellov; v/hile
in graduafo school
100%
Yes No
21. Hov/ many yaara of oxperlcnoo, prior to this year, have you had
v.-.clly or prrncipaHy teaching In coUege? Round to the nearest yearft. At this it)stitufion:_ j ,
b. At other instituticns:_
describes your present attitudetovrara eollego teaching as a career.
Very Dissatisfied Satisfied
Piasatisfied c r- j
Indifferent — Satisfied
23, Cneck the time in your life vjhen you (a) decided on your present field
of specialization, (b) decided to teach, a\id (c) decided to teach in
college, CHECK ALL THREE COLUI-UJS.
Time of Decision
6th grade or before
High School
Freshman or sophomore in
college
.-Tiinlor nr senior in college
Betueei'i college graduation
and graduate school
First year of graduate v;ork
Later graduate v;ork
Later in life
Other (include ’'don’t know"
or "don't remember"
(Specify)
Field of
Specialization
Teaching Teaching
College
24 , Did you leach at any college during the summer of 1968?
Yes No
25. What \)'as your single most important summer activity in 1968? If in
doubt, use time involved as your criterion, CHECK ONLY ONE.
College Teaching
Taking Graduate Courses
Research on Thesis
___
Research at this Institution
Research elsevzhcre
Writing or editing for
publication
Travel in this country
Travel in Canada or Mexico
Travel in foreign cou..tries
other' than Canada or Mexico
Nonprofess ional vrork
Rest and Relaxation
Other
26
. How
the
d'd you becoms interested in coLlere teachinpv Pi,- u , . ^factors in the list*^ m • ri Plcc.se check ("X")
H?M, school S?4f In,K influenced your choice of career,-o ' o u i start member suggested it ‘-'-'-i-.College teacher recertumended it
Paro'i?-
cv counselor encouraged meientoj relatives, or friends favored itGraduate fellowship or assistantship
I
^°uSht oneG,I, ^.,enefits aid to advanced v7ork
Armed forces traihing led mo into field
Husband (wife) was, or planned to be, a college teacher
Just "drifted" into college teaching
So interested in subject I wanted to continue its study
csired to work with college age students
wanted a job with security and prestige
Felt. I could contribute more to field by college teaching
antcc^to be part of the college academic and social lifeDesirea to emulate a certain college professor
More of an intellectual challenge
Other
27
. How did you regard college
your baccalaureate degree?
column below;
Career for other people
Highly attractive
Attractive
Sio opinion
IJxaattractive
Highly unattractive
teaching as a career at the time you received
Please check the appropriate space in each
Career for self
Highly attractive
Attractive
No opinion
Unattractive
Highly unattractive
28
. Vn.-<at .ire the tv
-:o or thre e cliicf
teacbj.n2? " satisfactions you derive from college
Association with coUogc-cge students
.—„
Itelpi.rig young people grov?
Observing students* grov/th and success
Transmitting knov/lcdgc
hVr’iing and studying in ov;n field
——
Opportunities to influence young people
Sheer enjoyment of teaching
Range and variety of activities
Able and vrell
-motivated students
Fine colleagues and administrators
Intellectually stimulating associations
Opportunities for research
— Opportunities to attend prof essiona,! meetings
Desirable environment
__
freedom and independence in v?ork
Security (salary, tenure, etc.)
Prestige or general recognition
Sense of social usefulness
Appreciation expressed by students
Recogniti.on by administrators
Pcrsoiial satisfaction
Others
29, What are your tv;o or three main dissatisfactions v;ith college teaching
as a career?
Too heavy class load
Too long hours
Too much preparation
Too much iv'ork outside teaching
Exccssiv' committee v:ork
Too inxich red tape and routine duties
No time for study
No opportunities for research
Poor or unmotivated students
___
Poor faculty attitudes
Karrov; interests of colleagues
Poor intra-faculty relations
No policy making by faculty
Poor facilities
opportunity to attend professional meetings
Classes too large
Poor salary
Low status of profession
Inadequate appraisal of v;ork
Little student appreciation
Little recognition for good teaching
Little appreciation of contributions
Degrees overemphasized
Stress on research too great
Siov; promotions
Other
30 What tv.o or three measures would you recomend th«i-
uiiivsrsir.ies take to encourage
colleges and
teaching?
quolifjcd persons to enter college
piiblicity concerning academic Hfe
More scholarships and financial aids
Better "selling" efforts by teachers
—_
Better counseling and guidance
preservice training opportunities
—.— .
L’xgdccr v^orkloGcls for tcctchcrs
-—
ISore time and money for research
Inp roved working conditions
— Stress on quality of classroom teaching
More clerical aind other help
Higher salaries
More prestige for college teachers
More recognition of good teaching
Better security (tenure, retirement, etc.)
Other
31. VJltat two or three measures would you recommend that colleges and
universrties take to retain good faculty inembers on college campuses?
bighter v/orl: loads
Better atinosphere for work
More time for research
More ti’.ie for study and preparation
Better facilities for research, and teaching
Greater academic freedom and ericouragement
liore policy making by the faculty
Better Communication
More cooperative or competent administrators
Higher salaries
Increased prestige for college teaclicrs
More recognition of good teaching
'-More security and fringe benefits
Increased provisions for study leaves
Promotions and other recognition based on merit
Ccminondation for individual achievement
Other

